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h CHAPTER 1o
IriTRODUCTI0li At4D GEllERAL DESCRIPT10t! 0F PLAT 4T

1.1 If1TRODUCTIO:4

This Plant Design Report is submitted to support the application of Off-

shore Power Systems, herein referred to as the Applicant, for a f4anufac-

turing License for eight floating nuclear power plants.

Manufacture of the eight floating nuclear plants (Flip's) is subject to

utility delivery requirements at the time a unit is ordered. Under present

manufacturing plans the first Flip will be ready for delivery no earlier than

1991. The remaining seven Ft Ps will be available for delivery at a maximum 28

rate of one per year beginning in 1992.

.

The Floating fluclear Plant concept, incorporating centralized manufacture

j and flexibility in siting, makes possible a significant reduction in the

overall schedule for nuclear power plant installation. This is possible

through generic licensing of the plant indepeidently of site licensing,

as provided in Appendix .i to 10 CFR 50, issued flovember 2,1973.

n

Amendment 28
July 15,1931

%
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15

To permit generic review of the plant, the Applicant has included ia Chapter

2 of this report a description of those plant-site interfaces which define

an envelope of acceptable site parameters. Sites having characteristics

falling within this envelope will be compatible with the plant design bases.

Site envelope information contained in this report will enable owners to

select acceptable sites. In addition, expertise gained by the Applicant

through the conduct of environmental and sitfog feasibility studies can be

made available to assist owners in locatir.s ao eptable sitirg areas. Ade-

quate flexibility with respect to siting has been incorporated in the plant

design such that a spectrum of sites will be acceptable. 15

Each Owner's application will include infomation pertaining to his specific

site, plant staffing and training, quality assurance program, and other

unique aspects. The Owner's application will contain sufficient infomation

to demonstrate that the characteristics of the site at which the reactor is
15

to be operated falls within the postulated site parameters specified in the

manufacturing license.

Manufacture of plants on order will continue while site-related surveys,

investigations, and licensing procedures are being implemented by each owner.

!

O
l.1-2 Amendment 15

March 27,1975



(O l.1.3.2 Power Output

Each unit will be rated at a net core power output of 3411 lRJt plus 14 f4Wt

net of heat from non-reactor sources. The Engineering Safety Features design

rating for each unit will be 3579 MWt.

Although the license application is for 3411 14Wt net core per unit, all

safety systems, including the containment and engineered safety features,

will be designed and evaluated for operation at the ultimate power level,

3579 init. This power is used in the analysis and evaluation of the major

structures, systems, and components of the plant which bear significantly

on the acceptability of a site. The thermal-hydraulic and nuclear aspects

of the core have been evaluated on the basis of a core thermal output cf

( ,/ 3411 !Tlt.
.

i

1.1.4 SCHEDULE FOR COMPLETIO i Arid COMiiERCIAL OPERATI0ii

!
|

| Manufacture of the eight floating nuclear plants will be completed during
i

the period connencing no earlier than July,1991 and ending no later than

July,1999, with manufacture of the first plant in the previously prepared 28

manufacturing facility to begin no earlier than 1985. Assuming each owner

obtains the necessary permits and licenses in a timely manner, plant commercial

operation should follow completion of ranufacture by no more than eighteen

months.

Amendment 28*

D July 15,1981
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1.1.5 ORGANIZATION OF CONTENTS

1.1.5.1 Subdivision

This report is organized into 17 chapters, each of which consir.s of a

number of sections that are numerically identified by two numerals sepa-

rated by . decimal (e.g., 3.4 is the fourth section of chaptet th ree) . Sections

are further sub-divided into subsections that are numerically identified

by three numerals separated by decimals (e.g., 3.4.1). All further sub-

divisions numerically identified in the manner described above are para-

g raphs (e.9 , 3.4.1.1, 3.4.1.1.1, and 3.4.1.1.1.1 ) .

1.1.5.2 Standard Fomat

This report has been written to comply with the " Standard Fomat and Content

of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants" as issued by the Atomic

Energy Commision in February,1972.

This report uses the same chapters, sections, subsections, and paragraph

headings used in the standard fomat. Whers infomation has been presented

that is not specifically requested by the standard format and this infor-

mation is identified numerically (chapter, section, subsection, or para-

graph), this infomation is presented under the appropriate general head-

ing as a subdivision following all subdivisions containing information

specifically requested by the standard format. (For example, subsection

1.1.5 is not requested in the standard format. Since it apparently belonged

in section 1.1, it was placed after the four subsections containing in-

formation requested by the standard format).

Amendment 15
1.1-6 March 27, 1975
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_ Structural Member u
v

2. Steel

Members subjected to flexure, cc.apression and shear 10

Members with non-ductile failure mode such as

column buckling 1.3

d. Dynamic increase factors (DIF) appropriate for the strain rates and

design temperatures involved are applied to static material strengths

of steel and concrete for purposes of dctermining section strength:

but shall not exceed the following:

.

Material DIF

|
1. Reinforcing Steel 25

40 ksi yield strength 1.20s

' 50 ksi yield strength 1.15

60 ksi yield strength 1.10

2. Concrete

Axial and flexural compression 1.25

Shear 1.10

| 3. Structural Steel

40 ksi or less yield strengt' l.20

50 ksi yield strength 1.15

|

|
60 ksi yield strength 1.10

The above dynamic increase factors are established from References 1, 2,

5, 6, 7 and 8.
,

|

k. Amendment 25
June 20, 1978
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5. Design of steel members for cyclic loading due to wave motion will be

based on Appendix B of the AISC Specification for the Design, Fabrica-

tion and Ereation of Structural Steel for Buildings.

Design of concrete rnembers for cyclic loading due to wave motion will

be based on ACI Committee Report 215. " Consideration for Design of Con-

crete Structures Subjected to Fatigue Loadings", ACI Journal, March 1974.

6. For shell type steel structures where buckling is a design consideration,

the basic allowable stress S of Table 3.8.1-1B is established from the

critical buckling stress divided by an overall factor of safety of 1.92

(per AISC column formulas). The critical buckling stress is detennined

by the classical linear bifurcation analysis of the shell structure re-

duced by margins which reflect the difference between theoretical and

actual buckling capacities. This is the same approach as the buckling

criteria used for the design of the steel containment shell as described

in Appendix 3F.

7. Design of steel embedments will be in accordance with Appendix B of ACI-349

(1979 Supplement). This Appendix was published as a proposed addition to

the code in the ACI Journal, August 1978 and :as adopted by ACI in July
28

1979. Design of the steel embedment will account for base plate flexibility.

Load factors and capacity reduction facotrs will be those identified in

ACI-349-76 as modified by Regulatory Guide 1.142 and Appendix B.

Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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3.8.1.1.6 Structural Analysis and Design

Category I Structures are analyzed and designed for the loads described in

paragraph 3.8.1.1.4.,

1

Seismic loads are detemined by dynamic analysis. The ANSYS Computer pro-

gram is used for multidegree of freedom models. This program is described
1in Appendix 3A.

3.8.1.1.7 Materials and Quality Control

Refer to subsection 3.8.3.
.

3.8.1.2 Category II Structures

3.8.1.2.1 General Description

Category II Structures include the turbine area, power transmission area,

and service areas.

The turbine area is structural steel. It houses the turbine generator and

its associated auxiliary equipment and is approximately 277 feet in length -

and 156 feet in width.

O
Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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[^ LOCATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO DIVISION 1 REGULATORY GUIDES (CONT)

Regulatory Guide Location of
Number Title Information

1.55 Concrete Placement in Category I Structures 3.8.3

1.56 Maintenance of Water Purity in Boiling Note 1
Water Reactors

1.57 Design Limits and Loading Combinations 3.8.2.6.2
for Metal Primary Reactor Containment
System Components

1
1.58 Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspec- Note 4 28

(Rev. 1) tion Examination, and Testing Personnel

1.59 Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants Note 17
(Rev. 2)

1.60 Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design 3.7
(Rev. 1) of Nuclear Power Plants

1.61 Darping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear 3.7
Power Plants

1.62 Manual Initiation of Protective Actions 7.1.9

l.63 Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Note 4p.I (Rev. 2) Structures for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power-O Plants

1.64 Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Note 4
(Rev. 1) the Design of Nuclear Power Plants

1.65 Materials and Inspections for Reactor Vessel Note 7
Closure Studs

1.66 Nondestructive Examination of Tubular Products Note 8

1.67 Installation of Overpressure Protection Devices 5.2.1,

3.9.2.5

; l.68 Preoperational and Initial Start-up Test Pro- 14

grams for Water-Cooled Power Reactors

1.68.1 Preoperational and Initial Start-up Testing Note 1
of Feedwater and Condensate Systems for
Boiling Water Reactor Power Plants

1.68.2 Initial Startup Test Program to Demonstrate Note 2
Remote Shutdown Capability for Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

1.69 Concrete Radiation Shields for Nuclear Power 3.8.1.1.3
Plants

/~'N
Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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LOCATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO DIVISION 1 REGULATORY GUIDES (CONT)

Regulatory Guide Location of
Number Ti tle Infomation

1.70 and Standard Format and Content of Safety Note 16
1.70.x Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants 17
Series

1.71 Welder Qualification for Areas of Limited Nute 4
Accessibility

1.72 Spray Pond Plastic Pipe flote 1

1.73 Qualification Tests of Electric Valve Operators 8.1.4
Installed Irside the Containment of fluclear Power
Plants

1.74 Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions Note 4

1.75 Physical Independence of Electric Systems 8.1.4
(Rev. 1) 17

1.76 Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants 3.3

1,77 Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control Rod Note 12
Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors

1.78 Assumptions for Evaluating the Habitability of 6.5.4
A fluclear Power Plant Control Room During a
Postulated Hazardous Chemical Release

1.79 Prooperational Testing of Emergency Core Coaling 6.3.4.2
Systems for Pressurized Water Reactors

1.80 Preoperational Testing of Instrument Air Systems Note 13

1.81 Shared Energency and Shutdown Electric Systems flote 1 17
(Rev. 1) for Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants

1.82 Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and Containment 6.2.2.7
Spray Systems

1.83 Inservice Inspection of Pressurized Water Reactor Note 9
Steam Generator Tubes

1.84 Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section III Design Note 4 17
(Rev. 2) and Fabricaticn

Amendment 17
September 2,1975
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LOCATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO DIVISION 1 REGULATORY GUIDES (CONT)

Regulatory Guide Location of
Number Title Information

. 1.85 Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section III Note 4'

(Rev.2) Materials

1.86 Termination of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Note 2
Reactors

: 1.87 Construction Criteria for Class I Components in Note 1
(Rev. 1) Elevated Temperature Reactors (Supplement to

ASME Section III Code Cases 1592, 1593, 1594,
1595, and 1596)

1.88 Collcction, Storage and Maintenance of Nuclear Note 4,

! Power Plant Quality Assurance Records
'

l.89 Qualification of Class IE Equipment for fluclear 8.1.4
Power Plants

'

l.90 Inservice Inspection of Prestressed Concrete Note 1
Containment Structures with Grouted Tendons

;

j 1.91 Evaluation of Explosions Postulated to Occur 2.9 26
; (Rev.1) on Transportation Routes near Nuclear Power Appendix 2A
! Plant Sites
!

1.92 Combination of Modes and Spatial Components in 3.7
Seismic Response Analysis

1.93 Availability of Electric Power Sources Note 14

1.94 Quality Assurance Requirements for Installation, Note 4
Inspection, and Testing of Structural Concrete
and Structural Steel During the Construction

| Phase of Nuclear Power Plants

1.95 Protection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room 6.4.5
Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release

| 1.96 Design of Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage Note 1
Control Systems for Boiling Water Reactor
Nuclear Power Plants

|

Amendment 26
January 3,1979

3D-6a
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LOCATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO DIVISION 1 REGULATORY GUIDES (CONT)

Regulatory Guide Location of
Number Title In formation

1.97 Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Note 18
(Rev.1) Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant

Conditions During and Following an
Accident

1.99 Effects of Residual Elements on Predicted Note 24(Rev.1) Radiation Damage to Reactor Vessel Materials

1.101 Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants Note 2
(Rev.1)

1.102 Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants Note 17
(Rev. 1)

1.105 Instrument Setpoints Note 19
(Rev. 1)

1.108 Periodic Testing cf Diesel Generator Units Note 2
(Rev. 1 ) Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at

Nuclear Power Plants

1.114 Guidance on Being Operator at the Controls Note 2
(Rev. 1) of a Nuclear Power Plant

1.115 Protection Against Low-Tmjectory Turbine Note 20,
(Rev.1) Missiles 3.5.4

1.116 Quality Assurance Requirements for Instal- Note 4
lation, Inspection and Testing of Mechanical 28
Equipment and Systems. '

l.117 Tornado Design Classification 3.5.2,
(Rev. 1) 3.5.3
1.121 Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Note 21

Generator Tubes

1.123 Quality Assurance Requirements for Control Note 4
(Rev. 1) of Procurement of Items and Services for , 2d

1

Nuclear Power Plants

1.124 Service Limits and Loading Combinatior.s Note 22
(Rev. 1) for Class 1 Linear Type Component Supports

1.127 Inspection of Water Control Structurn Note 2
(Rev. 1) Associated with Nuclear Power Plants

|

1.130 Design Limits and Loading Combinations for Note 23
Class 1 Plate and Shell Type Component
Supports

Amendment 28
3D-6b July 15, 1981



LOCATION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO DIVISION 1 REGULATORY GUID_ES (CONT.)

O
Regulatory Guide Location of

Number Title Information

1.144 Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs Note 4
(Rev. 1) for Nuclear Power Plants

28
1.146 Qualifications of Quality Assurance Note 4

Program f.udit Personnel for Nuclear
Power Plants

i

O-

|
|

l

|

O
| Amendment 28

July 15, 1981
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~$h
! 3.1.4 DESIGN CRITERIA .

i

i

|

| The design bases, criteria, safety guides, standards, an( other documents
!
j that are implemented in the design of this unit are:
!

! !
:

'

) 1. Industry Manufacturing Standards. :

!
1

: <

) a. ANSI C37 Switchgear!

.

!

| b. ANSI C50 Rotating Electrical Machinery

|
|

| c. ANSI C57 Transformers, Regulators, and Reactors
.!

!

I d. IPCEA P-46-426 Power Cable Ampacities
i

l

e. NEMA SG3-1965 Low Voltage Power Circuit Breakers

f. NEMA S64-1968 AC High Voltage Circuit Breakers

9 NEMA SG5-1967 Power Switching Assemblies ,

h. NEMA SG5-1966 Power Switching Equipment

1. NEMA R12-1971 Battery Chargere - General Purpose & Communications

'

J. NEMA 18-1-1971 Defintifons for Lead Acid Storage Batteries

8.1-5
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k. NEMA TRI-1968 Transformers, Regulators and Reactors

1. flEMA TR-P3-197C Guide for Prepcration of Specifications for Large

Power Transformers

m. |4EfM MGI-1967 Motors and Generators

2. The power supply for the reactor protection system and the safety

systems will be in accord with Criteria 17 and 18 of 10 CFR 50,

Appendix A.

3. Additional design criteria are as follows:

a. IEEE 279-1971 - Criteria for fluclear Power Plant Protection

Systers.

b. IEEE 288-1969 - Guide for Induction fiotor Protection,

c. IEEE 308-1971 - Criteria for Class 1E Electrical Systems for

fluclear Power Generating Stations.

d. IEEE 317-1976 - Electrical Penetration Assembly in Containment
|

Structures for fluclear Fueled Power Generating Stations.

! e. IEEE 323-1974. "IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE Equipment
28

| for fluclear Power Generation Stations," and fiUREG-0558, " Interim
|

8.1.-6
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Staff Position on Environmental Qualifications of Safety-Related

; Electrical Equipment." Class IE Equipment supplied by the Applicant

w'11 be qualified in accordance with these requirements. Class IE 28

bSS equipment supplied by Westinghouse will be qualified in

; accordance with generic agreements between Westinghouse and NRC.

f. IEEE 334-1971 - Trial Use Guide for Type Tests of Continuous-

Duty Class 1 Motors Installed Inside the Containmer.t of Nucleari

i

Power Generating Stations,

g. IEEE 336-1971 - Standard Installation, Inspection, and Testing

Requirements for Instrumentation and Electric Equipment During

The Construction of Nuclear Power Generating Stations.
.

I

h. IEEE 344-1971 - Guide for Seismic Qualifications of Class 1
; Electrical Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations.

i. IEEE 383-1974 - Standard for Type Test of Class IE Electric

Cables, Field Splices, and Connections for Nuclear Power Gener-

ating Stations.

j. IEEE 387-1972 - Trial Use Standard Criteria for Dietel Generator

Units Applied as Standby Power Supplies for Nuclear Power Gener-

at4ng Stations.

k. IEEE 379-1972 - Trial Use Guide for the Application of the Single

Failure Criterion to Nuclear Power Generating Station Protection

Systems.

Amendr:ent 28a
"# '8.1-7



4. The following Guides will be used as Design Criteria in establishing the

plant design:

AEC Regulatory Guide 1.6 - Independence between Redundant Standbya.

(Onsite) power Sources and between their Distribution Systems,

b. AEC Regulatory Guide 1.9 - Selection of Diesel Generator Set Ca-

pacity for Standby Power Supplies.*

c. AEC Regulatorf Guide 1.22 - Periodic Testing of Protection Systen

Actuation Function. Refer to Section 8.3.1.2.1 for application to
9

P:w - System.

d. AEC Regulatory Guide 1.30 - Quality Assurance Requirenents for

the Installation, Inspection, and Testing of 7nstrumentation and

Electric Equipment.

e. AEC Regulatory Guide 1.32 - Use of IEEE STD 303-1974, " Criteria

for Class IE Electric Systems for Nuclear Power Generating

Stations."

The diesel-electric generating system fully meets the intent cf Regulatory*

Guide 1.9 except that calculation of estimated electric loads given in
Table 8.3-1 and 8.3-2 of this report is based on a motor efficiency of 92%.
This efficiency is based on the average efficiency obtained on similar
notors applied on other installations,

endment 9
e 14, 1974
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the purpose of shield design) to contain the coolant activity hved on 1%

failed fuel assumption) as presented in Table 11.1-2 of RESAR 3.

Heat
Pumps Exchangers Tanks

Charging pumps Seal water Floor Drain

Waste holdup tank pumps Letdown Waste holdup

Waste evaporator feed pumps Moderating Waste evap. '

Floor Drain tank pump condensate
|

Waste evaporator condensate Letdown Chiller Chemical drain

Chenical drain tank Letdown reheet
:

a The volume control tank and recycle holdup tanks also contain radioactive,

sources and must be shielded. Sources used to design the shielding for the

volune control tank are presented in Table 11.1-3 of RESAR 3. Sources for

the recycle holdup tanks are given in Table 12.1-2A. The liquid sources

in Table 12.1-2A are applicable for the recycle evaporator feed purap.

( For the cask decontamination tank and the laundry and hot shower tank,

cast plant experience was used as a basis for determining sources for,

|

| use in designing shielding. It was assumed, based on plant experience, that
I

the contact dose rate for each tank would not exceed 100 mr/hr and that the

source consisted of photons with an energy of 1 mev. Calculations were

performed showing that a tank full of water with a specific activity of

0.2 pC/cc (emitting a single 1 mev gans a per desintegration) would give a 28

contact dose rate of 100 mr/hr.

I
'

Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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24

The above activities were also employed to design shielding for the pumps

associated with each tank respectively.

For the refueling water storage tank, detailed conservative analyses (in

conjunction with operating plant data) showed that a water contact dose rate 24

of <lS nr/hr could be maintained by operating cleanup systems during refueling.

12.1.3.3 Auxiliary System Sources

Specific sources for the following equipment have not been calculated: de-

nineralizers, evaporators, filters, hydrogen recombiners, concentrates hold-

ing tank and pumps, and the spent resin storage tank. Preliminary shield

thicknesses for this equipnent were estimated based on operating experience

at other power plants. For the Waste Gas Decay Tanks, the sources given in

Table 11.3-6 of RESAR 3 were used.

|

|

'

O
Amendment 24
August 31, 1977
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f'~' CHAPTER 13

.

i
!

I CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

:
;

'

| 13.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF APPLICANT

:

i ;
-

\

13.1.1 CORPORATE ORGAhIZATION
'

!

| 13.1.1.1 Corporate Functions, Responsibilities, and Authorities |
i;

t

i

The major organizations engaged in the design, construction, quality assurance,
i

|
; and pre-operational testing are:
I !

!

! I' ' Offshore Power Systems - Jacksonville, Florida
! \

Westinghouse Electric Corporation - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania |
t

|

The functions, responsibilities, and authorities of these organizations are
: 1

1 described in Chapter 1 with their quality assurance programs described in
:

| Chapter 17. Applicant's technical qualifications are described in detail
:

in paragraph 13.1.1.2.
,

i

13.1.1.2 Applicant's Organization ,

i

i

i The responsibility for the design, manufacturing, testing, and quality

! assurance function is that of the President of Offshore Power Systems,
<

] who has delegated those responsibilities to the Director, Power Systems | 28
|

)

Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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Technology; Director,'tarine Design and Director, Operations. Figure

13.1-1 shcws the applicant's functional organization.

13.1.1.2.1 Power Systens Technology | 28

?cuer Systems Technology is headed by the Director, Pcwer Systems Technology and | 28

includes the following divisions: Electrical and Control Engineering, Structural

Engineering, "echanical Engineering, Huclear Engineering and Ouality "ssurance. | 28.

The educational background and total years of engineering or science experience

are as follows:

27: o. Baccalaureate Degrees

19No. | taster Degrees

4*!o. Doctorate Degrees

:o. lon-Degreed
5Technical Personnel

Total Technical Personnel 55 28

967Total "an-Years of Technical Experience

The forecasted peak level of staffing during the final design /nanufacturing phase |

is appr. rimately 130 technical personnel. This estimate is based in part on the

f?plicant's actual level of staffing during the FNP preliminary design phase

(reported in Appendix C).

O
Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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1. Electrical and Control Engineering | 28

Electrical and Control Engineering Division is responsible for elec-

trical and control design of the total plant including participation by

Engineering in selection of suppliers. Specific responsibilities of

this division include:

Electrical Power Systems Engineering

a. Select arrangenent and determine size of all ele::trical distribution

systems including interface with owner on connection to the utility

grid.

|

b. Approve location and arrangement of all electrical power equipment

in the plant, including cable tray and conduit for Power and Control

| Systems.

c. Determine ratings of all electrical equipment including diesel gen-

erators.

i

|

O
Amendment 28
July 15, 1931
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d. Prepare equipment and system specifications for all power equipnent

including diesel generator, power, control and instrumentation cable
28

and establish the quality level and acceptance standards for the

equipment.

e. Select cable insulation, size and quantity.

f. Provide physical requirenents to Design and Drafting for separation
|28

of Cedundant Power Systems Equipment and Cable Irays.

g. Approve all Electrical Power Systems Crawings including all Cable

Trays,

b. Provide progran and approve Cable Schedule.

i. Specify lighting, grounding and lightning protection system require-

r-nts. Approve lighting fixture selection.

j. Provide technical liason with customer and suppliers.

k. Provide operation nanuals for all Electric Power Equipnent as well

as testing and operations requirernents for all Electrical Power

Distribution Systems.

1. Support installation and test operations in the Applicant's manu-

facturing facility,

m. Evaluate test results.
Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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1

.

,

() Control Systems Engineering

,

a. Interpret the techn. I & C requirements established by Mechanical5

28
Engineering.

!

b. Prepare logic diagrams for use in preparation of schematic diagrams
I

for plant control and protection circuits.
!
i
,

| c. Prepare instrument list and data sheets,
l i

d. Prepare process computer input / output list.

|
t

! c. Approve arrangement and detail layout of Electrical Building Contrdl
i

flodule.
I

i

f. Prepare instrument block diagrams and specify control and instrumenta-
4

tion equipment.

g. Provide technical liason with customer and suppliers.

' h. Provide operation manuals for all I & C equipnent provided and

testing requirements for I & C aspects of all plant systems.
i

1. Provide separation requirements for all I & C Equipment and Systems.

I

j. Support installation and test operations in the Offshore Power :
,

O Systems manufacturing facility.

k. Evaluate test results.
1 Amendment 23

13.1-5 July 15, 1981,
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2. Structural Engineering
8

The Structural Engineering Division is responsible for the orgar,ize+. ion

and direction of the functions required to develop the overall structural

design and construction specifications for the Floating Nuclear Plants.

This division is also responsible for the structural analysis of struc-
28

tures, components and piping and support systems. Specific responsibilities

include:

a. Classify structures with respect to consequence of failure,

b. Design the platform hull,

c. Design, analyze and procure caterial for all concrete structures of

the plant and all steel structures-
28

l

i

O
| Amendment 28
| July 15, 1981
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)

i

!,

!

d. Establish quality level of structures on drawings or specifications

i and establish the acceptance criteria.
.

I

| !

i e. Prepare structural specifications defining design, material, manu-

facturing, fabrication, quality level, evaluation requirements

and acceptance standards.
t

.

f. Perform necessary analysis and specify testing to insure fulfillment

] of design requirements.

; g. Establish a weight analysis program to continuously monitor the weight
:

j and stability of the Floating fluclear Plant during all stages of de-

sign, manufacturing and outfitting.
;

I N

b
h. Interface with customers and suppliers in matters involving plant;

j structures.

;

|

i. Provide technical guidance and approval for the development of detail'

i

working drawings.
28

f

i j. Specify and coordinate requirements for towing.
!

{. k. Provide technical assistance to other departments for lifts of subas-

semblies, blocking of platform during dry dock manufacturing and bal-

lasting during manufacturing.

; 1. Prepare and distribute technical reports and manuals.
,

Amendment 28
; 13.1-7 July 15, 1981
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n. Perform static and dynamic analyses of plant structures in order to

provide design loads for individual structural elements and components.

n. Perform static and dynamic analyses of piping, ducting and cable tray

systems including their supports to denonstrate adequacy for all

specified conditions.

o. Specify pipe rupture locaticns and perform analyses to evaluate the

effects of pipe rupture.

p. Perform static and dynamic analyses of the containment vessel to demon-

strate adequacy for all specified conditions.
28

q. /,nalyze and specify the notion of the plan' due to environmental loads. I I

r. Review supplier's analyses and tests or perform independent calcula-

tions to verify that equipment is qualified for the specified environ-

nental raotion criteria,

s. Establish and administer noise and vibration control programs.

Amendment 28
July 15, 1981
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|

3. Mechanical Engineering

The Mechanical Engineering Division is responsible for plant systems

configuration and specification, mechanical component specifichtion,

carrying out design analyses, and participation in supplier selection.

The Mechanical Engineering Division includes the following functions:

(

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Support Systems Engineering

This function includes all HVAC systems in the plant and support systems
,

such. as fire protection, domestic water, platform trin and sanitary sewer.

j Specif|c responsibilities include:
!
,

a. Establish systems concepts.

b. Classify all components with respect to consequence of failure.
,

!

c. Issue systems specifications, operating, maintenance and emergency

procedures. Prepare system test specification and acceptance criteria.

d. Approve location of v_c.nanical equipment and system layouts.

e. Specify certain equipment and packaged systems, prepare procurement

packages, and interface with supplier regarding all technical matters.

!
l

i \'j Amendment 28| s
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.

f. For certain equipment and packaged systems, analyze supplier's bids,

prepare technical evaluation of the bids, approve supplier selection

and place and follow purchase order through Purchasing.

g. Review and approve equipnent specifications and bid evaluations.
28

h. Support installation and test operations in the applicant's nanu-

facturing facility.

i. Evaluate system test results.

j. Coordinate plant design with insurance requirements. |23

:uclear Systems Engineering

This function includes integration of the NSSS into the plant and the

design of auxiliary systems related to the NSSS, such as radioactive waste

; treatcent systems, fuel and mechanical handling systems, containment safe-
|

guards systems (including the ice condenser) and auxiliary fluid systems,
|
1

ucn as essential service water and component cooling water. Specific

| responsibilities include:

O
|
|
| Amendment 28
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!

1

;

1

; a.. Establish systems concepts.
i

j b. Issue system specifications and system operating, maintenance and

emergency procedures. Prepare system test specifications and ac-

ceptance criteria.

<
t

c. Classify all components with respect to consequence of failure.
t

d. Specify the ilSSS and interface with the supplier regarding all
1

technical matters.,

,

-,
,

!

: e. Specify certain equipment and packaged systems, prepare procure-
!

| nent packages, and interface with suppliers regarding all techni-
,

) cal matters.
i i
i !

, ,

f. For certain equipment and packaged systems, analyze suppliers''

,

i

| bids, prepare technical evaluation of the bids, approve supplier
!
'

selection, and place and follow purchase order through Purchasing.

g. Review and approve equipment specifications and bid evaluations.
28

h. Support installation and test operations in the Applicant's manu- r

|
facturing facility. *

1. Evaluate System Test results.

.

6
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Power Conversion Systems Engineering

This function includes integration of the turbine-generator into the plant

and the design of all systems associated with the power conversion cycle.

Specific responsibilities include:

a. Establish system concepts.

b. Issue system specification and system operating, maintenance and

emergency procedures. Prepare system test specifications and ac-

ceptance criteria.

c. Classify all components with respect to consequence of failure.

O
d. Approve location of mechanical Equipment and system layout.

e. Specify the turbine-generator and interface with the supplier re-

garding all technical matters.

f. Specify certain equipment and packaged systems, prepare procure-

nent package and interface with suppliers regarding all technical

natters.

9 For certain equipment and packaged systems analyze suppliers' bids,

prepare technical evaluation of the bids, approve supplier selection

and place and follow purchase orders through Purchasing.

Amendment 28
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h. Review and approve eg;ipment specifications and bid evaluations.
28

i. Support installation and test operations in the Applicant's manu-

facturing facility.

j. Evaluate system test results.

Mechanical Component Engineering

This function includes the definition of requirements for mechar1 cal equip-

ment, specifying mechanical equipment, procurement and production coordina-

tion of mechanical equipment. Specific responsibilities and authorities

include:

- ]
a. Prepare mechanical equipnent specifications (defining design, ma-

terial, manufacturing quality level and test, evaluation require-

nents and acceptance criterie) using applicable codes and standards.

L. Prepare inquiry and procurement packages for components.

c. For those items covered in (b) above, analyze suppliers' bids, pre-

pare technical evaluation of the bids, approve supplier selection

and place and follow purchase order through Purchasing.

,..
! -

\ |
,-~
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d. '.nterface with the suppliers regarding all technical matters for those

items specified in (b) above.

e. Prepare mechanical component maintenance instructions.

f. Support supplier design and manufacture of mechanical components.

g. Support ccaponent installation and test operations in the Applicant's

nanufacturing facility.

"aterials and Process Engineering

28
This function provides support to the various engineering disciplines, Operations,

Purchasing and Product Assurance. Specific responsibilities include:

|
|

O1
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.

a. Recommend and approve materials and processes used in the plant
i

and platform hull.

I

b. Provide consulting service on materials and materials processing.

)
'

c. Develop processes and prepare specifications for the process in-

cluding the acceptance criteria.

d. Establish specifications for materials procurement including ac-

ceptance criteria.

e. Approve proc 2dures for materials processing such as heat treatment,

welding, brazing, cladd'.ng, and for materials testing such as

tensile testing, impact testing, and metallography.

f. Evaluate candidate materials and processes.

g. Establish materials design standards.

h. Establish and follow material related qualification test programs

and evaluate test results.

i. Participate in review activities on matters concerning material

quality.

O
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|1

!
'

i
i

i

i

i

4. Nuclear Engineering

a

The Nuclear Engineering Division is responsible for radiological analyses,

shielding design, systems and safety analysis and licensing engineering.
28

4

' Nuclear Engineering is also responsible for the organization and directioc of

environmental programs related to floating nuclear plant manufacture and
,

operation (generically). Specific responsibilities include the following:

;

!

; a. Preparation of material for submittal to regulatory agencies.
.

!

b. Liaison with USNRC and USCG.

'
c. Establish source terms for radiological analyses.

O
d. Selection of shielding materials and thicknesses to establish accept-

| able radiation levels throughout the plant.

e. Determination of radiation exposures external to the plant from direct 28

radiation and radioactivity released from the plant.
I

i

4

; f. Determination of occupational radiation exposures internal to the

plant.

; O
!
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g. Containment pressure analysis.

h. Evaluation of accidents external to the plant and accidents within

the plant to confirm plant safety.

i. Establishing safety criteria for plant design and confirming that

plant design conforms to tnese criteria.

j. Assure that designs are compatible with environmental regulations

and standards. 28

k. flaintain liaison and coordination with applicable federal, state,

local agencies and non-governmental ensironmental groups.

1. 'lork with utilities and their consultants and obtain assistance as,

required on environmental problems.

:

|
|

|

|

|

9
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O S. Product Assurance4

b'

The Product Assurance function is temporarily assigned to the Director,

Power Systems Technology (for Quality Assurance) and the Director,

Operations (for Quality Control) until the Applicant enters the final
.

1

plant design and manufacturing phases. At such time the Product Assurance

Department, reporting directly to the President, will be t-established

(this is shown on Figure 13.1-1). The ultimate organization of the Product

Assurance function and associated responsibilities are detailed in Chapter

17; this is the basic Product Assurance structure which was in effect

f during the preliminary design phase (which is now essentially complete).

The Product Assurance function is presently staffed by three professionals 28

/
'

,( with 81 man-years total experience and three technicians with 23 man-years

total experience. Anticipated peak staffing of the Product Assurance

Department, during final plant design and manufacture is 69 Quality Assur-

.
ance personnel and 236 Quality Control personnel. This estinate is based

!

in part on the Applicant's actual level of staffing during the Floating

Nuclear Plant preliminary design phase (reported in Appendix C).
;

1

t

i

O)
-

\ <,
s_ -
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13.1.1.2.2 i'arine Design

"arine Design is headed by the Director, fiarine Design and includes the

following divisions with Floating Nucicar Plant responsibility: Design

and Drafting and Engineering Administration. The educational background

and total years of engineering or science experience are as follows:

|;o. Baccalaureate Degrees 5

!!c. ;' aster Degrees 1

No. Doctorate Degrees 0 28

l'o. iion-Degreed
Technical Personnel 63

Total Technical Personnel 74

Total | tan-Years of Technical Experience 1073
I I

The forecasted peak level of staffing during the final design / manufacturing

phase is 340 technical personnel. This estimate is based in part on the

Applicant's actual level of staffing during the Flip preliminary design phase,

(reported in Appendix C).

O
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1. Design and Drafting
\

The Design and Drafting Division is responsible for the planning, organi-

zation and direction of the funczions required to produce the drawings 28

required for the engineering and construction of the plant. Design and

Drafting is also responsible for plant modeling.

The following specific responsibilities are assigned to the Design and

Drafting Division:

a. Schedule all drawings to insure orderly flow of design information

to Operations.

O(j b. Interface with Operations to establish the boundaries, content and

sequence of drawings to be developed to suit the Manufacturing Plan.

c. Insure the physical fit of all components, systems and structures

which makeup the plant. This includes plant modeling activities.

d. During design and construction of the plant maintain liaison with

Operations.

e. Review of supplier's drawings as they relate to the physical fit

of the plant.

Amendment 23.j July 15,1981
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f. Preparation of the Plant Arrangement Drawings and responsibility for

control and coordination of the plant configuration including the re- |

|

lationships of major buildings with each other and the placement of

equipment within buildings.

g. Preparation of drawings and obtaining all signatures required for

review, coment and approval of these drawings.

h. Design and specify the architectural and outfitting aspects of the
28

pl ant.

O

:

|

t

|
|
,

1
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6. Engineering Administration

The Engineering Administration Division is responsible for Configuration

Control, Engineering Planning and Scheduling and Material Administration.

These functions are discussed below:

Engineering Planning and Scheduling

This function includes planning, scheduling and reporting the progress

of plant design.

flaterial Administration

ij This function includes the control and scheduling of procurement for non-

stock plant material and components..

Configuration Control

i

Configuration Control includes the following functions:

a. Documentation Planning and Release - Develop and maintain a com-

prehensive listing of Engineering documentation that defines the
28

configuration of the standard plant.

Amendment 23
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Control the release of documentation to identify the correct ap-

plication and issue of documents that are used in manufacturing

or that are required to be delivered to the customer for each

plant.

b. Engineering Change Control - Assure that all changes proposed

cgainst released configuration documents are thoroughly defined

and evaluated.

Verify that approved changes are incorporated into the appropriate

documentation.

O

|

| 9
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i

n 13.1.1.2.3 Operations

U.

. Operations is headed by the Director of Operations. Included within Operations,

'

28

are the followine, functioncl responsibilities: Manufacturing, Assembly, fianu-

facturing Control, fianufacturing Engineering, Facility Planning and Facility
i

Development. The educational background and total years of experience of the

present staff are as follows:

fio. Baccalaureate Degrees 17

Tio. fiaster Degrees 1.

1

fio. Doctorate Degrees 0

i fio. flon-Degreed
28Technical Personnel 21

'

-Total Technical Personnel 39

p\
I Total !1an-Years of Technical Experience 593%),

;
.

The forecisted level of staffing during the final design / manufacturing phase is

i 270 technical personnel. This estinate is based in part on the Applicant's

i actual level of staffing during the Fl!P preliminary design phase, (reported
|

in Appendix C).

1. lianufacturing

The manufacturing function is responsible for the manufacture, assembly,

and testing of components preparatory to their assembly into the plant.

To accomplish this, rau material, supplier-furnished components, drawings,

specifications, schedules, and controls criteria are distributed to the

h following manufacturing activities:O
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Steel

Steel manufacturing receives raw material and/or prefabricated panels re-

quired to fabricate platform and hull structures and the plant super-

structure. The raw material will be processed by bending, rolling, cut-

ting, and welding to produce structural subassemblies and modules. These

nodules will be pre-outfitted to the maximum degree feasible and deliver-

ed to assembly at the graving dock.

Concrete

Concrete manufacturing receives raw materials, ready-mixed concrete, re-

inforcing bar, concrete forms, and places concrete.

O
Pipe

Pipe manufacturing receives pipe and tubing (both raw and ptefabricated),

prepares piping details, and fabricates assemblies which are installed in

modules or delivered to Assembly as applicable.

liechanical

fiechanical manufacturing receives components from suppliers and fabricates

these componer's into subassemblies of varying complexity. These subassemb-

lies are then delivered to Assembly.

Amendment 28
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Electrical

Electrical manufacturing receives electrical components and assemblies.

These are assembled into completed systems'or subsystems. Completed

systems are either integrated into modules or delivered to Assembly as

applicable.

2. Assembly 3

The assembly function is coordinated on a project management basis and

includes the integration of all parts, components and materials to produce

completed plants. parts, components and materials received from manufac-

turing and from suppliers are utilized to perform the required erection, in- 28

stallation, systems integration, testing and grooming operations. Responsi-

bility for each plant undergoing assembly will be vested in an assembly

management team responsible for that plant from the start of assembly in

the graving dock through preparation for towing.

3. flanufacturing Control

The manufacturing control function includes detailed planning; scheduling;

materials receiving, storage, issue and handling; and manpower allocation.

4. Manufacturing Engineering

The manufacturing engineering function includes long range planning, process

development and refinement, process methods and performance standards. |28
Included are improvement of man-machine relationships, and review and use

of new technological developments. Manufacturing Engineering also inter-
28

faces with engineering disciplines to ensure product producibility.-
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5. flanufacturing Services

The manufacturing services function includes welding research/ procedure

qualification, materials evaluation, coatings technology and mechanical test-

ing, concrete testing, chemical analysis and metrology.

6. Facility

The facility function receives data on individual processes required to

manufacture plants and integrates them into a total process expressed as

a site layout and detailed facility layouts. Facility requirements are

formulated as specifications for buildings, structures, utilities, site

improvements, and as technical specifications for process equipment.

Planning for proper safe and healthy working conditions for a positive

inpact on the overall environment, and for an efficient facility maintenance

system are included. The Facility function also administers facility

construction contracts and provides for the maintenance and security of

the Manufacturing Facility.
:

i
t

!J.l.l.3 Interfaces with Contractors, Suppliers, and Owners

The Applicant is responsible for design, manufacture, and hot functional

testing of totally integrated nuclear power plants mounted on floating plat-
1

i forms . Because the plants float, are standardized, and are manufactured in

j a shipyard like facility, rather thcn erected as at a land site, the inter-

i faces and divisions of responsibility normally encountered in site erection

Amendment 28
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are different and sometimes non-existent. For example, the Architect-Engineer,

and various contractors necessary for site erection become functional organi-

zations within Offshore Power Systems. Refer to paragraph 13.1.1.2 for Off-

shore Power Systems' organizational responsibilities and authorities. Since

the complete plant is sold to the owner (Purchasing Utility) interfaces with

the owner require description.

:

. 13.1.l.3.1 Interfaces with Owners

Offshore Power Systems Projects Management is responsible for contract inter-

pretation and contract customer contacts.

A project manager is assigned to each purchasing utility (owner) and is re-

. f sponsible for contract administration providing liaison between the owner and

Engineering, Planning and Scheduling, Operations, and Product Assurance.

Even though liaison between Offshore Power Systems and the owner is the

responsibility of Project Management, working relationships exist between'

.

'

related organizations of the owner and Offshore Power Systems to expedite

the flow of technical information. For example, the owner's Quality Assurance

| Representative works directly with Offshore Power Systems' Product Assurance

Management and Engineers. If problems arise affecting price or schedule, it
! is brought to the attention of the cognizant Project Manager for resolution.
|

\

The owner's Project Organization may be based at its home office or at Off-

shore Power Systems.
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13.1.1.3.2 Interfaces with Suppliers

Offshore Pouer Systems' 'roduct Assurance is responsible for the quality

assurance program. The program is designed to assure that Offshore Power

Systems,1,'estinghouse Electric Corporation, and other major suppliers comply

with the requirement to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Criteria

for Tiuclear Power Plants".

Division of Responsibility

The Applicant is responsible for the design and manufacture of the Floating

T'uclear Plant. liajor equipment for the plant is being supplied by the

i follouing Divisions of '.lestinghouse Electric Corporation:

O
| 'later Reactor Divisions - fluclear Steam Supply System,

Steam Turbine Division - Turbine Generators
,

13.1.1.4 Qualifications of Key Personnel'

| The cualifications of the Applicant's key management personnel with overall new 28-

responsibility for plant design and manufacture are presented in Table 13.1-1.

13.1.2 OPERATI!!G OR'iA!11ZATION

The owner has the sole responsibility for the operation of the plant, there-
,

1

fore, these responsibilities will be discussed in the o'r '. 's application.

O
I
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TABLE 13.1-1

s Sult4ARY OF EXPERIEi1CE

A.R. COLLIER - PRESIDENT, 0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS

Education

B.Ch.E. Chemical Engineering, Syracuse University

Certificate Harvard Business School

Summary of Experience

1979-Present President
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTE!!S

IMr. Collier has overall responsibility for the design and
manufacture of Floating Nuclear Plants, including Quality
Assurance and Quality Control.

1972-1979 Vice President, Engineering
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEllS

(m) In this capacity, lir. Collier was responsible for all
engineering activities related to the Floating Nuclears

Plant, including the mechanical, structural, nuclear,
electrical and control systems, and licensing disciplines.

1971-1972 Engineering Manager, Special Project Division 28
ilESTIllGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

lir. Collier's responsibilities included all technical
engineering activities of the Engineering Department in the
Special Project Division. This organization was the pre-
cursor to Offshore Power Systems.

1970-1971 Manager, Plant Application
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATI0l1 - NUCLEAR EriERGY SYSTEMS
PWR SYSTEMS DIVISIO;i

lir. Collier was responsible for technical support of pres-
surized water reactor marketing activities.

1969-1970 Manager, Licensing and Reliability
UESTIllGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEllS
PWR SYSTEMS DIVISION

Responsibilities included all Atomic Energy Commission
h licensing activities and quality assurance functions for
(,,/ Westinghouse nuclear plant projects.
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1967-1969 Manager, Comonwealth Edison and American Electric Power
Projects | |
UESTIiiGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEitS

ifr. Collier was responsible for overall project management
of the Zion and D.C. Cook Nuclear Steam Supply Systems.

1963-1967 Manager, Fluid Systens
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - AT0i11C POWER DIVISI0fl

Responsible for the design and development _of reactor plant
fluid systeias. u

1957-1963 Senior Engineer
'iESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - ATOMIC POWER DIVISION.

Responsibilities included participation in the engineering
and supervision of design and development efforts related to
reactor system's design.

1956-1957 Engineer
FOSTER WHEELER CORPORATION

Responsibilities included participation in development
efforts on a homogeneous reactor design and associated
on-site fuel processing.

1954-1956 Engineer
E. I. DUPONT de flEi;0URS & COMPANY, INC.

Responsibilities included studies of operating limitations 28
on a production reactor due to core heat transfer character-
istics.

Professional Affiliations

American Nuclear Society
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TABLE 13.1-1

. O}( SUff1ARY OF EXPERIEllCE
u

P. B. HAGA - DIRECTOR, POWER SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY

Education

B.S. Electrical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

it.L. Mathematics, University of Pittsburgh

Certificate Nuclear Engineering, Oak Ridge School of Reactor Technology

Certificate Executive Management, Pennsylvania State University

Sumary of Experience

1979-Present Director, Power Systems Technology
0FFSH0RE POWER SYSTEMS

Mr. Haga is currently responsible for the management of4

engineering design and analysis of power plant including
mechanical, nuclear, structural, electrical and controls
systems, licensing and quality assurance. 28

1978-1979 Director, Plant Analysis and Licensing
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS

Mr. Haga's primary responsibilities included the management
of all Floating Nuclear Plant licensing and systems analyses
including structural, safety and fluid systems. In addition,
Mr. Haga directed all quality assurance and quality control
activities and policies for the Floating Nuclear Plant.

I 1972-1978 Chief Engineer, Mechanical and NJclear Engineering
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEllS

While acting in this capacity, Mr. Haga was responsible for
the engineering design and analysis of the Floating Nuclear
Plant reactor and turbine plant fluid systems including
shielding and radic; ion analysis, systen safety evaluatian,

.! licensing, HVAC and mechanical components design.

1971-1972 flanager, Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - SPECIAL PROJECT DIVISION

r

Responsibilities included design and analysis of nuclear and;

| turbine plant fluid systems including shielding systems,
licensing, plant layout and safety evaluations.

! O
I
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|

1968-1971 lianager, Plant and Systems Development
UESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEllS, I I
PWR SYSTEMS DIVISION

Responsible for the engineering of new reactor fluid, shield-
ing, steam and structural systems for pressurized water-
reactor plants.

1959-1968 Manager, Reactor and Steam Systems Engineering
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - ATO;1IC P0'.iER DIVISION

While employed with Westinghouse - Atomic Power Division,
Mr. Haga acted in various supervisory and management posi-
tions with responsibilities for the engineering of reactor
systems including fluid, shielding, steam and structural
systems. This work also included Westinghouse Turn-Key
Projects.

1952-1959 Supervisory Engineer
UESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - BELGIAN THERl!AL 28
REACTOR, YANKEE REACTOR - ATOMIC POWER DIVISIO,';

Responsibilities included participation in the engineering
and supervision of design of both the Belgian Thermal
Reactor (BR-3) and the Yankee Reactor. Earlier responsi-
bilities included participation in reactor plant feasi-
bility studies and preparation of proposals to the electric { j
utility industry.

Professional Affiliations

American Nuclear Society
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TABLE 13.1-1

SUIE4ARY OF EXPERIENCE

R. A. TH0fiAS - DIRECTOR,f4ARINE DESIGil;

Education

B.S. !!echanical Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Certificate Advanced !!anagement, Emory University
|

Summary of Experience

1979-Present Director, Marine Design
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEi45

lir. Thomas is currently responsible for the production of
all Floating Nuclear Plant engineering and working drawings
and for planning and scheduling services to the Power
Systems Technology Function.

1978-1979 Director, Design Engineering-
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEliS

Mr. Thomas' primary responsibilities included the manage- 28
ment of engineering design tasks for the Floating Nuclear
Plant, including electrical, structural and fluid systems.

1974-1978 Chief Engineer, Design
0FFSHORE PCWER SYSTEllS

While Chief Engineer, Design, fir. Thomas was responsible
for the scheduling and production of all drawings for tue
Floating fluclear Plant. He also acted as the primary in-
terface between Engineering and Operations for the Floating4

fluclear Plant.

| 1972-1974 14anager, Program Control
'

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS

Responsible for development of information systems for
planning, measuring and controlling progress of work on the
Floating Nuclear Plant.

),
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1958-1972 Assignments in fiarine Engineering and Design
NEWPORT !!EWS SHIPBUILDING

At Newport News Shipbuilding,ffr. Thomas worked in all
phases of flarine Design. He started in preparation of
working drawings, did stress and fluid flow analyses,
and was in design supervision for piping systems on a
variety of U.S. Naval and conmercial ships including sub-
marines, aircraft carriers, and cargo ships. His exper-
ience also includes project management on several con- 28
ceptual design programs for the U.S. Navy and Itaritine
Administration.

Professional Affiliations

Society of ::aval Architects and !!arine Engineers
Anerican Society of :iaval Engineers

O

2
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Sutt1ARY OF EXPERIEllCE
(
' D. T. VAtt LIERE - DIRECTOR, OPERATI0ils

Education

B.S. Marine Engineering and flaval Architecture
University of Michigan

Sumary of Experience.

1978-Present Director, Operations
0FFSHORE POUER SYSTEl!S

f

Resonsible for the management of Facility Engineering,
Construction and Maintenance, Manufacturing Engineering,
llanufacturing and Material Control, and Laboratory Services.

1976-1978 Manager, Manufacturing Engineering
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS

Responsible for the management of Manufacturing Engineering
and the fianufacturing and Construction Planning including
interfacing with Engineering, Design, Procurement and 28n

[ )} Project Assurance.
%.

.

1973-1975 Directcr of Production Control & Manpower Planning
| NEUP0RT !1EWS SHIPBUILDIl!G

Directed the overall production scheduling, budgeting,
labor and material progressing for many nuclear and non-
nuclear ships.

1972-1973 Trades Administrator i
NEWPORT 11EWS SHIPBUILDII;G i

Managed all waterfront trades (about 13000) working on
nucicar and non-nuclear ships.

1966-1972 Manager of the Machinery Division
liEWPORT fiEWS SHIPBUILDIriG

.

Managed all of the Pipefitting (shop and ship) Machinery j
! Installation, and Insulation application in the building ;

j and repair of nuclear powered and non-nuclear powered ships '

such as flavy aircraft carriers, cruisers, submarines and
commercial cargo ships to the appropriate quality and1

productive requirements.
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1959-1966 Various Supervisory positions in the !!achinery Division
fiEUPORT HEUS SHIPBUILDIflG { |

iianaged various aspects of nuclear submarine construction
and testing, determined facility needs, and developed
certain processes.

1957-1959 Project Planner
ELECTRIC BOAT DIVISI0il 0F GE|1ERAL DY!!Af1ICS

Planned and scheduled the replacement of the reactor
plant on a nuclear submarine.

1954-1957 Engineering Duty Officer
U. S. I!AVY

Ship Superintendent and Type Desk Officer at Mare Island
!!aval Shipyard and the Ship Repair Facility at Subic Day,
R.P.I., responsible for overnaul and repair work on all
kinds of conventionally powered flavy ships. 28

Professional Affiliations

The Society of flaval Architects and fiarira Engineers
The Anerican Society of :lechanical Engineers

( I
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CHAPTER 17
i

_0VALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

:
I

17.0 INTRODUCTION
:
1

Applicant has established and will execute an effective Quality Assurance

Program for Floating Nuclear Plants which meets the requirements of Title

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear

Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants" and ANSI N45.2, "Quclity

Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants." In addition the

Quality Assurance Program will meet the special quality requirements of

Branch Technical Position ETSB 11-1 (Rev. 1) applicable to radioactive

waste systems.

Management Commitment to Quality

Offshore Power Systems top management is committed by attitude and practice

to the successful implementation of the quality assurance program. The

following describes aajor areas of management participation.

28

1 Quality Program Support

.

Offshore Power Systems management by adoption of the quality assurance

policy and the approval of implementing procedures and instructions

,
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recognizes and agressively supports the quality assurance program as an |

important tool in assuring that plant design and construction are as

required.

Implementing the Quality Assurance Program

Yarious techniques are used to convey the importance of the Quality

Assurance Program to all levels of management and empl oyes performing

activities affecting quality. This is accomplished by the following.

New employes, soon af ter reporting for work, participate in a new employe

indoctrination program conducted by upper management. Among other subjects

discussed, the importance of their personal commitment and attitude to

perfcmance of work assignments within the requirements of the Offshore

Power Systems quality program is stressed. Employes are advised that they
|

| are a significant part of the Offshore Power Systems quality team.

Offshore Power Systems employes at all levels of activity are kept current
|

| with cMnge to the state of the art appropriate to their work assignments

by established company training programs, regul atory agency published

documents, industrial codes and standards reviews, other technical publica-

tions, and by seminars conducted within OPS, and by other recognized

professional groups.

Deficiencies, when identified, will be documented and presented to the

the Director, Product Assurance, and the President. Resolution of defic-

| iencies are documented and approved by the next higher level of management

than that reviewed.

Amendment 28
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I

While major quality assurance problems are made known to management by

issued reports, the President's Staff meetings and functional director

staff meetings address Quality Assurance Program status and adequacy on a

continual basis. Additionally, upper management wiil meet with quality

assurance management as required to resolve major quality protlems that;

have been identified.

The Quality Assurance Program provides the necessary systematic and

administrative controls to provide checks 1.0 assure that activities which

affect quality and safety-related functions during design, procurement,

fabrication, handling, shipment, erection, installation, inspection and

testing are performed in accordance with established requirements.

Quality levels will be established for all FNP items comensurate with

their importance to safety, compl exi ty , intended function, or other

engineering considerations. The functional elements of the Quality
,

Assurance Program from design through procurement, manufacturing, installa-

tion, inspection and testing will be applied to those items covered by

10CFR50, Appendix A and to those designated Safety Class 1, 2, and 3 per

ANSI N18.2 and per Regulatory Guide 1.29.

i

O
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17.1 QUALITY ASS _URANCE DU4ING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

O
17.1.1 ORGANIZATION,

i

Applicant has established a quality organization to assure that activities

which affect the quality and reliability of the Floating Nuclear Plants

are systematically performed and verified in a manner conmensurate with
'

their importance to plant safety and reliability. The Quality Organization

functions are listed in Figure 17.1-1.

The President of Offshore Power Systems has the overO1 responsibility fcr

the design construction and quality of Floating Nuclear Plants. The

President has established the Product Assurance Function and assigned to

the Director of Product Assurance the responsibili ty for establishing,
p

implementing and maintaining the Applicant's quality assurance program as

outlined below.

98The director of Product Assurance is free from all other duties not related -

to Product Quality and his full attention is dedicated to assuring that an

effective Quality Assurance program is being implemented. As a member of

the President's Staff, he has effective direct comunication channels with

the other senior managers.

17.1.1.1 PRODUCT ASSURANCE

The Director of Product Assurance as the designated individual responsible

for the overall quality program, has the authority to stop unsatisfactory

J:

|
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work or control further processing, delivery or installation of nonconform-

ing material. The Director of Product Assurance has direct access to all

levels of management without undue influence and re ,aonsibility for

schedules and costs.

The Product Assurance function will be closely involved in work scheduling

and designated quality personnel will attend status meetings to assure that

QA/QC procedures and activities are adequate and are scheduled in a timely

manner. The Product Assurance Director detennines the staffing and qualifi-

cation level required to assure there is adequate coverage relative to

procedural and process controls, inspection controls, and auditing.

On a periodic basis, the Product Assurance Director will evaluate the

staffing of the QA & AC organizations and based on projected workloads and

schedules will assure that an adequate number of qualified quali ty I

20personnel are assigned. The Director of Product Assurance, as a member of

the President's Staff, may modify the staffing level as required.

Figure 17.1-2 further explains the quality organization relationship

between Quality Assurance and Quality Contro' organizations relative to

procurement, design, mlnufa:tur'ng and utility organizations.

The responsibility for the ovemll quality program is retained and exer-

cised by *.ne Applicant through the Product Assurance function. Offshore

Powar dystems does not delegate any major portion of its quality program

to other organizations.

O
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,

The overall responsibility for approval of quality manuals lies with the
. /~'

( Director of Product Assurance.

28

The qualifications for the Director of Product Assurance meet the require-

ments of ANSI /ANS 3.1 - 1978 (Section 4.4.5) and as a minimum are as

follows:
i

o A degree in an engineering or related discipline.

o A minimum of ten years experience in manufacturing, engineering or
,

quality assurance, preferably in the nuclear field,

o Management skills and supervisory experience in the above areas for a

minimum of five years.

The Product Assurance organization is comprised of the Quality Assurance
O

and Reliability Division and the Quality Control Division. See Figure

17.1-1.

<

The Product Assurance Director has delegated responsibility for stopwork
28

authority to the Quality Assurance and the Quality Control Manager in

wri ting. These individuals are free from cost / schedule pressures and may

stop unsatisfactory work, control further processing, watrol delivery, or

stop installation of nonconforming material .

1

The following paragraphs show the assignment of responsibilities and

authorities that control the quality assurance program.

'

A
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17.1.1.1.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE & RELIABILITY

O
The Manager of Quality Assurance & Reliability is responsible for the

organization, planning and implementation of the Applicant's quality

assurance program. In carrying out these responsioilities the Manager of

Quality Assurance & Reliability has the organizational freedom to:

1. Identify quality problems.

2. Initiate action that results in solutions.

3. Verify implementation of solutions.

4. Stop unsatisfactory work or cortrol further processing, delivery or

installatic:1 of nonconforming material .

The authorities and responsibilities of Quality Assurance and Reliability

are listed below:
t

1. Policies and Procedures - Establish the policies and procedures for tho
,

phases of quality assurance by which the various groups operate to insure
1

that Floating Nuclear Plants meet contractural and regulatory requirements.

2. Drawing and Specification Review - Review and approve drawings and

specifications used for procurement and manufacturing to insure that

necessary confomance limits, test methods, identification, quality and
|

O
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regulatory requirements are included. Identify quality problems encounter-
m

ed on similar previous designs and recomend changes or additions when

necessary. Assist or direct development of special test specifications or

. quality standards when necestary to define the article and implement its

use.

I

3. Procurement Quality Requirements - Prepare procurement quality re-

quirements for purchased items defining quality requirements for source

inspection, supplier documentation process qualification, and personnel

certification.

4. Surveillance Planning - Plan surveillance operations to be conducted by

supplier surveillance. Issue Quality Assurance plans consis'.ent with the

criticality or complexity of the item being procured.
OV

5. Supplier Submittal Review - Review supplier test, inspection and

manufacturing plans prior to use, to insure that characteristics which

influence quality are adequately controlled and inspected. Indicate which

of these controls or inspections are to be hold points in tile purchase

order.

6. Material Review Board - Act as chairman of the Material Review Board

providing technical disposition of nonconfroming material. Insure that

dispositions of the review board are properly documented, clear tc per-

sonnel required to implement them, and that sufficient technical justifi-

cation exists to support the dispositions.

b\
V
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7. Design Review - Actively paeticipate in, monitor and document Design

Review Meetings that are scheduled by the Applicant's Design Review Board.

8. Plant Design Report - Prepare the Product Assurance input to the Plant

Design Report, defining the progra:n for control?ing tne quality of nuclear

safety related systems, components and structures.

9. Supplier Surveys - Implement the supplier quality evaluation program

including surveys of potential suppliers to determine capabilities of their

quality control sy s tem. Assist purchasing in maintaining the approved

suppliers list.

10. Supplier Indoctrination - Advise and instruct supplier in the use of

quality forms and procedures in compliance with purchase order require-

ments. Assist supplier in the resolution of quality problems and, when

required, advise cognizant Applicant personnel of possible problem areas.

11. Corrective Action - Identify and report conditions at suppliers' and

Applicant's facilities which are adverse to quality; initiate investigation

of the causes by responsible agencies for development of corrective

measures to prevent recurrence; evaluate and follow resultant corrective

actions to assure effectiveness.

12. Supplier Rating System - Mair.tain the quality assurance supplier

rating system which evaluates the perfcrmance of Applicants' suppliers.

O
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13. Failure-Mode Analysis - Review reliability analysis of the various

systems or equipment which determine failure modes and advise other

engineering divisions as to weak points, when required.

14. Data Analysis - Analyze field reports, nonconforming material dccu-

ments, inspection records, and supplier surveillance reports for potential

or recurring problems which can indicate development of trends. Initiate

appropriate corrective action to prevent recurrence of problems.

15. Quality Assurance Audit Programs - Establish a quality audit procram

for Applicant and administer the system within the facility and at supplier

facilities. Includes performing of audits, resolving deficiencies with

affected divisions, and reporting results to executive management.

16. Quality Data System - Coordinate the administration of the Applicant's

Quality Data System for the storage and retrieval of completed quality

assurance records.

17. Training Program - Establish policies and procedures for assurir5 that

training programs are established and maintained to qualify and certify

personnel performing activities affecting quality such as: NDE examiners,

inspectors, testers, auditors, welders, and other special process

personnel.

18. Verification of Special Process Controls - Verify that special

processes are adequately controlled, i.e., qualification of personnel,

equipment and procedures as defineo .1 Section 17.1.9.

Amendment 28
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|

19. Quality Standards - Establish standards to assure uniformity of

quality in documentation, workmanship, and other repetitive activities

affecting quality.

17.1.1.1.2 QUALITY CONTROL

Quality Control is responsible for the organization, planning and implemen-

tion of the quality control program. In carrying out these responsibili- 28

ties, the Manager of Quality Control has the authority and organizational

freedom to:

1. Identify quality problems.

2. Stop work pending resolution of material, fabrication and/or processing

problems or deficiencies.

3. Initiate, recommend or provide solutions to quality problems through

designated channels.
,

4. Verify implementation of solutions to identified quality problems.

The authorities and responsibilities of Quality Control are:

1. Develop, issue and maintain quality control and Nondestructive Exami-

nat' a (NDE) procedures and quality control and NDE instructions for

the performance of Quality Control functions.

Amendment 28
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i

2. Establish quality control manning levels and personnel training and

qualification programs.

3. Maintain and operate the quality control records system.

4. Detemine product acceptance through the perfomance of receiving

inspection on materials, components, and equipment and in-process and

final inspection during manufacturing and assembly operations.
!

|

5. Provide source surveillance and inspection for parts and materials,

including surveillance of manufacturing operations, process qualifica-

tion, mechanical, electrical, and nondestructive tests, material
I

storage, and any other surveillance points.

6. Implement and control a system for the identification of inspection

status of product and materials,

i

j 7. Identify nonconformance materials and, when practical, assure their
|

segregation.

8. Participate in the preliminary dispositioning of nonconforming

material .

9. Provide surveillance of the Metrology Program to assure adequate

control over the calibration and repair of inspection tool s and
,

,

instruments.
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10. Develop and speci fy the necessary inspection, measuring, and test

equipment for perfonnance of Quality Control functions.

11. Wi tness functional tests and review test data for compliance wi th

requirements.

12. Review, approve and provide quality input prior to release for manufac-

ture for thos Process Sheets having a significant effect on operation

or safety.

13. Monitor the Applicant's Materials Testing Laboratory to ensure compli-

ance to approved procedures and instructions.

14. Maintain a program for calibration and control of nondestructive

testing equipment.

15. Perform nondestructive examinations in accordance wi th established

procedures c:1d instructions with qualified personnel to insure that

material s and workmanship comply with specification and procedure

requirements.

,

The detail s of the Quality Assurance and Reliability and the Quality

Control organizations are described in the procedure on organization in the

Quality Assurance Manual.

O
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17.1.1.2 PRODUCT ASSURANCE INTERFACES

D(G 17.1.1.2.1 INTERFACES WITHIN THE APPLICANT'S ORGANIZATION

Product Assurance interfaces with engineering and operations functions from

the design definition stage through manufacturing and testing, and identi-

fies the extent the quality program is to be applied to specific struc-

tures, systems, and components. A graded " quality level" approach is used
28

to determine the degree of controls required based on importance to safety

and plant reliability. These controls are applied to design, procurement,'

document control, inspection, tests, special processes, records, audits and

other applicable areas as required.

,

17.1.1.2.2 INTERFACE WITH THE UTILITY OWNER

f'\O
The overall responsibility for maintaining project interface with the Owner

is vested in Project Management. In addition to this fo .nal project

interface, quality assurance representatives of the Owner may interface

directly with the Manager of Quality Assurance and Reliability and the
.

Manager of Quality Control or their designated representatives to provide a

flow of information and comunication.

When the quality assurance requirements of the contract are in question or

need resolution, the fonnal interface is through the Applicant's Project

Manager and the Owner's designated contract representative.

I
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Figure 17.1-2 further explains the quality organizational relationship of

the Quality Assurance and Reliability and the Quality Control organizations

to procurement, design, manufacturing and utility organizations.

17.1.1.2.3 INTERFACE WITH SUPPLIER AND SUBCONTRACTORS

The responsibility for maintaining formal interface with suppliers and

subcontractors is assigned to the Purchases & Traffic Division of Admin-

istrative Services. Direct technical discussions and liaison between

representatives of suppliers and subcontractors and with the cognizant

Quality Assurance and Reliability representatives are permitted but all

written or fonnal comuncation is through Purchases and Traffic.

The management of Quality Control or the .Tpplicant's source inspectors

interface with suppliers on matters relating to product acceptance.

17.1.1.2.4 INTERFACES WITH REGULATORY AGENCIES

The Manager of Quality Assurance and Reliability or his designated repre-

sentative coordinates quality assurance activities with the Nuclear

Regulatory Comission and the United States Coast Guard. The Manager of

Quality Control or his designated representatives interface direct with

Coast Guard inspection personnel on matters concerning product acceptance.

The interface relative to reporting significant deficiencies to the Nuclear

Regulatory Comission is through the Director of Product Assurance.

O
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17.1.1.2.5 INTERFACE WITH ASME AND AUTHORIZED INSPECTION AGENCY

O
The Manager of Quality Assurance and Reliability is responsible for

obtaining the necessary " Certificates of Authorization" issued by the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers to perform work in accordance with

the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

The Manager of Quality Assurance and Reliability is responsible for

maintaining the contract with the Authorized Inspection Agency. Direct

technical discussions between the Authorized Nuclear Inspector and repre-

sentatives of Quality Assurance and Reliability, for matters of Code

interpretation and clarification, are permitted.

17.1.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM

17.1.2.1 Policy
o

It is the policy of Offshore Power Systems to establish and maintain a
:

quality program that will r esul t in Offshore Power Systems providing

products and services which are safe, and which meet customer needs and

specification requirements. The Offshore Power Systems quality program

conforms in all respects to such government and industry quality standards 28

as agreed by contract.

The quality program encompasses all activities of the Offshore Power

Systems divisions, f om initial order and product development to

installation and service of delivered product. Each function has specific
n

'
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responsibilities for its segment of the overall Offshore Power Systems

quality program. Continuing efforts to improve quality perfonnance and

minimize failures are a part of the quality program.

17.1.2.2 Quality Documents

Applicant's quC ity assurance program relates to each of the eighteen

criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and is expanded or implemented by the

following basic documents:

1. Quality Assurance Manual - This manual contains policies and procedures

which define the applicant's quality assurance program. It also contains

the Quality and Reliability Procedures (QRP's) which give the overall

quality instructions to Applicants' employees, NRC, and Owners as to how

the Applicant complies with the eighteen criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

Table 17.1-1 contains a list of the QRP's currently being used to implement

the quality assurance program.

2. QRS-100, Quality Requirements for Suppliers - This standard establishes

the manner in which the supplier is to work with the Applicant in meeting

the quality requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criteria for Nuclear Power

Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants, ANSI N45.2, Quality Assurance Program

Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants or ASME Code, Section III, Division 1
28

NA-4000, Quality Assurance, as appropriate. The degree of applicability of

the above referenced quality requirements is detailed in the Procurement

Quality Requirements attached to or contained in the purchase order.

O
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3. Quality Control Procedures & Instructiors - Documents which prescribe

the framework and details for controlling product integrity from procure-

ment through processing to final test, acceptance, and record transferral.

Through these procedures and instructions, the Quality Control Division

implements those elements of the Quality Assurance Program which pertain

to: source and in-house inspections; all nondestructive qualifications and

examinations; surveillance of internal processing, storage, equipment

calibration, and material / equipment testing programs; control of production

inspection planning; identification of inspection status; control &

disposition of nonconfonning material; and the collection, maintenance, and

protection of quality records.

4. Metrology Procedures: Procedures will be established which describe

the methods used for maintenance, calibration, and control of measuring,

and test equipment, used for the measurement, inspection and monitoring of

structures, systems and components. These procedures are develop d by the

metrology section which is part of the operations function. Prior to

issue, they are reviewed for quality requirements by Product Assurance and
I

concurrence is documented.

17.1.2.3 Indoctrination, Training and Qualification.

Product Assurance reviews and documents concurrence for quality related

indoctrination, training and qualification activities which are described

in departmental procedures.
!

!

|
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(a) Personnel performing quality related activities are instructed as to

the purpose, scope and implementation of the quality related manuals, { }

instructions and procedures.

(b) Personnel veri fying activities affecting quality are trained and

qualified in the principals, techniques, and requirements of the activity

being verified.

(c) Formal training and qualification programs are documented. This

documentation includes objective, program content,

attendees, and the date of attendance.

(d) Personnel perfoming and verifying activities affecting quality are
28

given proficiency tests based on developed acceptance criteria to determine

if individuals are properly trained. I I

(e) Qualifications certificates or records clearly indicate the specific

functions personnel are qualified to perfom and the criteria used to

qualify them.

(f) Continued personnel proficiency is accomplished by periodic retraining,

reexamining, and or recertifying as determined by management.

(g) The overall training program provisions satisfy Regulatory Guide 1.58,

Rev. 1.

O
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The Applicant's management schedules audits of the performance of the

Product Assurance Function on a calendar year not to exceed eighteen month

elapsed time schedule, by qualified personnel, tc assure conformance to the

requirements of the quality assurance program. The other functions,

divisions and departments of the Applicant's organization are audited by

the Quality Assurance & Reliability Division. These audits assess the

scope, status, implementation and effectiveness of the quality assurance

program to assure that the program is adequate and complies with 10 CFR

Part 50 Appendix B criteria.

The responsibility for defining the quality assurance program is vested in

the Quality Assurance and Reliability Division of Product Assurance. The

applicable quality procedures are reviewed and approved by the Director of

Product Assurance. Changes to the program are handled in the same manner

i as the original issue.O

The introduction to the Quality Assurance Manual contains a policy state-

ment from the President of the Applicant's company. This statement

communicates to organizatiens and individuals that the quality assurance

program and documents referenced therein are mandatory quality requirerr. ants

which are to be adhered to by affected personnel.

|

|
j The safety-related structures, systems, and components controlled by the
,

'

quality assurance prcgram are identified in Section 3.2.2 of this Plant

Design Report.

|
| T
t J
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Quality levels for the nuclear safety related equipment are shown in Figure

17.1-3.

The principal Contractor for the Nuclear Steam Supply System is Westing-

house Electric Corporation. The Contractor's quality assurance program is

contained in " Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems Divisions Quality

Assurance Pl an t" , WCAP-8370. The Applicant will utilize the latest

WCAP-8370 as approved by the NRC to eval uate the performance of the

Contractor during the life of the contract. Incoming employees are given

an indoctrination into the requirements of the quality assurance program.

Manuals of other related functions, such as Purchasing, Engireering, and

'lanufacturing are included in the indoctrination as required. Training is

conducted as necessary for personnel perfonning various qualityrelated

activities in those activities. This training may be conducted both within

the Applicant's facilities and at regularly conducted schools.

O
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TABLE 17.1-1

IMPLEMENTATION OF 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B

i PROCEDURE CRITERION

Organization I
Product Assurance Organization I
Product Assurance Interfaces I
Quality Assurance Program II
Preparation of Quality and Reliability Procedures II

i Quality Levels II

Indoctrination & Training Program for Product Assurance Personnel II

Qualification and Certification of Auditors II
Quality Assurance Memorandums II

Design Control III

Drawing & Specification Review III
Design Review III
Procurement Document Control IV'

Procurement Quality Requirements IV
Instructions, Procedures & Drawings Y

,

Quality Assurance Plans for Procured Items V'

Document Ccatrol VI

Drawing f, Specification Release & Control VI

( Procedure & Document Release & Control VI
| Control of Purchased Material, Equipment and Services VII

Supplier Quality Survey & Evaluation VII
Approval Requests VII
Identification & Control of Materials, Parts & Components VIII
Materials Identification & Marking VIII
Control of Special Processes IX

NDE Personnel Certification IX
Inspection Program X
Test Control XI

O
Test Procedure Review XI
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Control of Measuring & Test Equipment XII
Handling, Storage & Shipping XIII
Cleaning, Preservation, Handling, Shipping, and Storage XIII
Installation and Post Installation Cleanliness and System Cleaning XIII
Inspection, Test, and Operating Status XIV
Stamp Control XIV

Nonconforming Materials, Parts & Components XV

Nonconfonning Material Disposition at Offshore Power Systems XV
Deviation Notice XV
Reporting to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) & the Management of
OffPower Systems (OPS XV

Reporting of 7fety/ Quality Related Deficiencies XV
Corrective Action XVI

,

Corrective Action at Suppliers XVI
Internal Corrective Action XVI
Quality Assurance Records XVII

Quality Assurance Records Master Index SVII
Audits XVIII
Quality Assurance Audits XVIII
Audits of the Offshore Power Systems Quality Assurance Program XVIII

O
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l The procedures used by the Applicant's engineering department for the

preparation of the Plant Design Report include an organized development of

the design information, distribution of the report material to those having

interest and/or interface responsibility, and conclude with fonnal review

sessions before being included in the report.

28
)

For the Floating Nuclear Plant the Applicant is the manufacturer; because

of this, the transfer of records is simplified. The Nuclear Steam Supply

System supplier will furnish the records for each of the components to the

Applicant at the Applicant's manufacturing facility. The same policy will

be followed by each of thc other suppliers. These components will be

integrated into the plant by the Applicant. Records pertaining to the

quality of various systems and components will be transferred to the Owner

by the Applicant on a regular systematic basis as part of the contract

between the Owner and the Applicant.

.:

f

()
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The final transfer of records will be at a mutually agreed time between

Applicant and Owner but prior to the time the Floating Nuclear Plant is

made ready for operation.

Testing conducted by 0PS is described in Chapter 14. This testing will be

conducted in accordance with the OPS Quality Assurance Program. Pre-

operational tests conducted by the Owner will be conducted in accordance

with the Owner's Quality Assurance Program.

The Applicant and his suppliers, where applicable, will structure their

quality assurance programs in accordance with the guidelines provided in

Applicable Regulatory Guides and ANSI Standards. The position of the

Applicant relative to the applicable Regulatory Guides (and ANSI Standards

invoked by Regulatory Guides) are defined in Appendix 3D of this report.

In add.cion, the Applicant will comply with the requirements of Regulatory

Guide 1.116, "QA Requirements for Installation, Inspection and Testing of

Mechanical Equipment and Systems," and Regulatory Guide 1.123, "QA Require-

ments for Control of Procurement of Items and Services for Nuclear Power

Plants."|

|

The Applicant's suppliers are advised of applicable Regulatory Guides and

ANSI Standards by mean of appropriate procurement documents such as:

drawings, equipment specifications, material specifications and the

purchase order.

O
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: Disputes between Product Assurance personnel and personnel of other
(" organizations which cannot be resolved will be referred to higher manage-

ment of the organizations involved for resolution.

17.1.3 DERGNCONTROL

17.1.3.1 Program Requirements
,

The Engineering Divisions of Offshore Power Systems have the responsibility

and the authority for defining and implementing the Offshore Power Systems

design control program. The Engineering Policies & Procedures (EPP) Manual

contain: procedures wt Oh define the technical and management responsibili-

ties for the design activities of the Mechanical & Nuclear Engineering,

Electrical & Control, Naval Architecture, Structural, Technical Services,
I
Lj and Design Divisions of Engineering.g ,.

The Engineering Divisions plan, control, execute, verify, and document the

program for the control of internal and external design activities of

Offshore Power Systems

17.1.3.2 Design Input Requirements

Design inputs, such as performance specifications, quality, reliability and

safety requirements, desigr. uses, customer requirements, regulatory

requirements, and codes and standards are identified prior to implementing

specific design processes. The design inputs are specified, timely

reviewed, approved, and documented in sufficient at. ail to permit the

(d\
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design and its verification to proceed in accordance with the procedures

contained in the EPP Manual .

The EPP Manual contains procedures which require the use of applicable

industry and govc-enment standards or specifications, material or prototype

hardware testing programs, or design retiews to assure the suitability of

the material, hardware or processes prior to their selection.

For commercial "of f- the-shel f" items where specific nuclear application

controls cannot be imposed in a practicable manner, Product Assurance ill

develop verification requirements which will provide necessary assurance
28

that the item is acceptable for the prescribed use and before its i.:corpor-

ation into tL product. Selection of new or unique materials, parts,

equipment and processes for safety-related structures, systems, or compo-
' 1- also verified and concurred in by Product Assurance.

17.1.3.3 Design Processes

Design activities are planned, prescribed, controlled, and executed by the

Engineering Divisions in compliance with written procedures. The EPP

Manual contains procedures for implementing design activities such as

translating design requirements into technical descriptions, drawings, or

j specifications, methods for performing and documenting design or analysis

calculations, seismic or other induced stress evaluations, accident and

pipe rupture analyses, material compatibility and environmental control,

j inservice inspection, and safety classiilchtion.
;

1

O
|
|
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Engineering drawings, spacifications, procedures, and other design docu-

ments are reviewed for the inclusion and proper application of technical,

regul atory, and quality requirements in accordance with the applicable

EPP's and Quality & Reliability Procedures (QRP's).

17.1.3.4 Interface Control

Design interfaces and channels for communication of technical information,

both internal and external to Offshore Power Systems, are prescribed,

controlled, and documented by adherence to the procedures contained in the

corporation and function manuals.

i

17.1.3.5 Design Verification

Engineering drawings, specifications, procedures, and other design docu-
v'

ments that are generated by, or submitted for approval to Offshore Power

Systems by suppliers, are systematically reviewed and approved by the

involved Engineering Divisions, Quality Assurance & Reliability, and other

interfacing activities. All sah design documents are reviewed prior to

|
their issue as a controlled document to provide documented assurance that:,

! 1. The design is considered to be technically adequate and that a check of

dimensional accuracy and completeness of the design drawing and specifica-

i tion has been made.
|
|

2. The design processes are performed by authorized design activities.

!O
%d
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3. The design conforms to established engineering, regulatory, quality and

safety criteria.

4. The design poses no design interface problems.

5. The design and all its changes are documented and traceable to design

input requirements.

6. Deviations from established quality standards are minimized.

>

7. The intended service requirements are met.

In addition to the requirements listed above the Quality Assurance and

Reliability Division perfonns a documented review that assures that:

1. Design characteristics are stated in a manner which can be

controlled, inspected, and tested for verification of product compliance.

2. Inspection and test criteria are adequately identified on drawings or

related documents.

This review is conducted by knowledgeable individuals qualified in Quality

Assurance / Quality Control techniques. These individuals will assure that
28the documents have been prepared, reviewed and approved in accordance with

written procedures. In addition, they will assure that necessary quality

O
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requirements relative to inspection, test, acceptance, and the extent of

documented results are specified in the document.

The design adequacy of concepts, parameters, components, structures, and

systems that are considered by the Offshore Power Systems Design Review

Board to be vital to the safety, performance, or reliability of the FNP is

independently verified at one or more appropriate stages of the design in

accordance with the procedures for design verification contained in the EPP

Manual. The design is checked and confirmed to be adequate by one or more

of the following veri.ication methods: alternate or simplified calcula-

tions, design reviews, or by the perfonnance of a suitable qualification

testing program, by personnel other than the original " designer" or his

insnediate supervisor. The reviewers and their position, authority, and-

responsibilities are identified and controlled by the procedures for design
,

verification contained in the EPP Manual.
v

The Applicant's Engineering procedures specify that when a design is to be

verified by a suitable qualification test program, a prototype unit will be

tested under adverse design conditions.;

|
'

17.1.3.6 Document Control

The EPP and Quality Assurance (QA) Manuals contain procedures for the

preparation, coordination, approval, issue, distribution, control, change,

and maintenance of design documents such as drawings, specifications,

procedures, instructions, design reviews, and other design records.

V
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17.1.3.7 Design Change Control

O
Changes to design documents, including those resulting from manufacturing

changes, are subjected to the same design controls and approvals that were

applicable to the original design. The EPP Manual and the Offshore Power

Systems Policies and Procedures Manual (PPM) contain procedures for design

and configuration control to assure that the reason for the change is

justified and documented, the impact of the change is considered, the

required action is documented and implemented, and the affected organiza-

tions are infomed in a timely manner.

17.1.3.8 Corrective Action

Errors or deficiencies that may adversely affect the performance or tile

safety aspects of the design parameters, items, components, structures, or

systems of the FNP are documented, and cognizant management informed, in

compliance with the applicable EPP and QRP procedures. Corrective ation is

implemented in a timely manner.

17.1.3.9 Records

Design documents and records which provide legible, identifiable, trace-

able, and retrievable evidence that the design, and the veri fication

thereof, was performed in accordance with the procedures contained in the

EPP and QA Manuals, are collected, stored, and maintained in accordance

with the requirements of ANSI N45.2.9 and the EPP Manual.

O
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The retained documentation includes the final design documents and suffi-

ciently detailed records of the important steps and changes made during the
b

design process, including the source of design requirements and inputs,

which support the final design.

17.1.3.10 Audits

The QA Manual contains procedures for implementing a comprehensive system

of planned and documented audits for verification of compliance with all

aspects of the Offshore Power Systems design control program.

17.1.4 Procurement Document Control

As described in Section 17.1.3, design specification and drawings that are

[ the basis of a procurement action are reviewed and approved by the affected
K

organizations.

The procurement purchasing requisition is reviewed and approved by Quality

Assurance and Reliability to assure that applicable quality requirements

are clearly defined. Purchase orders are also reviewed by Quality Assur-

ance to assure that the applicable procurement quality requires (PQR) arei

properly incorporated. This review will incl ude a determination that

28quality requirements are correctly stated, the items are inspectable,

controlled manufacture is possible, adequate acceptance / rejection criteriat

i

are stated and the overall document meets the quality program requirements.
|

|
.

|

|
v
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Documented evidence of the review and approval of procurement documents are

maintained by the originator of the document in files that identify the

responses of the affected orgnizations and are available for verification.

Quality assurance docu.7ent QRS-100, " Quality Requirements for Suppliers"

establishes the manner in which the supplier is to work with the Applicant

in meeting the quality requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criteria for

Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants, ANSI N45.2, Quality

Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plara,s or ASME Code,

Section III, Division 1 NA-4000, Quality Assurance, as appropriate. The

degree of applicability of the above referenced quality requirements is

detailed in the Procurement Quality Requirements attached to or contained

in the Purchase Order.

The PQR requires subcontractors / suppliers to provide a quality assurance

program that meets the quality level of the procured item. Product

28Assurance reviews Quality Assurant:e programs and QA Plans submitted by

i suppliers and detennines their acceptance for the type of item to be
|

procured.

Procurement documents are reviewed by designated organizations in accor-

dance with established documented procedures that are implemented by the

! division in their procedure manuals to assure that procurement documents
|

contain, or reference the following:

O
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1. The applicable design basis technical requirements, including regu-

(~N latory requirements, component and material identification, drawings,
\' specifications, codes and industrial standards, including their revision

status, tests and inspection requirements and special process instructions

for such activities as fabrication, cleaning, erecting, packaging, handl-

ing, shipping and storage.

2. The requirements which identi fy the documentation to be prepared,

maintained, submitted, and made available to the buying agent for review

and/or approval, such as drawings, specifications, procedures, inspection

and fabrication plans, inspection and test records, personnel and procedure

qualifications, materials, chemicals and physical test results.
;

3. The requirements for retention, control, and maintenance of records.

OO
4. The procuring agency's right of access to suppliers' facilities and

records for source inspection and audit.

Changes and/or revisions to procurement documents are subject to the same

review and approval requirements as the original document.

Procurement documents for spare or renewal parts are subject to the same

review and approval requirements in accordance with established documented

procedures to determine simil ari ty, compa tibil i ty, and inclusion of the

quality assurance requirements and acceptance criteria of the original;

i

part.

1
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17.1.5 Instructions, Procedures and Drawings

I I

Quality related procedures required to accomplish the objectives of the

Quality Program are reviewed by Product Assurance to assure that the

procedure is consistent with Quality Program commitments, and Corporate

policies. In addition, Qual ity-rel ated 3rocedures are controlled docu-

ments, made mandatory for the specified activity by policy statements and

are signed and approved for use by the responsible manager.

Product Assurance documents its review and concurrence with Quality-related
28

procedures.

Specific procedures have been established to control nonconforming mate-

rial. These procedures describe methods of identi fying, segregating.

reviewing, and dispositioning nonconforming materials, components, equip-

ment and certain services perfonned which would affect plant safety. These

procedures identify authorized organizations to participate in a Materials

Review Board and provide methods for notifying affected organizations.

Droduct Assurance reviewes these procedures and documents concurrence.

O
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i

i

|
|Activities affecting quality, such as quantitative and qualitative j
i

criteria, are defined by documented specifications, drawings, plans, |
lprocedures, and instructions. Methods for their issue, revision and control,

are delineated in manuals appropriate to their application. Implementation

I and cor,pliance to these requirements and to the quality assurance program

! are assured by documented Quality Assurance and Quality Control procedures,

plans and instructions.

,

!

,

|
t

!

i

|

1

,
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!
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Table 17.1-2, 10CFR50, Appendix B Implementation Manuals and Procedures

Matrix, identifies those Offshore Power Systems manuals and documents which

contain policies, procedures and instructions applicable to specific

criteria of 10CFR50, Appendix B.

17.1.6 Document Control

The Applicant has initiated an Engineering Configuration Control function

to control the release and accountability of engineering documents.

Manufacturing, inspection and test documents will al so be controlled in

accordance with written procedures to assure that each discipline has the

latest issue at the location where the activity is performed.

Documents that are used in design, manufacturing, test and inspection of

safety related materials, structures and components are formally reviewed

and approved in accordance with established documented procedures as

described in Section 17.1.3. These document control procedures are 28

reviewed by Product Assurance and concurrence is documented. Changes to

documents are reviewed and approved to the same procedure requirements as

the original document.

The minutes of the Configuration Control Board are distributed to the

departments responsible for the prompt incl usion of changes into Work

Orders, Purchase Orders, Instructions, Procedures, drawings and other !

appropriate documents associated with the change.
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TABLE 17.1-2

10 CFR 50 APPENDIX B IMPLEMENTATION MANUALS AND PROCEDURES MATRIX

CRITERIA 0F 10 CFR 50, APPENDIX B
OPS DOCUMENT I II III IV iV VI VII IVIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV XVI XVII :XVIII

QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
'

SUPPLIERS (QRS-100)

QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XM MANUAL

b.

NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION X X X X X X X X X X X X X X,

MANUAL

:

OPERATIONS PCLICY & PROCE- X X X X X X X X X X X
DURES MANUAL

!

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES X X X X X X
MANUAL

EE
k ENGINEERING POLICIES AND X X X X X X X X X X X

y| PROCEDURES MANUAL

t /
| @N

**
PURCHASING MANUAL X X X X X X

|

{
(



Procedures will be developed to establish a method for preparation of

"as-built drawings" and related documentation. These as-built documents

will reflect actual plant design and will be prepared in a timely manner.
,

|

The Floating Nuclear Plant has a controlled computer list of the current

approval status of documerts to preclude the inadvertent use of obsolete or

superseded documents. The following documents are typical of those con-

trolled by this list:

| Design technical specifications.

Engineering drawings.

Manufacturing drawings.

Process specifications.

Test specifications.

O
l
! Each of the following manuals incorporate a procedure which describes

control of the manual.

Quality Assurance Manual

Quality Control Procedures Manual

Engineering Policies and Procedures Manual

| Purchasing Manual

i

O
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17.1.7 Control of Purchased Material, Equipment and Services

O
Suppliers are required to furnish materials, systems and components which

are manufactured in compliance with 10CFR50, Appendix B, Quality Assurance

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants, and ANSI N45.2, Quality Assurance

Program Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants. Supplier surveys are

documented on standard supplier survey forms which are reviewed and

approved by Quality Assurance and Reliability management. Suppliers that

have beeri conditionally approved are controlled; deficient items have to be

scheduled for correction and corrective action apprcved prior to award of

contract. Completed supplier survey reports are filed in Quality Assurance

and Reliability as quality assurance records.

17.1.7.1 Supplier Surveys and Evaluation

n)%
Prior to the award of an order an evaluation of the supplier's capability

to perform the required work are conducted by the Applicant. This evalua-

tion may consist of either a review of known facts about the supplier's

capabilities or a survey of the supplier's manufacturing facilities

conducted by a team consisting of representatives from Product Assurance,

Purchasing, and Engineering. Surveys assess the ability of the supplier to

perfonn in accordance with each of the eighteen criteria of 10 CFR 50

Appendix B or ANSI N45.2 which are applicable to the suppliers product for 28

fts prescribed use in the Floating Nuclear Plant.

Suppliers who are judged acceptable by all three of the evaluating organiz-

ations are added to Purchasing's list of approved suppliers. , material,

L/ '
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_

equipment or services may be procured from a supplier who is not on the

list.

During fabrication, inspection, testing, and shipment of equipment,

ma teri al s, and components by suppliers, Product Assurance will veri fy

conformance to purchase order requirements.

Supplier Inspection procedures, instructions, and checklists are reviewed

by Product Assurance and concurrence documer.ted to assure that quality

requirements as appropriate are met when applicable. These procedures,

instructions, or checklists shall include as appropriate:

(a) Characteristics / activities to be inspected.

(b) Inspection method description. I

28

(c) Identification of the individual or groups responsible for perfonning

the inspection and qualification level.

(d) Acceptance / rejection criteria.

(e) Identification of required procedures, drawings, specifications and

revisions used.

( f) Name of inspector performing the inspection and the results of the

inspection.

O
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(g) Required measuring and test equipment including accuracy.
28

A

17.1.7.2 Procurement Quality Requirements

After the award of an order, the supplier is subject to surveillance by the

Applicant as indicated on the Procurement Quality Requirements (PQR) which

is a part of the purchase order. The PQR specifies in writing the proces-

ses or characteristics to be witnessed, inspected or verified and accepted

including holdpoints when required. In addition, the extent of documenta-

tion , i .e. , CMTR, inspection reports, etc., required is specified in the 28

PQR. The PQR requires the supplier to submit procedures, practices,

processes, and inspection plans to the Applicant at specified interval s

throughout the life of the order. The review of these procedures, prac-

tices, and processes will indicate the points at which the Applicant will

witness and verify certain processes or characteristics.
N./

17.1.7.3 Supplier Surveillance

Surveillance of Suppliers is conducted by the Applicant's quality represen-

tatives in accordance with written instructions which describe the method
0of surveillance and the extent of documentation required, to assure that

,

1

the supplier complies with the quality requirements specified in the PQR'

| and purchase order.

|
1

!
!

O
l
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17.1.7.4 Supplier Audits

O
Evaluations are conducted by the Applicant to assure the effectiveness of

the control of quality by suppliers on a calendar year not to exceed 18

month elapsed time interval consistent with the importance complexity and
[
' quantity of the item being supplied. These evaluations are conducted in

accordance with established written procedures as defined in the Quality

Assurance Manual. As 3 result of the evaluations, identified suppliers

will be scheduled for quality program audits. Audits are conducted by the

Applicant in accordance with established written procedures to:

1. Provide an objective evaluation of compliance with established quality

requirements, methods and procedures.

2. Determine adequacy of Quality Program performance.

!
j 3. Verify implementation of recomended corrective action. When an audit

reveals an unsatisfactory condition, the supplier is sent a Request for
!
| Corrective Action to which he must respond within a specified time.

The detail s of the procedure for obtaining corrective action are

explained in Section 17.1.16 of this Plant Design Report.

17.1.7.5 Receiving Inspection

| Receiving inspection is conducted by Quality Control in accordance with 28

established written instructions to assure the following:

O
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1. The material, equipment, or component is properly identified and

h corresponds with the receiving documentation and the purchase order.
\

2. The material, component, or equipment and required acceptance records

satisfy the receiving inspection instructions prior to release for

installation or use.

3. Cmpletion of any required inspections which may have been waived at

the supplier's facility.

4. Accumulation of all specified inspection, test and other records (such

as certificates of confonnance, heat treat records, CMTR, etc.) at the 28

Offshore Power Systems facility prior to releasing the item for
,

installation or use.
O
V

Incoming material inspected by Quality Control and found acceptable is

released to materials services, prior to fabrication, erection, assembly,

or controlled storage.

Certificates of conformance submitted with material, parts or components

are periodically evaluated by the following means:

1. Audits of the supplier to review the background data for the

certi ficate.

2. Independent inspection of the item upon rueipt by the applicant.

O
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3. Tests of material to verify tne results reported by the supplier.

O
17.1.7.6 Nonconforming Material

When material and equipment or required records for same is detccmined to

be nonconfoming, the nonconfomity will be documented, and when the

physical size of the material permits, the material will be segregated in

a holding area until disposition of the nonconfomity hus 5een completed.

Nonconforming material wil) be identified by a tag until disposition is

made. Details pertaining to nonconfoming material are specified in the

Quality and Reliability Procedures and Sections 17.1.15.

17.1.8 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MATERIALS, PARTS AND COMPONENTS

The Applicant has established procedures to asure that the identification

and traceability of items is maintained throughout manufs:turing, assembly,

and delivery of the Floating Nuclear Plant.

QRS-100 Quality Requirements for Suppliers, requires suppliers to establish

means to maintain identi ty and traceability of parts and components

throughout manufacturing and delivery.

17.1.8.1 Part Identification Numbers

Identification of material, parts, and components is verified and document-

ed by Quality Control prior to release for fabrication, assembly, shipping 28

or installation at the Applicant's facility.
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When identification and control of parts and components is required for
28

items produced by a supplier, a control number is assigned by the Applicant

in the procurement document (s). The procedure used by the suppliers to |

assign control numbers to the item is reviewed for adequacy by the Appli- 28

cant and audited during surveillance activities for compliance. When

identification and controls are required, the control number remains with

the materials throughout manufacturing and can be traced to associated

documents, such as drawings, specifications, purchase orders, manufacturirig

and inspection documents, and deviation reports.

17.1.8.2 Marking

Process specifications have been established for marking nuclear safety-

(m related components by methods that will not result in any hannful contamirr

ations, sharp discontinuities or metallurgical changes. Location of the

marking is identified on the drawing so as not to affect critical surfaces

or damage the part or component.

,

Procedures will be established for the verification of the correct identi-

fication of materials, parts and components prior to re'. ease for assembly,

installation or shipping by surveillance activities at suppliers and by

Quality Control functions at the Applicant's manufacturing facility.

.
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17.1.9 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES

Written procedures will be established by the Applicant for accomplishment

of special processes. These procedures will specify personnel qua' : fica-

tions, required equipment and specific acceptance criteria and perfonnance
28

parameters. The Applicant's Quality Control organization verifies the

recorded evidence and documents the results, at witness points, examination

points, and during in-process inspection, and assures that qualified

personnel were used.

Special processes include but are not limited to: welding, cleaning, heat

treating, and nondestructive testing. Other controlled processes effecting

safety or reliability, as specified in Engineering Design documents, will

be controlled and accomplished in accordance with applicable codes,

standards, specifications, criteria, or other special requirements.

17.1.9.1 Special Processes at Suppliers

|

Suppliers are required to submit to the Applicant, for approval, the

procedures for qualification and certification of special process personnel

as well as the procedures for the performance of special processes. The

Applicant, where applicable, requires that perfonnance procedures be in

accordance with Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

Welders, where required, will be qualified and certified in accordance with

Section III & IX of the ASME Code and nondestructive test personnel will be
|

O
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qualified and certified to the requirements of Section V of the ASME Code

and SNT-TC-1A, "Recomended Practice for Nondestructive Testing Personnel
V

I

Qualification and Certification," published by the American Society for

Nondestructive Testing. Other special processes such as plating, heat

treating and cleaning will require qualification in accordance with

specifications developed by the Applicant. Special processes, perfonned by
28

suppliers will be audited and verified by Product Assurance personnel.

17.1.9.2 3pecial Processes at Applicant's Facilities

The Applicant will prepare procedures for the performance of special

processes which are in accordance with the applicable sections of the ASME

Code. The operators and inspectors will be qualified and certified to the
(
(j\/ applicable sections of the ASME Code.

The Applicant will audit the suppliers to assure their continued compliance

with the provisions of the applicable codes, specifications and standards.

The Quality Assurance and Reliability organization will audit the Opera-

tions, Manufacturing and Quality Control divisions to assure their compli-

ance to applicable codes, specifications and standards.
i

17.1.10 INSPECTION - QUAL.ITY CONTROL

l The Applicant has implemented an inspection program that establishes the 28

independence of Quality Control inspection personnel fr1 the individuals

or group performing the activity being inspected and operates independently

:
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of cost or schedules. Quality Control Inspection personnel report to the

Quality Control Manager, who in turn reports to the Director of Product

Assurance. Quality Control inspection activities are audited by Quality

Assurance.
28

Inspection results are documented, evaluated, and product acceptance deter-

mined by Quality Control personnel who have been trained and qualified.

17.1.10.1 Procedures, Instructions and Checklists

Inspection procedures, instructions, and checklist are reviewed and

approved by the appropriate manager within the Product Assurance organiza-

tion, and concurrence documented to assure appropriate quality requirements

are specified. These procedures, instructions, or checklists shall include

as appropriate { }

(a) Characterit tics / activities to be inspected.

1

j (b) Inspection method description.
28

|

(c) Identification of the individual or group responsible for performing
|

the inspection and their qualification level.

(d) Acceptance / rejection criteria.

(e) Identification of required procedures, drawings, specifications, and

revisions used.

| |
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(f) Name of inspector perforning the inspection and the resul ts if the

inspection.

28

(g) Lequired measuring and test equipment including accuracy.

I

Procedures, instructions, and checklists are provided to identify the

methods of inspection and the characteristics to be inspected. For

purchased items this inspection infomation is utilized by the Applicant's

Quality field representatives in accordance with established procedures.

Within the Applicant's manufacturing facility this inspection infomation,

'

is maintained for use at specified inspection locations.
,

The work order package, along with the necessary drawings and specifica-

) tions, will be available at the inspection location prior to the scheduled
%J

inspection operation.

Product Assurance reviews the werk order and inserts required inspection,

witness and hold points on the work order prior to issue, and assures that

apprcpriate quality requirements have been included on the work order. The

sequence and time for perfomance of required inspections along with the

specific type of test or inspection is determined by review of the current 28

specification, code or standard to which the item will be fabricated. The

sequence of required inspections will not be changed until the revised work

order has been reviewed and concurred with by Quality Assurance.

f

N.J
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Quality Control Inspection Instructions (Q.C.I.I.) and Inspection Data

Reports (I.D.R.) transmit to the inspection personnel applicable infoma-

tion on the specification and drawings including accepta..ce criteria, the

method of inspection, when required, and assigns use of special inspection

tool s and gauges.

Inspections of modifications, repairs and replacement items which are made

af ter inital inspection will be perfomed in accordanc. with the original

design and inspection requirements or acceptable alternatives per approved

procedures which will verify acceptability. Documentatiani of all modifica-

tions, repairs ard replacements will be maintained.

17.1.10.2 Responsibili ty

Quality Control Engineer

The Quality Control Engineer, in addition to preparation of the original

Q.C.I.I.'s and I.D.R. 's will assure that inspections of modifications,

repairs, and replaced items made after the initial inspection are performed

per the original requirements or approved alternatives.

Quality Control Inspectors

The Quality Control Division will be staffed wi th inspectors and NDE

specialists who satisfy the minimum education and work experience require-

ments specified in the Applicant's position descriptions. In addition,

Quality Control Inspectors including nondestructive examination personnel
28

engaged in inspection and nondestructive examination activities governed by

Regulatory Codes and Standards will be qualified and certified as Level I,

O
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II, and III categories in accordance with ANSI N45.2.6, " Qualifications of

b Inspection, Examination and Testing Personnel for the Construction Phase of
'D

Nuclear Power Plants."

A written personnel qualification and certification prograu has been

established for Quality Control Inspection personnel . Training, exami-

nation qualification and certification data are documented. Quality
28

personnel are periodically evaluated in accordance with written procedures

to determine continued proficiency in the methods certified. This re-

certification is documented.

The Quality Control Inspector wil l , upon acceptance of an inspection

characteristic or other verification function, indicate the acceptance

status of the item by stamp, or signature and date on the applicable work

(Oj order. When rej ection resul ts from the inspection activity, a Quality

Deviation Report is prepared and the work order noted with the report

number which indicates follow-up action is required.

Quality Control will initiate a Quality Deviation Report for those non-

confonni ties that cannot be corrected by rework of the item within the

parameters of the specification or drawing.

The Quality Control Inspector is responsible for assuring that inspection

tools and gauges that he uses are maintained in calibration and to take

prompt action for the re-certification of inpsection tools and gauges found

to be out of calibration. When inspection, measuring and test equipment

O
U
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are found to be out of calibration, an evaluation will be made and docu-

mented of the validity of previous inspection or test results and of the

acceptability of items previously inspected or tested. The Quality Control

Inspector will perfom process control audits where inspection of the

product is not possible.

17.1.11 TEST CONTROL

The Applicant will establish an overall test program to demonstrate that

sa fety-rela ted structures, systems, and components will perfom sa ti s-

factorily within the design acceptance limits. This program includes

" p roo f" tests prior to installation and pre-opera ti onal tests. Test

procedures provide criteria for determining accuracy requirements of test
28

equipment. Timing of tests and under what conditions the test must be

performed are determined by reviewing the applicable specifications, code

or standard to which the item has been fabricated.

17.1.11.1 Test Requirements

| Engineering documents, for example, " Systems Specifications" and " Equipment
|

| Specifications", list and describe the tests necessary to demonstrate

compliance with specification requirements and design accuracy.

|

|

| 17.1.11.2 Test Procedures -

|

|
|
|

| Test procedures, written by the Applicant or his suppliers and incorpo-
!

rating the Engineering speci fication test requirements, are reviewed,

1
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concurred with and the review documented by the Applicant's product

assurance organization.

The sequence of required test will not be changed until the revised test

procedure has been reviewed and concurred with by the original organiza- 28

tions reviewing the document including product assurance. Quality and

Reliability Procedures have been written which describe how test procedures

are to be reviews and list those general requirements which are to be

included in the test procedure. The general requirements which are to be

included where applicable are as follows:

1. The test procedure f.s identified by a procedure number. ,

2. The Engineering specification documents are referenced.

O
3. The instruments and equipment required for test are identified tiy name,

model, range and accuracy.

4. Checks to assure instruments and controls including installed equipment

are properly calibrated.

5. Checks to assure that the items to be tested have been prepared,

inspected and are in proper condition and state of completeness and all

prerequisites have been met prior to initiaticr. of the test.

6. The conditions are specified that must be maintained during the test,

including ambient conditions, environmental condi tions , and safetyg
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precautions to be cbserved to prevent personnel injury or damage to

test items or instruments.

7. The requirements for test personnel are specifieC such as training,

qualification, certification or licensing.

8. A detailed description of the test methods to be used.

9. Applicable schematics of the test setup, e.g., electrical, pneumatic

and hydraulic.

10. A test schedule which specifies the required sequence of tests.

11. The acceptance criteria such as the variabics to be measured and the

accuracy or tolerances required as determined from applicable design
,

documents.

12. A list of mu.idatory inspection hold points, where applicable, for

witness by the Applicant, owner or regulatory agency.

| 13. Sample data sheets to be used in recording the test data. The data
|
| sheets should incid2 identification to the part number, serial number,

test procedure, and work order or purchase order.

14. Filing and record retention requirements. These requirements shall

specify who is responsible for filing, where the records are to be

O
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J

filed, for how long, and what the record dispostion requirements are,

upon completion of the filing period.

15. A list of responsibilities which include:

a. Who perfoms the test.

b. Who witnesses the test.

c. Who records test data.'

d. Who evaluates the test data.

e. Who approves the test data.

f. Who files tha test data.
,

16. Data sheets / reports which record test parameters and resul ts are

completed and signed by responsible individuals within the test

organization. Quality Control personnel will evaluate the data sheets,
%) 28

verify selected data, and document that the required test and associat-

ed documents have been properly completed and meet the acceptance

rejection criteria.

Inspections and tests of modifications, repairs and replacement items will

be perfomed to veri fy acceptability in accordance with those design,

inspection and test requirements to which they were previously evaluated or

with acceptable alternatives per approved procedures. Documentation of all

modifications, repairs, and replacement actions will be controlled under

the Applicant's Quality Assurance Records Program (Reference 17.1.1.17).

d
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17.1.12 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT

O
17.1.12.1 Control

Quality Control is responsible for the identification, calibration, control

and documentation of NDE and radiation safety equipment.

All other inspection equipment will be controlled by Operations. The

method and frequency of calibration and the 'aethods of issue and use

control for each inspection device shall be defined by written procedures.

Methods and frequencies of calibration shall be based on the type of

equipment, stability characteristics, required accu, acy, degree of usage

and other conditions affection measurement control. All inspection

equipment will be verified as being within calibration limits prior to

assignment. Inspection personnel will verify that inspection equipment is

within calibration due dates prior to performing an inspection operation.

17.1.12.2 Receipt and Initial Calibration

All incoming gaging devices shall be initially certified in accordance with

calibration procedures specified in written procedures, assigned a control

number and identified accordingly before being placed in use.

17.1.12.3 Calibration Status

Inspection devices found acceptable shall be labeled or color coded to show

the date on which new calibration is due.

O
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17.1.12.4 Standards

All Measuring and Test Equipment (M&TE) will be calibrated by using

certified measurement standards whose accuracy is:

'

1. Traceable to the National Bureau of Standards OR

i

.

2. Obtained from independent reproducible standards derived from accepted

values of natural physical constants OR
,

3. Derived from the ratic type of self calibration techniques.

Calibration standards will have an accuracy, range, and stability which are

adequate to veri fy that the equipment being calibrated is within the

required tolerance. The tolerance of higher level calibration standards

will be better than the tolerance of lower level calibration standards

being calibrated.

i Measuring and test equipment (MT&E) used for measuring, gauging, testing,

inspection or control to detennine compliance with design, specifications,

or other technical requirements will be calibrated against standards having

tolerances not greater than one-fourth the required tolerance of the M&TE

being calibrated.

M&TE which is used both for calibration and measuring or test will follow

the one-fourth tolerance requirement. In situations where it is impracti-,
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cal to comply with the above, calibration equipment of a lesser accuracy is

allowed providing (1) the justification and basis are documented and

authorized by responsible management and (2) the equipment being calibrated

can be shown to be within the required tolerance af ter calibration. The

folicwing calibration diagram is provided for illustration:

"
NBS/ LAB

|

"Better than" tolerance
|

Primary Standard

i

"Better than" tolerance
| Calib ra tion

| Standards
[ Secondary Standards

|
"Better than" tolerance

I

Working Standards
y

|

| 1:4 ratio tolerance
u

M&TE

O
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: i

,

$ '

{ 17.1.12.5 Identification I

i

i

i
j Where practical each measuring device shall be marked with a permanent '

| identification control number. Special measuring devices with unique
i

j configurations may be identified by other means.
I i

!
,

; 17.1.12.6 Records

4

|

Lists of all measurement and test eqi:fpment and calibration standards shall;

!
'

be maintained.
1

! :
! |

! Lists shall include the following information: I
I

|

1. Control Number
t

| -

2. Description;

!

!

|
I

!

!
;

i

!

i

!
;

i
i

I
i ,

i l
I t

.

| t
' 9

i
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. . .

i

3. Manufaciarer

O
4. Purchase Order Number

5. Date Received

6. Equipment Location

An individual Calibration Record Card shall be maintained for each device

and calibration standard listed. 1

)
l

The required information and calibration history of each device shall be
i

recorded on the Calibration Record Card. This shall include but not be

limited to: The date of last calf abration, by whom calibrated, and the

date on which new calibration is due.

FNP instruments and gages are not included in the inspection equipment

calibration program, but are calibrated and/or adjusted as part of the test,

|

program in compliance with engineering test specifications.

|

17.1.13 HANDLING, STORAGE AND SHIPPING

17.1.13.1 Requirements

The Applicant and his suppliers, within the scope of their work, will

establish specifications, procedures and special instruction to control the

hand!!ng, cleaning, preservation, shipping and storage of material,

'

l

1
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components and equipment in accordance with applicable design and pro-
f% curement requirements to prevent damage, loss or deterioration. When

28required, special protective environments and/or maintenance procedures

will be specified for shipment and storage. Product Assurance will res,iew

and document concurrence with these procedures and ins + ructions.
4

17.1.13.2 Compliance

1. At Suppliers+

When surveillance inspection is required determination of compliance with

the applicable control documents is the responsibility of the Applicant's

Quality Surveillance representative. Written Quality Procedures will

des. ibe the procedures, check sheets and documentation necessary to assure

that the required operations are performed.

2. At Offshore Power Systems

The Applicant's Material Services Department is responsiole for receiving

and storing all material and equipment in accordance with specification,

code and customer requirer .ts. The Applicant's Quality Control Department

is responsible for verifying that the quality of material and equipment is

| maintained from the time of receipt, through assembly and preoperational

; testing to final delivery of the Floating Nuclear Plant. Qualified

personnel will implement written Quality Control Procedures which describe,

|
the procedures, check sheets and documentation necessary to assure that the

,

required operations are performed.,

fN,
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17.1.13.3 Audits

Compliance with the program is verified by scheduled Quality Assurance

audits as defined in the Applicant's Quality Assurance Audit Program

referenced in Section 17.1.18.

17.1.14 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS
_

The Applicant's quality assurance program provides written procedures to

assure that inspection, test and operating status of systems, structures,

components and materials are evident at all timcs throughout manufacturing

and installation. In this section the word " material" will apply to any

material, item, component , system or structure of the Floating Nuclear

Plant. Product Assurance reviews and documents concurrence with these

written procedures.

17.1.14.1 Status Identification

Markings, such as stamps, tag s , seal s , decal s , routing cards or other

suitable means to indicate inspection, test or operating status will be

applied to or accompany the material. At Offshore Power Systems, the Work

Order will accompany the material at all times during the processing and

inspection of product and will be the primary control for indicating the

inspection, test, an( operating status of materials. The Work Order

describes the step-by-step sequence of operations to be performed as well

as indicating the process and inspection status.

O
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17.1.14.2 Material Awaiting Inspection

O Materials received from suppliers are identified and processed by Re-

; ceiving. The accompanying data and malertal receipt, for materials

requiring Quality Control inspection as specified in the purchase order,

are forwarded to Quality Control inspection. Quality Control inspects the

material in accordance with written procedures.

Other materials awaitMg inspection, which are in the process of manufac-

ture or assembly, are identified as described in Section 17.1.14.1.
I

17.1.14.3 Accepted Material

Accepted material will be identified by an inspector's signature or stamp

on the work order cr material receiving document in the space provided for

acceptance status. An acceptance tag, sticker, or decal will be attached

to or accompany the material after final acceptance. The material receiv-

ing report serves the same function as the work arder for material s

received from suppliers.
.

I

17.1.14.4 Rejected Material

Rejected or nonconforming material will be identified with a Quality Hold

Tag in accordance with written " Quality Control Procedures."

l

U
i
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17.1.14.5 Operating Status

O
Switches, valves or other items which require control of their oper ting

status will be identified wi th an appropriate tag in accordance with

written procedures. Product Assurance reviews and documents concurrence
28with these written procedures.

17.1.14.6 Tag Removal

Tags markings, labels and stamps applied by Quality Control Inspection or

operations personnel may not be removed by anyone except authorized

personnel. Procedures describing the application of tags will al so 28

describe those activities or personnel authorized to remove them. Product

Assurance reviews and documents concurrence with these written procedures.

17.1.14.7 Supplier Compliance

The Applicant's Quality Surveillance representative will assure that the

inspection status of Offshore Power Systems' material in suppliers' plants

is evident at all times throughout the manufacturing cycle as required by

contract.

17.1.14.8 Applicant Compliance

The Inspection Department of the Quality Control Division is responsible

for assuring that the inspection and operating status of material at

O
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__

Offshore Power Systems is evident at all times throughout the manufactur-

ing, assembly and test cycle. Procedures for implementing this requirement

are defined in written ' Quality Control Procedures."

17.1.14.9 Stamp Control

Procedures for the control of issuance, use and withdrawal of inspection

stamps will be issued by the Quality Control Division.

17.1.14.10 Inspection Points

1. At Suppliers

Suppliers of safety related equipment are required to submit their manu-
f~h

facturing and inspection plans to the Applicant's Quality Assurance and

Reliability Division for review, approval, and insertion of the Applicant's

inspection, verification or hold points prior to the perfonnance of work

via an Approval Request (A.R.) form. This assures that appropriate

operations, inspections and tests are perfonned and that the Applicant's

hold points are established. Deviations or bypassing of these approved

plans require resubmittal and approval by personnel from the organization,

that signed the c.riginal A.R. The issue and centrol of this document is

defined in a written Quality and Reliability Procedure (QRP) as well as the
i

" Quality Requirements for Suppliers" document which is part of the procure-

ment document package.
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2. At Offshore Powr 'ystems

The " Work Order Process Sheet" which is nviewed and approved by the

Applicant's Quality Control Division prior to the perfonnance of work,

defines the operations, inipections and tests required to aerform the task

and to assure compliance to specification requirements. The bypassing of

any of these operations, inspections or tests il controlled by Quality

Control per written procedures in accordance with the quality assurance

program.

17.1.14.11 Audits

Quality Assurance will perform schedules audits of the Applicant's facility

to assure that the inspection, test and operating status of sys tems,

structures, components and materials is performed in accordance with

governing procedures.

17.1.15 NONCONFORMING MATERIALS, PARTS OR COMPONENTS

Applicant will establish and implement a procedure for the control of

| materials, parts and components which do not conform to the specification
|

| or purchase order requirements.

O
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17.1.15.1 Nonconformity at Suppliers
,

Suppliers are required to have documented procedures for the control of

items which do not confonn to requirements. These procedures shall include

measures for identification, documentation, segregation, disposition, and

notification to affected organizations. Product Assurance will review and
28

document concurrence with these procedures. The supplier shall have an

established procedure for the review and analysis of discrepant material.

The material review system will include review and apprr val, by Product

28Assurance of all nonconfonnities which are dispositioned "Use As Is,"

"Repai r ," , or any changes to the technical requirements of the purchase

order. Tentatively approved changes which could affect Utility Owner

interchangeability or interfaces are coordinated with Utility Owner

representative. The supplier accompli shes this review and approval by
im

( submitting an Offshore Power Systems' Quality Assurance and Reliability

" Deviation Notice" to the Applicant's quality Assurance and Reliability

organization through Purchasing. The " Deviation Notice" is a controlled

mul ti-copy document which provides tear-off copies for each affected

organization providing input to the " Deviation L'otice." Quality Assurance

and Reliability meets with Engineering, and, when required, with the

Utility Owner representative to arrive at a disposition of the nonconform-

ity or d6viation.

The dispositioned supplier copy of the " Deviation Notice" is returned to

the supplier through Purchasing. A Quality representative will audit the

supplier to assure comp 11arce to the requirements of the disposition.

Quality Assurance and Reiiability maintains a system for logging, filingfs

(v)
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and distributing Deviation Notices to affected organizations for necessary

corrective action or follow-up. A copy of all dispositioned Deviation

Notices is provided to the Utility Owner's Quality representative.

17.1.15.2 Nonconformity it Manufacturing Facility

Within the Applicant's facility, quality Control is responsible for iden-

tifying and reporting nonconfomities. Until any nonconfoming material has

been dispositioned as acceptable, Quality Control will identify and control

segregation of such material to prevent unauthorized use. Quality Control

will also conduct a preliminary review of the nonconformity to determine

the nature and severity of the nonconfomity. Those " Rework" nonconform-

ities which can be made to confora to the specification or drawing re-

quirements with additional work and abvious " Scrap" decisions are dis-

positioned directly by Quality Control . Nonconformities that required a

| "Use As Is" or " Repair" disposition are forwarded to Quality Assurance and

Reliability for disposition in accordace with the Quality and Reliability

procedure on nonconforming material. Tentatively approved "Use As Is" or

" Repair" disposition which could affect Utility Owner interchangeability or

interface are coordinated with the Utility Owner representative. When the

disposition has been completed, the Nonconformity Report is returned to

Quality Control for action to implement the dispostion. Quality Assurance
i

and Reliability audits Quality 'untrol to veri fy proper disposition of

i nonconfomities. Copies of all "Use As Is" and " Repair" nonconfomity

dispsitions are provided to the Utility Owner's Quality Representative.
|
1

O
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,

17.1.15.3 Nonconformity Records 28
.

V
Reports of nonconformities dispositioned "use as is" or " repair" become a

part of the pemanent quality records for the part, component system as

defined in Section 17.1.17. The quality A?surance and Reliability Division

will periodically use the records to perfom quality and reliability data

analysis. These analyses will consist of the review and analysis of field

reports, nonconforming material documents, inspection records, audit

reports and supplier surveillance reports for potential or recurring
problems which could indicated the develooment of trends. Preventive

action or corrective action programs will be implemented to prevent

occurrence or recurrence of discrepancies.

17.1.16 CORRECTIVE ACTION

O
Product Assurance will establish and implement procedures to assure that 28

conditions adverse to quality such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies,

deviations, defective material and equipment, and nonconformance are

properly identified and corrected. Product Assurance will veri fy that
! corrective action has been specified and assure that it is carried out in a
i

timely manner.
28

Product Assurance Reviews and documents concurrence for all procedures

related to corrective action.

'

O
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17.1.16.1 Corrective Action at Suppliers

O
When the supplier's performance is judged by the Applicant to be of

substandard quality, a Request for Corrective Action will be used by the

Applicant to inform the supplier of its deficiencies. The supplier will

respond to this notice by indicating the action he intends taking to

correct immediate deficiences and to prevent recurrence of the deficiency.

The Applicant will review the supplier's proposed corrective action and

notify the supplier of his acceptance or rejection of the proposal.

Disregard for or unsati sfactory resol ution of a Request for Corrective

Action may be cause for termination of the purchase order and removal from

Purchasing's list of approved suppliers.

The supplier is required to have a system for obtaining corrective action

from his subcontractors. This syste.1 will be approved and audited by the

Applicant.

17.1.16.2 Internal Corrective Action by the Applicant

With the applicant's organization, Product Assurance has overall respon-

sibility for implementation of an effective corrective action program.
1

l

Internal Corrective Action Requests will be issued by Product Assurance to

the responsible department (s) based upon:

a. Continual recurrence of similar nonconfonnances.

O
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b. Analysis of quality data revealing adverse trends related to

specific processes.

c. Noncompliance with established procedures or ineffective

resolution of audit results.

i The manager of the affected department must investigate the reoorted

deficiency for identification of the responsible cause(s) and development
i of action to be taken to preclude recurrence of the adverse condition.

The proposed corrective action will be evaluted for acceptability by the

requestor. Unsatisfactory corrective action replies will resul t in an

additional request directed to a higher level of management within the

responsible department. Following agreement as to the adequacy of correc-
[ tive action, the requestor will perfonn a follow-up review to verify thatt
L

the action has been implemented as stated and is effective in preventing

further problems.
,

4 17.1.16.3 Reporting and Records

! Corrective Action documents which describe the significant condition

adverse to quality, the cause of the conditions and the corrective action

; taken to preclude repetition are distributed to cognizant level s of

management for review and assessment. As a minimum the documents are

distributed to the initiator, the appropriate levels of Product Assurance
i

canagement, the appropriate levels of the affected organization management

and Purchasing (when supplier are involved).
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17.1.17 QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS

The Applicant's Quality Assurance Records Program will be developed in ac-

cordance with Regulatory Guide 1.88, " Collection, Storage, and Maintenance

of Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance Records", as stated in Appendix 3D

of this report.

17.1.17.1 Record Catagories

The Quality Assurance and Reliability Procedure (QRP) will define two

categories of records, Lifetime and Nonpemanent. An index will be

included as part of the procedure which lists the type cf records, its

category and its retention time.

O
1. Lifetime Records

Lifetime Quality Assurance Records are required to be maintained by or

for the plant owner for the life of the particular item while it is

installed in the plant or stored for future use. Lifetime quality

Assurance Records will be transferred to the owner on a regular

systematic basis as part of the contract between the Owner and the

Applicant. The final transfer of records will be at a mutually agreed

time between the Applicant and the Owner but prior to the time the

Floating Nuclear Plant is made ready for operation.

O
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. . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ._. ,

,

1. Nonpemanent Records
_

! N

Nonpermanent records are required to show evidence that an activity was

perfomed in accordance with the applicable requirements but need not4

be retained for the life of the item. Records classified as non- i
'

pemanent will be retained for at least the minimum period of time as
J specified in the index. After this time these records will be disposed

of by or with concurrence of the owner.

17.1.17.2 Record Keeping Requirements

Transmittal, retention and maintenance requirements for records as specifi-

! ed in codes or standards will be reference in applicable control documents.

17.1.17.3 Types of Quality Assurance Records

Quality Assurance Records will provide documentary evidence of the quality

| and will include operating logs, results of review, inspections, tests,

audits. and monitoring of work performance and material analysis; the

qualification of personnel, procedures, and equipment; other documentation

such as drawings, spect fications, procurement documents, calibration;

procedures, calibration reports, and nonconfoming and corrective action

! reports. Inspection and test records will contain the following:
!

1. A description of the type of operation.

,

V
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2. Evidence of completing and/or verifying a manufacturing,

inspection or test operation.

3. The results of the inspection or test.

4. Information related to nonconformances.

5. Inspector or data reccrder.

6. Acceptability.

17.1.17.4 Filing Requirements

1. Identification

O
:

i

| Quality Assurance Records will provide suf ficient information to

!
pennit identification of the record with the item, items, or activity

to which it aoplies.

2. Filing, Storage, and Security

j The quality assurance record files will be stored in predetermined

locations as necessary to meet the requirements of applicable codes,

standards and regulatory agencies.

|

|
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The Applicant complies with the requirements of Reg. Guide 1.88 and,

ANSI N45.2.9-1974 for the storage of records. The system is designed

to utilize the concept of maintenance of duplicat records stored in a

separate remote location.i

I

Where working documents are not duplicated they will be stored in a

fire-protected area that complies with features cited in ANSI N45.2.9-

1974.

3. Availability and Retrieval

To assure their availability, specific submittal plans will be estab-
|

lished for supplier quality assurance records in the purchase order or'

'

contract.

Quality assurance records maintained by a supplier at his facility or

other location will be accessible to the applicant or the owner for the
|

period defined in the purchase order or contract.

The Applicant's storage system will provide for the accurate retrieval

of information without undue delay. A list will designate those-

personnel who will have access to the files.

O
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|
17.1.17.5 Audits

Scheduled Quality Assurance Audits will be conducted to assure compliance
I

to the Quality Assurance Records Program.

17.1.18 AUDITS,
I

!

The Quality Assurance Audit Program is c'ontrolled by written procedures,

contained in the Quality Assurance Manual, which defines requirements and

guidelines for schedt g, Planning, conducting and documenting audits to

assure compliance to the Quality Assurance Program. The Applicant's audit

program complies with ANSI N45.2.12 - 1977 with the exception that the

program provides for audits to be conducted each calendar year with a

maximum of 18 months elapsed time.

O
17.1.18.1 Audit Schedules

The Manager of Quality Assurance and Reliability of his designated repre-

sentative is responsible for establishing random and scheduled audits.

Internal and supplier audit schedule sheets are used to plan comprehensive

audit systems which assure that audits are perfonned in a sequential and

systematic manner to assure compliance with the requirements of an activity

or contract. Audits of major supplier may include audits of their sup-

pliers to assure compliance to the quality assurance program. Audits are

scheduled and initiated early enough to assure effective quality assurance

during the design, procurement and contracting process.

O
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!
:

Audit schedules are based on the following considerations:

1. Compliance and determination of effectiveness of the
;
,

quality assurance program.

l

.

2. Implementation and effective of procedures or practices.
;

3. Significant change in the management of an activity.
i
,

4. New location of an activity.

|

; 5. Deficiencies attributable to an activity.
I

j 6. Implementation and effectiveness of corrective actions,

tO
7. Length of time since last audit.

17.1.18.2 Audit Teams -

;

1

The Manager of Quality Assurance and Reliability or his designated repre-,

sentative selects audit teams and appoints team leaders. Verification of
! conformance to established requirements will be performed by Quality

28

| Assurance Personnel who do not have direct responsibility for the catagory

of work being verified.

i

Selection of team members is based upon audit experience, particular

expertise in the area being audited, and general capability to supplement
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the audit efGrt in some w:y, (for example, a unique technical knowledge in

the area being audited, such as a technical consultant with an expert

knowledge of the audit topic). The team leader is responsi^.'.e for the

briefing of team members, assignment of tasks, perfonnance a.:d reporting of

the audit and corrective action followup.

17.1.18.3 Audit Notification

The activity being audited is normall notified by the audit team leader or,

in the case of supplier audi ts by the cognizant buyer, at least five

working days before the proposed audit to: define the general scope and

purpose of the audit, establish an audit schedule, assure that appropriate

personnel from the organizations are available at tM time of the audit,

and when possible, to obtain operation manuals and other documents pertain-

ing to the activity which may be reviewed prior to performance of the

audit.

17.1.18.4 Audit Preparation

The team leader obtains and distributes to the applicable team members

available documents pertaining to the activity bein'g audited. Checklists

are developed in accordance with written procedures for: Supplier quality

assurance program audits, products and process audits, and internal quality

assurance program audits which include audits of Engineering, Purchasing,

Material Control, Manufacturing and Quality Control. These audit procedures

and check sheets are designed to measure, by objective evaluation of

quality related practices, procedures and instructions, that the quality

O
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assurance program is implemented and effective. They also provide measures

for evaluating work areas, activities, processes, products, documents and

records. A written procedure also defines requirements for Offshore Power

Systems' participation and documentation of audits of Offshore Power

Systesm quality assurance program by outside organizations, such as

consultants, customers, NRC and the ASME.

Prior to each audit the audit team meets to establish the audit agenda.

The audit procedures describe the minimum requirements to be included in

the agenda.

17.1.18.5 'udit Performance

The audit team conducts the audit in accordance with the agenda. Additions

are made to the agenda if audit findings indicts such to be necessary to

assure the activity is meeting the quality and technical requirements as

stated in written procedural requirements. If procedures are not available

or are suspected to be inadequate, further investagation is pursued to

determine by evaluation of obiective evidence that audit objectives ares

satisfied.

17.1.18.6 Exit Conference

Upon completion of the audit, the audit team holds an exit conference with

the manager of the audited activity to discusss the audit findings. The

audit team proposes recommendations for corrective action of deficiences

and obtain a tentative schedule for completion of corrective action.
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17.1.18.7 Audit Report

Within a designated pericd following an audit, the team leader issues a

fomal audit report. Copies of the audit report are sent to the management

having responsibility in the area audited to assure correction of deficient

areas revealed by the audit. Supplier deficiencies discovered as a result

of audits are reported to the supplier via formal letter from Purchasing.

#

17.1.18.8 Corrective Action Follow-up

Audit deficiencies are recorded on Audit Deficiency Report ( ADR) forms.

Audit Deficiency Report form ( s) are submitted to both OPS management and

Supplier personnel who have the responsibility within their arganization

for supplying corrective action. The corrective action reply is recorded

on the form and submitted to the auditor by the reply due date. Documenta-

tion which substantiates the corrective action is attached to the Audit

Deficiency Report form. The auditor evaluates the reply and either concurs

by signing and dating the response, or re-submits the fonn to the audited

organization for futher corrective action.

The Lead Auditor assigns a team memeber to perform the internal 0PS

follow-up audit to assure implementation of corrective action as stated on

the Audit Deficiency Report. Supplier follow-up audits may be performed by

a member of the audit team. A resident or itinerant quality representative

may, at the request of the Lead Auditor, perfonn follow-up verification of

9
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corrective action implement 1 tion. When the corrective action has been

ver ' ,'! d . the Lead Auditor signs the Audit Deficiency Report indicating

acceptance and close out.

17.1.18.9 Filing and Distribution

Audit reports are filed and distributed per directions included in audit

procedures.

17.1.18.10 Quality Assurance Audit Log

An audit log is maintained in the quality assurance audit file to provide a

ready reference for quality assurance audits performed by the Applicant or

in the Applicant's facility. The quality assurance audit log contains the

O following information: the audit report identification number, the name of
'

the audited activity or supplier, the date the audit was completed, and the

corrective action completion date.

17.1.18.11 Audit Analysis

Audit data is analyzed by quality assurance to determine trends in quality

problems and continued areasof noncompliance. The results are used t
28

determine the effectiveness of the quality program and the necessity for

reaudit of deficient areas. Reports of audit analysis are presented to

Management for review and assessment.
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;* ENCLOSURE OCT 17 9791
.

. w/ REACTOR ANALYSIS SECTION, ANALYSIS BRANCH

221.1 Provide the radial pressure gradient in 'the upper and lower plenums
(4.4) and at the core inlet and outlet for steady state and transient

conditions for each allowable loop configuration. Provide an expla-
nation of how the radial pressure gradients are included in the
thermal-hydraulic design calculations. Discuss and support by
calculations, the differences in hot channel pressure drop, flow,
enthalpy rise and minimum DNBR relative to the assumption of a uni-
form pressure at the core boundaries.

221.2 Provide an explanation of how the effects on the core flow and
(4.4) pressure drop of possible crud deposits are included in the

thermal-hydraulic design.

Provide a description of the instrumentation available which would
alert the reactor operator to an abnormal core flow cr core pressure
drop during steady-state operation.

221.3 Provide a connitment to address the following aspects of rod bowing
(4.4) in the FSAR for plants referencing FNP (1-8):

1. to fully define the gap closure rate for prototypical bundles;

,O 2. to determine by appropriate experiments the DNB effects that
bounds the effect of gap closure;

3. to include the effects of rod bowing in the final design and
safety analysis calculations.

221.4 Floating Nuclear Plants (1-8) used the WDNA code to describe the
(4.4) effect of open channel flow on thermal-hydraulic flow instability.

Information supplied by Westinghouse has been insufficient to
support a conclusion that the DYDNA code conservatively predicts
the onset of flow instability in the core. To support such a
conclusion, either (1) provi 4e a complete description of the HYNDA.

code and its use in the analysis, or (2) provide a discussion
~

excluding the HYDNA code which supports the contention that the
core is thermal-hydraulically stable.

v B.19.1-1 Amendment 28
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APPLICANT'S RESPONSES

O '

bl NRC

Question No. Response

221.1 DNB analyses are based on uniform inlet velocity and
exit pressure distributions. Data from several 1/7 scale
model tests and THINC analyses of various inlet flow
distributions have led to a conservative design basis of
5% reduction in flow to the hot assembly. Section 5.6 of
Reference 1 presents analyses which verify the adequacy
of the design assumption of a unifom exit pressure
distribution.

The effect of core outlet radial pressure gradients on
DNB analysis has been shown to be negligible in four-
loop 193 assembly cores. An analysis was performed which
assumes a cosine upper plenum radial pressure gradient
with a maximum value of 5 psi at the core center and 0
psi at the core periphery for four-loop and three-loop
operation. The results of these analyses showed that
there was no effect on the minimum DNBR (to three
significant figures) of this radial p'.<;sure gradient on
/our-loop or three-loop operation.

In performing this analysis the hot assembly was assumedfq to be in the center of the core where the greatest flowV) reduction near the core outlet will occur due to the
radial pressure gradient. In addition, an axial power
distribution extremely peaked to the top of the core
(+30% axial offset) was assumed. This axial power
distribution is more severe than woul d be expected
during plant operation.

Thus, the use of a uniform upper pl enum pressure
distribution in themal-hydraulic design is acceptable.

Reference:

(1) Hockreiter, L.E., and Chelemer, H., " Application of the THINK-IV
Program to PWR Design", WCAP-8504 (Proprietary) and WCAP-8155,
September 1973.

,rh
'
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221.2 Operating experience to date has indicated that a flow
resistance allowance for possible crud deposition is not
required. There has been no detectable long-term flow
reduction reported at any plant. Inspection of the
inside surfaces of steam generator tubes removed from
operating plants has confimed that there is no sig-
nificant surface deposition that would affect system
fl ow. Although all of the coolant piping surfaces have
not been inspected, the small piping friction con-
tribution to the total system resistance and the lack of
significant deposition on piping near steam generator
nozzles support the conclusion that an allowance for
piping deposition is not necessary. The effect of crud
enters into the calculation of core pressure drop
through the fuel rod frictional component by use of a
surface roughness factor. Present analyses utilize a
surface roughness val ue which is a factor of three
greater than the best estimate obtained from crud
measurements from several operating Westinghouse
reactors.

Instrumentation available to alert the operator to
abnormal core flow or core pressure drop is as follows:

1. Primary flow indication is provided by the RCS flow
meters. There are 3/ loop and read from 0-100%. Any
significant flow reduction would appear on these
meters.

2. There are several methods that could be used to
infer flow. They are:

! a. With rods in the automatic control mode, reduced
flow would result in lower core power as rods
drove in attempting to maintain Tavg.'

b. With rods in the manual control mode, reduced
flow would result in higher Tavg.

c. RCP amps reading higher or lower than nomal,
| coul d indicate abnormal flow (pump or motor

malfunction primarily).

d. Significant flow reductions in a particular core
quadrant could be indicated by a power mismatch
between the various power range detectors.

e. Sustained local flow stoppages could be detected
by incore flux maps and core exit thermocouples.

O
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3. There are alarms that would alert the operator to
low RCS flow as indicated by the RCS flow meters,

. high RCS temperatures, abnormal RCP and motor
temperatures and RCP trip.>

4. Reactor trips are generated by low RCS flow, low RCP
bus voitage and frequency, and high temperature. ;

.

1

i

l

!
|

|
i ,

:
f
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I
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221.3 DNB analyses (which will be reported during the final
FNP design approval pMse) will be perfonned such that
generic DNBR margins described in the " Interim Safety
Evaluation Report on Effects of Fuel Rod Bowing on
Thermal Margin Calculations for Light Water Reactors
(Revision 1) February 16, 1977" will be available for
offsetting roo how penalties. The appropriate rod bow
penalty and any operating restriction in the technical
specifications, if required, will be addressed prior to
the issuance of an Operating License to the owner of the
first FNP.

O

O
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221.4 Boiling flows { gay be susceptible to thermohydrodynamic
instabilities . These instabilities are undesirable in

) reactors since they may cause a change in thermohydrau-
U lic conditions that may lead to a reduction in the DNB

heat flux relative to that observed during a steady flow
condition or to undesired forced vibrations of core
components. Therefore, a thermohydraulic design was
developed such that operation under Condition 1 or 11
events does not lead to thermohydrodynamic
instabilities.

Two specific types of flow instabilities are considered
for Westinghouse PWR operation. These are the Ledinegg
or flow excursion type of static instability and the
density wave type of dynamic instability.

A Ledinegg instability involves a sudden change in flow
rate fyji one steady state to another. This instability
occurs when the slope off the reactor coolant system
pressure drop-flow rate curve

24P 1

2) AG ; f urcRN A L

becomes algebraically smaller than the loop supply (pump
head) pressure drop-flow rate curve

Oaf
9 64 1. EX TERN A L

The criterion for stability is thus

) D6 P_ DbP(O } d%dM IUTEQaAL EXTERN A L
The Westinghouse pump head curve has a negative slope

"A erTruAc ( opas
whereas the reactor coolant system pressare drop-flow
curve has a positive slope

pop
OD44 DJTE RA1A L

over the Condition I and Condition II operational
ranges. Thus, the Ledinegg instability will not occur.

The mechanism of density wave oscillations in a heag
channel has been described by Lahey and Moody
Briefly, an inlet flow fluctuation produces an enthalpy
perturbation. This perturbs the length and the pressure
drop of the single phase region and causes quality or
void perturbations in the two-phase regions which travel
up the channel with the flow. The quality and length
perturbations in the two-phase region create two-phase
pressure drop perturbations. However, since the total
pressure drop across the core is maintained by the
characteristics of the fluid system external to the
core, the two phase pressure drop perturbation feeds
back to the single phase region. These resulting per-

hsU}
turbations can be either attenuated or self sustained.
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A simple method has been developed by Ishii for
parallel closed channel systems to evaluate whether a
given condition is stable with respect to the density
wave type of dynamic instability. This method had been
used to assess t of typical Westinghouse
reactor designs (4,Y,6ptabilityincluding Virgil C. Sumer, under
Condition I and II operation. The results indicate that
a large margin to density wave instability exists, e.g.,
increases on the order of 200% of rated reactor power
would be required for the predicted inception of this
type of instability.

UIThe application of the method of Ishii to
Westinghouse reactor designs is conservative due to the
parallel open channel feature of Westinghouse PWR cores.
For such cores, there is little resistance to lateral
flow leaving the flow channels of high power density.
There is al so energy transfer from channels of high
oower densi ty to lower power density channels. This
coupling with cooler channels has led to the opinion
that an open channel configuration is more stable than
the above closed channel analysis un g the same
boundary conditions. Flow stability tests have been
conducted where the closed channel systems were shown to
be less stable than when the same channels were cross
connected at several locations. The cross connections
were such that the resistance to channel-to-channel
cross flow and enthalpy perturbations would be greater
than that which would exist in a PWR core which has a
relatively low resistance to cross flow.

Flow instabilities which have been observed have
occurred almost exclusively in closed channel systems
operating at low pressures relative to the Westinghog
PWR operating pressures. Kao, Morgan and Parker
analyzed parallel closed channel stability experiments
simulating a reactor core flow. These experiements were
conducted at pressures up to 2200 psia. The resul ts
showed that for flow and power levels typical of power
reactor conditions, no fl ow oscillations coul d be
induced above 1200 psia.

Additional evidence that flow instabilities do not
adversely affect thennal margin is provided by the data
from the rod bundle DNB tests. Many Westinghouse rod
bundles have been tested over wide ranges of operating
conditions wi th no evidence of premature CNB or of
inconsistent data which might be indicative of flow
instabilities in the rod bundle.

In sumary , it is concluded that thermohydrodynamic
instabilities will not occur under Condition I and II of
operation for Westinghouse PWR reactor designs. A large
power margin, greater than doubling rated power, exists

Amendment 28
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to predicted inception of such instabilities. Analysis
has been perfonned which shows that minor plant to plant
differences in Westinghouse reactor designs such as fuel

( assembly arrays, core power to fl ow ratios, fuel
assembly length, etc. will not resul t in gross de-
terioration of the above power margins.

___________________

References:
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APPENDIX C

0'

k) RESPONSES TO POST-TMI REQUIREMENTS

Appendix C provides the Offshore Power Systems' (the Applicant's) responses
to the post-TMI requirements for pending Construction Permit and Manufac-

,

turing License Applications. These requirements were issued initially for
coment(1) in the fom of a proposed paragraph (e) to be added to 10CFR
50.34. The basis for the technical requirements set out in the proposed

I2)rule making is NUREG-0718 .

In preparation for a Commissioner meeting on May 27, 1981, the Staff made a
number of changes to the text of the proposed rule. These changes, which
reflect the latest thinking of both the Staff and the Commissioners, is
contained in the public document SECY-81-20D(3) ,

At the time of filing Amendmi ' 28, a finr1 rule had not yet been adopted
Q by the Comission. However, avi..:, the May 27, 1981 meeting, the Comis-

stoners instructed the Staff to conduct their review of the pending
Construction Permit and Manufacturing License applications on the basis of
the rule most recer.tly proposed by the Staff for Commission approval. The

responses contair ed in their appendix, therefore, address the proposed rule
as it appears in SECY-81-?00. Each response is preceded by a restatement
of the relevant section of the proposed rule. The alpha-numeric designator
(for example II.B.8) appearing at the end of such each restatement is the
section of NUREG-0718, Appendix B, from which the technical content of the
rule is drawn.

(1) Federal Register (46FR18034), March 23,1981.

(2) USNRC Licensing Requiremar.ts for Pending Applications for Construction
Permits and Manufacturir.; License, NUREG-0718, March 1981.

(3) Memorandum from W. J. Dircks to the Comissioners, SECY-81-200,
(N May 18, 1981, Enclosure 3.

w
;
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Appendix C was added to the Plant Design Report in Amendment 28. As a
result of staff review of Amendment C in preliminary fonn, a number of text
changes were made by the applicant prior to formally filing Amendment 28.
In order to highlight changes from the preliminary version, identi fying
bars have been placed in the margin of Appendix C pages only where such
changes were made rather than on the entire page. Changes, if any, which
are made to Amendment 28 will be highlighted in the usual manner.

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(1){i)

Ih Subject: Probablistic Risk Assessment)
To satisfy the following requi rements , the application shall provide
sufficient infonnation to describe the nature of the studies, how they are
to be conducted, estimated submittal dates, and a program to ensure that
the results of such studies are factored into the final design of the
facility:

Perform a plant / site specific probabilistic risk assessment, the aim of
which is to seek such improvements in the reliability of core and contain-
ment heat removal systems as are significant and practical and do not
impact excessively on the plant. (II.B.8)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Introduction
Following is a description of the risk / reliability program for the Floating
Nuclear Plant in response to NUREG-0718 including an outline of the program
scope, methodology, schedule and applications of results. The objective of
the program will be to identify improvements in the reliability of core and
containment heat removal functions as are significant and practical and do
not impact excessively on the plant. Alternative core and containment heats jv
remcval systems will be considered in the study.

A preliminary outline of the report is given as Table C-1.

Project Scope

The FNP risk / reliability program will be similar in scope to the Interim

Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) being perfenned by the NRC on several
operating plants. Indivicual accident sequences and their probabilities
will be analyzed to identify the initiating events and plant system /

component failures which are domin3nt contributors to the potential for
core damage. The initiating events to be analyzed will include LOCA's
(small and large breaks), transient events, and other accident initiators
as determined during the initial phase of the study. As a minimum, the

systems listed in Table C-2 will be analyzed to determine if system

modifications are appropriate and could significantly reduce overall plant
risk. Special consideration will be given to interdependencin of support |

CJ
s
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systems for any scenarios which coul d lead to significant release of

radioactivity to the environment. Other systems are likely to be added to
Table C-2 as the core and containment cooling systems are evaluated with
respect to interactions and dependencies.

Program Organization and Responsibilities
The approach to be used in the program will employ the event tree / fault

tree methodology similar to that used in WASH 1400 and other compre'.ansiver

plant risk studies. GPS is responsible for the PRA study ard will ensure
that the study will be performed by engineers who are qualified and
experienced in risk assessment methodology. Prior to decisions affecting
plant design, OPS may have a third party conduct a peer review of the
study. OPS will retain ultimate authority and responsibility for imple-
menting any design improvements as a result of this study.

The major tasks involved in the program are discussed below.

Initiating Event Selection

A list will be established of initiating events which, together with system
failures, have the potential for causing core damage. This will be accom-
plished through a screening of the accidents and transients, identified in ,

PDR Chapter 15, WASH 1400, and in other studies, to identify the basic set
of initiating events requiring operation of the key safety systems for core

protection and release mitigation. The frequency of these initiating

events will be estimated based on available data including WASH 1400, EPRI
NP-801, and, pertinent pl ant-speci fic infonna tion. Failures that could

occur during cold shutdown, during severe natural phenomena and during
fires will also be considered. Natural initiating events to be considered

are those listed in Table C-3.

Event Tree Development

For each type of initiating event, an event tree will be constructed,

identifying the systems required to mitigate the event and the e nected

effect on ability to maintain core and containment integrity given success
or failure of each system involved. The full event tree will be reduced to

reflect system interdependencies and required sequences of operation. Note
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that the event trees will address certain non-safety systems such as
q offsite power and the power conversion system.
I h

G
System Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

For each safety system involved, a FMEA will be conducted to identify and
tabulate component and common cause failures and their effect on system
operability for each initiating event. The FMEA will provide documentation
of the basis for inclusion or exclusion of specific failure modes in the
system faul t tree analysis. Failure modes will include mechanical and
electrical faults, operator error, n'aintenance or testing outages, etc.
Particular attention will be paid to potential coninon cause failures which
could disabl9 multiple components. Common cause failure mechanisms to be

investigated include environmental factors, operator or maintenance errors,
passive failures and system interactions.

System Fault Tree Analysis

Using the FMEA as input, fault trees will be constructed for each safety
system identifying the failures (basic events) and their logical combina-

p tior,:, which will result in system unavailability (top event). The fault

{) tree will be analyzed to determine the minimal cut sets and failure combi-
nations which are the dcminant contributors to system unavailability. Using
the appropriate coc.ponent failure data, a quantitative assessment of over-
all system unavailability and of the dominant cut sets will be performed.

Data Base Development

A component failure data base for use in system fault tree analysis will be
developed from recognized reference sources including WASH 1400 and IEEE
500. In addition, prototype-specific failure data will be requested from
vendors of selected components (e.g., diesel generators). The data base
will identify the types of components and estimated median failure rates on
demand and, where appropriate, per hour of continuous operation. Error
ranges will be assigned to each median value to reflect the uncertainty in
the data base. The data base development task will include methodologies to
adj ust failure data to account for varying testing and surveillance

strategies. Test and maintenance unavailability contributions will be

O
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included based on preliminary technical specifications and typical nuclear
plant operating and maintenance procedures.

Human error rates will be estimated for required or corrective actions by
control room operators and for maintenance or testing operations which are
included as failure modes in the system fault trees. Available human error
and performance data, including those provided by NUREG/CR 1278, will be
used.

Containment Respor.se Analyses

Based on studies of core mel t phenomenology and containment transient
calculation, which evaluate the interrel ated physical processes taking
place within containment, containment event trees will be constructed for
specific categories of core mel t event sequences. These plant event

categories will cover all inputs from the plant event tree analysis. The
event tree technique pennits tracking of the containment response to a
degraded core accident. Through careful definition of each node, the con-
tainment event tree will be applicable to all core melt accident sequences.
Additionally, the framework is provided to evaluate the relative importance
to risk of related physical phenomena (such as hydrogen burning) and to
evaluate the relative merits of various preventive and mitigative features.

Accident Sequence Probabilities

The unavailability of each system will be calculated by inputting the

| appropriate failure rate data into the system faul t tree analysis. The

| various accident sequences, as represented by the branches on the event
trees will then be quantified by inputting the system failure probabilities

determinea from the quantitative faul t tree analysis. Each individual
accident seauence will be classified according to release category and the
total prcbability of a given release category will be obtained by the

sumation of all accident sequer:e probabilities assigned to that category.

Fission Product Release Category Identification
The release categories of WASH-1400 will be examined and modi fied as
necessary to produce a set of release categories appropriate for the ice

condenser containment and associated containment failure mc, des. Specific
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values for release of radioactivity to the environment will be identified
for each release category.

Q
Uncertainty Analysis

Quantitative resul ts will be reported in terms of point val ues of a

probability distribution function , including expected (mean) or median
(50th percentile) val ue and upper (90th percentile) and lower (10th
percentile) uncertainty bounds. These point values will be detemined based
on a propagation of component failure data, including error ranges, through
the fault trees and event trees. The uncertainty propagation will be
p rformed using standard statistical distribution functions (e.g. log-
nomal) or numerical (e.g. Monte Carlo) techniques.

Sensitivity Analysis
The resul ts of the study will be reviewed to determine the relative

importance to risk of the various accident sequences and to identify those
which are the dominant contributors. Within those sequences, the signifi-
cant system and component failure modes will be detennined. Comparisons
with existing risk studies, including WASH 1400, will be made to identifyn

y),I and explain any significant differences.

The sensitivity of the results to assumptions regarding component or common
cause failures will be evaluated by varying the assumed failure rates and
determining the resul tant effect on system failure rates and overall

resul ts.

SchedJle

OPS will perform the risk / reliability analysis on a time scale such that
results from the evaluation can be factored into the design, specification
and fabrication of the core and containment cooling system and these
support systems. The plant risk / reliability program outlined above will be
completed within two years after receipt of the Manufacturing License.
Since significant additional design work on the Floating Nuclear Plant is
not anticipated during the next few years, results of the toalysis can
readily be factored into the plant design, component and system specifica-i

tions and fabrication for the systems cited above.

c)
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Application of Results to Final Design
There are currently no established regulatory requirements or acceptance
criteria for judging the acceptability of quantitative system reliability

analyses. Thus the need for implementing changes in design or in opera-
ting, testing, or maintenance procedures to achieve improvement in system
reliability will be based on judgmental criteria which are not directly

related to licensing require?ents. These acceptance criteria will be

eitablished during the program and will include both quantitative and

qualitative assessments of potential design changes taking into account
impact on plant cost, schedule and availability.

Following completion of the base line reliability analysis, the results

will be reviewed and various options available for improvement in reli-

ability will be evaluated wi th respect to the established acceptance

criteria. Recommendations will be made regarding changes in the design or
in recomended plant procedures and the reliability analysis will be

revised to reflect those recommendations selected for implementation.

Routine design changes will al so be eval uated on an ongoing basis. A
determination will be made regarding the effect of any proposed design
change on the reliability analysis results. If the change is expected to
affect reliability, the reliability analysis will be revised and the

results reviewed for acceptability and need for further modifications as
described above. In this manner, the Risk / Reliability Program will be kept

current with respect to design modifications and a mechanism will be in
place to eval uate reliabil i ty-rela ted changes for acceptabili ty as the
design is finalized.

Results of the study will be utilized in component selection, specification
and testing by assisting in identifying those areas where additional QA may
be needed. The results of the reliability program, including all calcula-
tions will be subject to review anad verification in accordance with nomal
QA program procedures. Furthermore, the results of the study will be used ,

to identify improvements in the maintenance, procedures, operator training,
operating feedback and for reducing system interaction effects.

|
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TABLE C-1

Outline of Reliability Analysis Report

i I. INTRODUCTION

II. SUMMARY

III. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

A. Event Trees

B. Fault Trees

; C. Quantification of Accident Sequences
'

D. Containment Failure Analyses

E. Fission Product Release Analyses

F. Treatment of Uncertainties

IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS
n

A. Perfonnance Requirements

B. Actuation

C. Environment Considerations

D. Dependency Diagrams for Support Systems
,

V. CORE MELT PROBABILITIES

A. Dominant Sequences

B. Dominant Cut-Sets

|

| VI. PLANT MODIFICATIONS THAT ADDRESS DOMINANT SEQUENCES

A. Improvement in Reliability Expected

| B. How Factored into Design, Equipment purchase,
l Fabrication, Procedures, Operation, etc.

C. Basis for Not Implementing More ReliaDie Alternatives

'O
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TABLE C-1 (cont'd)

VII. FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE ANALYSIS

A. Release Groups

B. Containment Failure Probabilities

C. Fission Product Release Fractions

D. Total Radioactive Release from Containment to
Environment for the Various Release Groups

VIII. APPENDICES (DETAILS OF STUDY)

O
I
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TABLE C-2

Systems On Which Reliability Evaluations Are To Be Performed

1. Auxiliary Feedwater
2. Essential Raw Water
3. Residual Heat Removal

i 4. Diesel Generators (including support systems)

{ 5. Upper Head Injection

6. Essential Service Water
7. Containment Spray

8. Component Cooling Water|

9. Safety Injection
10. Safeguards Compartment Ventilation
11. Control Building HVAC
12. Ice Condenser

13. Electric Power (IE Power supplies, buses & breakers)
j- 14. Protection System

! 15. Radiation Monitoring (1E channels)

16. Annulus Air Filtration
17. Emergency Instrument Air

19. Conta'nment Isolation

|

O
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TABLE C-3
j

Initiating Cvents for Risk Study
_

I

j

i

1. LOCA1

2. Transients
i

3. Steam /feedwater line breaks

4. Steam generator tube rupture

5. Failures during cold shutdown operation;
.

!
6. Fire

7. Earthquakes *

8. Explosions and missiles, internal and external *s
i

9. Floods, tsunamis *
s

a

10. Tornadoes, hurricanes *

j 11. Electrical failure
!

|

i

|

*Using best available methodology where practical should be consistent with
IEEE/ANS effort if feasible.
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t TABLE C-4

FNP Risks / Reliability Program Elements and Program Milestones

' Schedule (Months After M.L.)
Program Element 0 6 12 18 21

Initiating Event Selection |----|
Event Tree Development |-----|

,

Systems Failures Modes & |-----------|
Effects Analyses (FMEA)

System Fault Tree Analysis |-------------!

j Data Base Development |---------|

Containment Response Analysis |-------------|
,

Accident Sequence Probabilities |--------|
Fission Product Release |-------|

Category Identification

Uncertainty Analysis |--------!

Sensitivity Analysis |-----------|
Overall Results Assembly |----------!

Report Preparation |---!

i

l

i

i
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(ii)

/9 Subject: Auxiliary Feedwater Evaluation

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to describe the nature of the studies, how they are
to be conducted, estimated submittal dates, and a program to ensure that
the results of such studies are factored into the final design of the
facility:

Perform an evaluation of the proposed auxiliary feedwater systems ( AFWS),
to include (applicable to PWR's only): (II.E.1.1)

(A) A simplified AFWS reliability analysis using event-tree and fault-tree
logic techniques.

(8) A design review of AFWS.
(C) An evaluation of AFWS flow design bases and criteria.

OFFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Prior to the TMI accident Offshore Power Systems had performed a prelim-
inary reliability analysis of the Floating Nuclear Plant's Auxiliary
Feedwater ( AFW) System. This analysis utilized the same component failure
rate data base as the Staff's generic AFW System evaluation contained in

( ) NUREG-0611 and NUREG-0635, and investigated the following three accident
scenarios:

a) Loss of main feedwater with offsite power available.
b) Loss of main feedwater combined with loss of offsite power.
c) Loss of main feedwater combined with total loss of AC power.

,

; For the first two scenarios above, the unreliability of the Floating
-5Nuclear Plant AFW System was found to be in the range of 10 to 10-4

failures per demand, and for the total loss of AC case in the range of 10-2
failures per demand. The difference in reliability between the first two
cases and the last one, is due to the fact that during total loss of AC
power, only the steam driven train is available, and thus no credit can be
taken for the redundancies available in the diesel driven trains.

Overall, our review concluded that the Floating Nuclear Plant AFW System

| has above average reliability, as compared to the AFW systems already

|O|

G
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examined by the Staff. Nevertheless, Offshore Power Systems will re-

evaluate the reliability of its AFW System using event-tree and fault-tree
logic techniques to determine the potential for AFW system failure under
various loss of main feedwater transient conditions, wi th particular

emphasis being given to determining potential failures that could result
from human errors, common causes, single point vulnerabilities, and test
and maintenance outages. The results of this evaluation will be submitted

in appropriate detail within two years of the issuance of a Manufacturing
License. (See the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(i).

The Floating Nuclear Plants Auxiliary Feedwater System is designed in
accordance with the requirements of Standard Review Plan Section 10.4.9.
However, a deterministic review of the system in accordance with this plan
will be carried out and submitted to the Staff within two years of the

issue of a Manufacturing License.

The AFW system flow design bases and design criteria have been carefully
derived during the design evol ution by consideration of the following

safety-related functions of the system in the Floating Nuclear Plant.

O
a) The AFW system provides feedwater to the steam generators to remove

residual heat from the core and prevent release of reactor coolant

through the pressurizer safety valves in the following situations:

o Loss of offsite power
o Loss of nonnal feedwater
o Malfunction of the Condensate Feedwater System

o Major secondary system pipe rupture
o Steam generator tube rupture
o Control room evacuation
o Sinking em( ?ncy

b) The AFW supplements the ECCS flow in removing core residual heat in the
event of a small break LOCA.

O
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c) The AFW System is utilized in cooling the reactor coolant down to the
,m cut-in point of the Residual Heat Removal System for the sequences

listed in a) above.

d) The AFW System maintains the plant at hot shutdown conditions during
control room evacuation and extended loss-of-offsite power.

As part of the final design process, Offshore Power Systems will re-
eval uate the above requirements, verify the corresponding AFW system
functions, and submit detailed results to the Staff. This will be done

within two years of issue of the Manufacturing License.

As noted below, the present design of the FNP Auxiliary Feedwater System
generally satisfies the reconsnendations contained in tM staff position
paper entitled, "NTCP Acceptance Criteria, Task II .E.1.1, Auxiliary-

Feedwater (AFW) System Evaluation." The one poscible exception is the
suction piping arrangement, which will be examined as a part of the

probabilistL risk assessment required by 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(i). (See item
b,below).

V
a) As discussed in Section 10.4.6.7.4 of the Plant Design Report, the four

motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps automatically start on lo-lo

level in any steam generator, loss of main feed pump, safety injection
signal , or loss of offsite AC power. The turbine driven pump starts
automatically on lo-lo level in any two steam generators or loss of
offsite power. Automatic initiation signals and circui ts for the

Auxiliary Feedwater System are Class 1E and can be tested on-line.

Manual capability to actuate the Auxiliary Feedwater System is provided
in such a manner that no single failure will resul t in loss of the

system function. No single failure of the automatic acutation circuitry
will prevent manual actuation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System from
the Control Room.

b) The arrangement of AFW suction piping (including isolation valves) will
be examined as a part of the probabilistic risk assessment required by
10CFR50.34(e)(1)(i). Changes in suction line design which are found to

V
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contribute significantly to system availability will be made during FNP
final design. Offshore Power Systems expects that staff recomendation
(4)(b) will be implemented on this basis. However, Offshore Power
Systems prefers to await the study results before proposing detailed
changes to the AFW suction piping arrangements.

c) Operation af the turbine-driven AFW subsystem is initiated, monitored
and controlled by instrumentation which will continue to operate for a
period in excess of two hours following coincident loss of both the
offsite and onsite AC power supplies,

d) The AFW system is housed in areas which are protected from tornado
missile damage in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.117. Further, the
AFW system is de,igned to seismic Category 1 requirements in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 1.29. Therefore, additional pump suction protec-
tion from tornado or earthquake damage is not required.

e) Redundant level indications and low-level alarm fsnctions will be
provided for the AFW storage tanks. The low level alann point will be
set so as to provide a minimum of 20 minutes warning to loss of

suction, assuming operation of the tu'bine-driven pump (the pump with
the highest flow ra te ) . AFW storage tank level and alarm will be
provided in the control room.

i
.
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(iii)

Subject: RCP Seal Damage

(ms

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to describe the nature of the studies, how they are
to be conducted, estimated submittal dates, and a program to ensure that
the results of such studies are factored into the final design of the
facility:

Perform an evaluation of the potential for and impact of reactor coolant
pump seal damage following small-break LOCA with loss of offsite power. If
damage cannot be precluded, provide an analysis of the limiting small-break
locs-of-coolant accident with subsequent reactor coolant pump seal damage.
(II.K.2.16 and II.K.3.25)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

For the FNP, reactor coolant pump seal injection is provided by the CVC
charging pumps. In the event of a loss-of-offsite power (LOOP), a "B" or
blackout signal is generated. The "B" signal automatically starts the

charging pumps on redundant Class 1-E buses to provide RCP seal injection
flow at 10 seconds af ter the LOOP. In addition, the CCW pumps are loaded on
at 20 seconds after the LOOP to provide themal barrier cooling. Therefore,

D for LOOP alone, the reactor coolant pump seals are adequately provided with
both seal injection and themal barrier cooling, either of which will

preclude seal damage and a subsequent increase in seal leakage.

In the event of a small-break LOCA (with pre-existing LOOP) operating
loads, including the CCW pumps, are stripped from the emergency buses. In
addition, the charging pumps are tripped (without restart) and containment
isolation valves in the seal injection lines are shut. If containment

pressure increases to the Hi-Hi setpoint, the "P" signal is generated and i

containment isolatien valves are shut in the thermr.1 barrier cooling water ,

line',. Thus, in the present design, operator action is required to protect |
the RCP seals following a small-break LOCA. As a result, Offshore Power !

'Systems will complete one of the following courses of action within two
years after issuance of the manufacturing license.

1. Modify the plant design to provide automatic restoration of either seal:

injection or thermal barrier cooling flow, or

/^s
O
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|

2. Demonstrate that adequate time is available without seal failure for
the operator to restore either seal injection or thennal barrier

cooling flow, or

3. Perform an evaluation of the potential for and imgact of RCP seal

damage following a small break LOCA with loss of offsite power.

O
l

.

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(iv)

p Subject: LOCA from PORY Failure

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to describe the nature of the studies, how they are
to be conducted, estimated submittal dates, and a program to ensure that
the results of such studies are factored into the final design of the
facility:

Perform an analysis of the probability of a small-break loss-of-coolant
accident (LOCA) caused by a stuck-open power-operated relief valve (PORV).,

If this probability is a significant contributor to the probability of
small-break LOCA's from all causes, provide a description and evaluation of
the effect on small break LOCA probability of an automatic PORV isolation
system that would operate when the reactor coolant system pressure falle
after the PORY has opened. ( Applicable to PWR's only). (II.K.3.2)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

An analysis has been performed by Westinghouse and reported in WCAP-9804
dated February 198i, which estimates the probability associated with a
small break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) caused by a stuck open power
operated relief valve (PORV). The WCAP concludes that a significant

/ reduction in the frequency of a small break LOCA, due to a stuck open PORV,
has been achieved by plant modifications made subsequent to TMI. Specif-
ically, the probability is estimated to be 2 x 10-6 per reactor year for
Westinghouse plants. Since the probability of a small-break LOCA from all
causes is approximately 1 x 10-3 per year, PORY failure is not a signifi-
cant contributor. Based on historical plant data, no failures of a PORY to
close have occurred in domestic Westinghouse plants. The FNP incorporates
PORVs supplied by Westinghouse; the piping layout and valve setpoints are
those recommended by Westinghouse. Therefore, the resul ts reported in
WCAP-9304 are applicable to the FNP.

In addition, the consequences of a small break LOCA caused by a transient-
related PORY opening and failure to reclose has been analyzed in WCAP-9601
dated June 1979. Even with. conservative licensing basis assumptions, no
core damage is expected for this compound transient as reported in WCAP-
9601.

^N
(O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(ii)

Subject: Plant Procedure Improvement

To satisfy the followirg requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demoristrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Establish a program, to begin during constraction and follow into
operation, for integrating and expanding current efforts to improve plant
procedures. The scope of the program shall include emergency procedures,
rel i abili ty analyses, human f actors engineering, crisis management,
operator training, and coordination with INP0 and other industry efforts.
(I.C.9)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Each plant owner will be responsible to the NRC for the preparation and
updating of plant operating procedures. Offshore Power Systems will assist
plant owners in discharging this responsibility by serving as a clearing-
house for important information derived from Floating Nuclear Plant in-
service experience, design developments and experience gained during
testing.

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(iii)

(~s Subject: Control Room Design
- To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide

sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide, for Comission review, a control room design that reflects
state-of-the-art human factor principles prior to committing to fabrication
or revision of fabricated control room panels and layouts. (I.D.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Offshore Power Systems will provide a control room design that reflects
state-of-the-art human factor principles by the application of design
criteria which will assure the ability of the control room operators to
prevent anticipated transients from developing into accidents and to cope
with accidents should they occur. The control room will include an advanced
design, computer based CRT display room. The control room design will be
provided to the NRC prior to committing to fabrication of the control room
panel s.

The FNP Control Room design bases, criteria and general functionzl re-
quirements are presently adequate for meeting all of the concerns identi-
fied after the TMI accident. A summary of the relevant design bases,
criteria, functional specifications / descriptions for the FNP Control Room
is presented in the attached excerpts from the Control Room Specification.
Further description of safety system status monitoring (including descrip-
tion of the light and alarm sequences for control board modules) is
presented in the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(v). The design bases,
criteria, and functional specifications for the FNP Control Room meet or
exceed Draft 1C of IEEE-566 and Draft 3 of IEEE-567. OPS does not expect
problems in implementing forseeable future requirements, such as the human
factor requirements to be published as NUREG 0700, because:

1. OPS practice for control room design evol ution includes a fo rmal ,
ongoing multi-discipline review process (including the use of a

q full-scale mockup) . Any significant changes will be implemented with
k )v
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that process. Final design review will use the methods being developed
by Sandia and NRC.

2. The design concept is flexible (modular construction and modular

display software will be used).

3. The status of detailed design is such that schedule constraints are not
expected.

O

|
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1
EXCERPTS FROM THE FNP CONTROL ROOM SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

.

1.0 Control Room Design Bases and Criteria

1.1 Equipment Design Basis
;

1.1.1 Classification:

The control room panels, their foundations and supporting
structures are classified as follows:

Panels that have Class IE equipment or circuits, are
classified as Class IE, Seismic Category I.

,

Panels that house no Class IE equipment or circuits are
classified as Class NIE Seismic Category II.

The classification, 1E or NIE, of the individual displ ay
and control devices and their associated wiring are as
designated in their respective schematic connection
diagrams. The FNP Instrument List will provide a composite
listing of all Re devices mounted on the panels and
include, among other infonnation, the classification.

1.1.2 Environment:

}

The main control panels and all equipment mounted therein
shall be designed to operate under the following atmo-
spheric conditions:.

'

!

0Temperature 5 C to 50 C (40-122 F)
Pressure 1 Atm

Humidity 10 - 90% RH

O
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NOTE: The Control Building Air Conditioning System will
0maintain the control room at 75+ 2 F and a relative

humidity of 40 - 70* under all postulated pl ant

conditions.

All equipment associated with the main control room panels
are located within the control module and will receive less
than 2 RAD over the design life of the FNP.

1.1.3 Criteria:

The basic criteria for the design, fabrication and testing
of the main control panels are derived from the application
of IEEE 279 and IEEE 384 to the Class 1E equipment and
circuits contained therein.

The main control panels must provide sufficient support and
physical protection to its Class 1E equipment and circuits
to enable them to perform their essential functional

requirements before, during, and af ter motion conditions,
up to and including design basis motion conditions.

.

The panels shall be so designed that, at the frequencies
'

and accelerations of the floor resulting from design basis

| motions, they do not amplify the forces beyond the level at
| which the equipment contained therein is qualified to

| function properly. To meet this requirement, the panel
shall be designed wi th sufficient rigidity so that no

natural frequencies or resonances can exist at a frequency
i

less than (later) Hz. Welded stiffeners, diagonal braces
and thick plate skin shall be used singly or in any

| combination that will satisfy this rigidity requi rement.

The panel design shall be seismically qualified in

accordance with the requirements of IEEE 344.

1 O
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The panel design shall include provisions for securely
g mounting the board to its supports. A dynamically equiva-

Q lent support shall be used in the seismic testing of the
panel.

Plug-in or slide mounted equipment shall be provided with
mechanical constraints, if needed to maintain positional
integrity.

All equipment within, attached to, or adjacent to, the
panel shall be mounted such that the structural failure of

1

this equipment cannot damage Class IE equipment or ci r-
cuits.

The internal structural design of the main control panel
shall provide for the physical separation of redundant
Class 1E circuits and equipment, as required by IEEE 384 so
that no single credible event can prevent the proper

p functioning of any Class 1E system. The required separation
shall be achieved by an adequate air space or a fire-

retardant barrier between redundant Class IE circuits and
equipment. The circuit wiring shall be supported in a

manner that will assure maintenance of the air space
throughout the design life of the panel. The required

separation shall be maintained from the point of entry of
the circuit into the panel to the final termination on the

surface mounted devices. Non-Class 1E circuits and
equipment shall likewise be separated from all Class 1E
equipment and circuits.

Inherent fl ame-reta rdant characteristics and properties

shall be a major consideration in the selection of

materials for use in the main control room panel s. The

structural framework and surfaces of the panel shall be

fabricated of steel or aluminum stock. Any nonmetallic

O
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components and devices should be manufactured from sel f-

extinguishing material as defined by ASTM Std. D635-1972.

Paints or other applied surface preparations shoul d

contribute only nominally to the total combus ti bl e

potential of materials or components in or on the panel .
L'onsideration should be given to the release of toxic or

corrosive gases and dense smoke and thei r effect. uoon

personnel and equipment.

1.1.4 Electrical Design:

In accordance with IEEE-279, components and modules shall
be of a quality that is consistent with minimum maintenance
requirements and low failure rates *. Quality levels shall

be achieved through the specification of requirements known
to promote high quality.

All control and instrument wiring shall have sufficient

mechanical strength, current capacity, thermal rating and
insulation characteristics to meet the ci rc ui t and

installation requirements established by plant design.

Wire and cable insulation shall be flame retardant with
sel f-extingui shing nonpropagating characteristics. Con-

sideration shall be given tn the potential release of toxic
or corrosive gase, and dense smoke and their possible

effects upon personnel and equipment. All wire and cable
installed within the main control panels must be capable of
meeting the flame test requirements of IEEE 383.

*Mean Time Between Failures: 20,000 hr.
Mean Time To Repair: 30 min.

O
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1.2 ig9rator Interface Criteria

O
1.2.1 General :

The primary criterion for the FNP operator interface is
that it shall provide to the operator the infomation and
control facilities that he needs to safely and efficiently
operate the plant under nomel and upset conditions and
present them in such a manner as to enhance his under-

stancing of the plant status and reduce the probability of
an oparational error. Systems analysis as outlined below
will be the basis for the design of the control room to

i

meet the intent of the elements of Appendix B of NUREG
0659.

1.2.2 Information and Control Requirerents:

The detemination of which information and controls are to
be provided in the control room begins with the responsible
OPS process system engineer, in close cooperation with the
corresponding control system engineer. This process is
formalized by evolution of the following controlled

documents:

'

1. Process System Specifications
2. Instrument Block Diagrams
3. Control Logic Diagrams

| 4. Schematic Connection Diagrams

Throughout this design process, each system is analyzed
from an operating point of view using sequence analysis
techniques. The control systems engineering group is
responsible for the systems integration es well as for the
application of centrol and display hardware.

%J
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In the process system specifications, the information and
control requirements are defined in functional tenns. These
functional requirements are further defined in the Instru-

ment Block Diagrams and Control Logic Diagrams and then
conwerted to hardware requi remen ts (i.e. indicators,

lights, switches, etc.) in Schematic Connection Diagrams.
The I&C hardware requirements for cll the FNP systems are
consolidated into a single document -- the FNP Instrument
List. This document is a computt 'ized list of all the ISC

hardware provided on the FNP ar.d includes sufficent

information to completely describe each item. Includcd in
the bank of information is the mounting location for each
item.

1.2.3 Arrangement Requirements:

The configuration and arrangement of the control center

panels and the placement of indication and control devices
on the panels shall be based on the following:

The FNP control center shall be designed to enable a single
operator to safely contrcl the plant under all operating

conditions. Provisions shall also be made for accomo-
dating additional operating personnel during fods of

high activity when it is desirable to relieve ths ourden of

the lead operator.

In multi-operator situations, the following organizations

will be assumed:

The lead operator will be singularly responsible for the

safe conduct of control center operations. The second oper-
ator will be assigned a subordinate role and shall take

action only at the direction of the lead operator or in

accordance with written procedures authorizing specific

independent action. The subordinate operator will make

|
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reports to the lead operator (1) prior to the initiation of

g-~3 independent action (2) when difficulty is encountered in

h the performance of an assigned or independent action (3)
periodically on the status of long term assignments and (4)
whenever an abnonul situation is noticed, The lead
operator will likewise be responsible for keeping the
assistant operator (s) informed of the plant status.

Functional Areas -
,

The control center shall be subdivided into distinct
operating areas. The functional requirements defined for
each area determine the major criteria for the allocation

of display and control devices within the control center.

These operating areas are designed to provide for a separ-
ation of safety-related system and auxiliary and supporting
devices from those required by the operators to monitor and
control the plant under normal conditicns. This method of
device allocation affords a reduction in number of displays

~Q that the operator must observe under nonal conditions and
consequently, a reduction in the probabiliti of misinter-
pretation and erroneous action.

The operating areas to be incorporated it. the FNP control
center design are as follows:

Normal Operations Area

The normal operations area is the primary control location
for the Floating Nuclear Plant under hot non-upset condi-
tions. The display and control devices located in this a ca
will be the minimum required for the operator to perform
the following:

1. to assess the status of the plant and its systems at

any time
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2. to be alerted to abnormal situations and changes in

plant status

3. to maintain the plant in a safe hot shutdown condition

4. to maneuver the plant from a hot shutdown condition to
full power operation

5. to manually initiate safety systems (on a system
level)

Safety System Operating Area

This area provides the facilities required by the operation
to:

1. quickly assess that safety systems are performing

their required safety functions

2. monitor long term course of the accident

3. cetemine when conditions exist that require specific
manual actions, to take such action and monitor the

resul ts

4. perform safety system functional testing

5. determine the availability status of protection and

safety systems at any time during panel operation

Infrequent Operations Area

This area is allocated to display and control devices

needed to perfom auxiliary or supporting functions that
are required infrequently. (An example would be the
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devices that are used only during heatup, cooldown, cold
shutdown and refueling.)

T
V

,

Historical Records Area

This area is allocated to the devices which are required to
provide hard copies of computer stored data.

Area Arrangement

The arrangement of the operating areas within the control
center will be consistent with the following criteria:

1. The normal operations area will be centrally located
and provide the operator with surveillance and access
capability to other operating areas.

2. The safety systems operating and the infrequent
operations area shall be directly accessible and

\ visible from the nomal operations area and not be in
| a separate enclosure.

3. The historical records area shall be located apart,

from the operating areas.

4. The supervisor's office shall be located as to give
him a visual comand of ali control center activities.

1.2.4 Human Engineering Requirements:

! A human factor review of the control room design will be
performed using industry and NRC-developed guidelines,

I
i including NUREG-0700. The scope of this review will include I
i

I

| the control room design, including the control room

! arrangement and environment, and the main control panel
layouts. The design will be evaluated for conformance with

%./
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the design criteria, and any resulting modifications will
also be reviewed. This human factors review will be

performed by individuals experienced in operations, systems
analysis, human factors engineering, architectural engi-
neering and control room design.

The following human engineering considerations shall be
factored into the design of the FNP Control Center.

Anthropometric Considerations -

The control panels will be designed to permit 5 to 95

percentile (in height) operators to read or reach all

indicators and controls from a standing position in front
of the auxiliary panels and from a seated or standing
position in front of the consoles. The 5th percentile

operator is 5'4" tall and the 95th percentile operator is
6 '4" tall .

Task Analysis -

Tne assignment of controls and displays to the functional
areas and their placement within the areas will be based on
the operators need for the devices in the performance of
his assigned tasks.

Each control and display device will be analyzed to

determine:

1. the operating modes luring which the operator needs
the device,

2. how of ten the operator uses the device when it is

needed,

O
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3. in the case of controls, how fast does the plant
respond to a control manipulation, and

4. in the event of a malfunction, how fast must the
operator take corrective action.

Other Considerations -

During the last few years a number of human engineering
reviews of existing nuclear power plant control panels have
been conducted by the Electric Power Research Institute, W

Research Laboratories and others. The results of these
studies shall be used to develop a checklist for the FNP
design to ensure that the typical deficiencies noted in
Table C-5 are avoided.

1.2.5 Panel Mock-Up:

A full-scale control center mock-up will be constructed and
used to evaluate the human engineering aspects of the FNP
design. The evaluation will include " walk-throughs" of the
FNP operating procedures to ensure that no operational
problems are overlooked.

|

|

N

1
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2.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Figure C-1 shows the preliminary FNP control room layout and the
locations of the various functional areas. The correlation of equip-
ment with these areas is as follows:

(1) NORMAL OPERATIONS AREA -- - UNIT CONTROL CONSOLE

(2) SAFETY SYSTEMS OPERATING AREA - SAFETY CENTER

(3) INFREQUENT OPERATION AREA - SECONDARY CONTROL CENTER

(4) HISTORICAL RECORDS AREA - CCMPUTER OPERATORS CONSOLE

2.1 Unit Control Console:

The Unit Control Console (UCC), shown in Figure C-2, is a compact
modularized console from which all normal plant operation is

conducted. It includes all the displays and controls necessary to

bring the unit from hot shutdown to rated power (and back to hot

shutdown) and for controlling and monitoring load changing

operations. The UCC design pemits one-man operation while providing
space for two.

The UCC provides three computer generated visual displays (CRT's).
These displays, together with their associated keyboards, provide the
operator with all the information he needs t'o assess the status of
the plant and its systems at any time. The center CRT contains a

process overview in which all key parameters are continuously updated
in a single display. The left hand CRT contains an alarm display
showing the status of all points in alarm. The right hand CRT is
used to display parameters for any selected system in detail.

The remainder of the UCC is arranged in stations that are dedicated
to those portions of the following systems used during nomal

operation:

1. Rod Control System and Rod Position System

2. Nuclear Instrumentation System
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3. Reactor Coolant System
| 4. Chemical and Volume Control System

Q 5. Feedwater and Condensate Sptems and Auxiliary Feedwater
6. Main Steam System

7. Turbine Generator System
8. Generator Circuit Breakers and Synchronizing

t

The UCC will also include safety system manual actuation controls and
any pennissives and blocks required for normal operation.

2.2 Auxiliary Panels

2.2.1 Safety Center:

The Safety Center, shown in Figure C-3, provides for the
monitoring, control and testing of the FNP protection and
engineered safety features systems. The panel is arranged
in stations that present a logical flow of infonnation to
the operator. The left most station provides the displays
and controls associated witn the Reactor Protection System
(SSPS) and those displays and recorders required for
Post-Accident Monitoring. The stations locateu imediately
to the right contain the component level displays and
controls for the ESF systems. These include:

1. Upper Head Injection
2. Safety Injection

3. Containment Spray

4. Residual Heat Removal

5. Essential Service Water
6. Essential Raw Water

Also included in this area are the CRT and keyboard and
system level binary status displays required by the

Protection and Engineered Safety Feature Availability and
Test System,

w./
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To the right of the ESF stations will be located the

indicators and controls associated with 1E support systems
including:

|

1. Air Conditioning Systems
2. Hydrogen Recombiner Systems

3. Containment Isolation Valves (those not used during
normal control)

4. Ice Condenser Systems

2.2.2 Secondary Control Center:

The Secondary Control Center, shown in Figure C-3, contains
, all of the required control and indicators that are not

located on the UCC or the Safety Center. The arrangement

of the systems generally follows the order in which they
are used in bringing the unit to power operation. The

controls and indicators located here are primarily those
that are used only during refueling, heatup, cooldown and

| maintaining cold shutdown.
|

2.2.3 Component Arrangement:

The controls and indicators required for the operation of
each individual system will be integrated into a comon
work station. The arrangement of components within the work

station will follow the placement of the controlled compon-
ent.s in the actual process system. For complicated systems
cr those used infrequently, a graphic display will be pro-
vided above the work station. A typical example of this
arrangement is shown in Figure C-4.
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2.2.4 Annunciators:
,

Annunciators will be located along the upper sloping por-
; tion of the safety center panels. These will be conven-
! tional hardwired alarm points and will be used as Dackups

in' the unlikely event that the con.puter generated alarm
display is inoperative. This use of annunciators will be
restricted to alanning only those fault conditions that'

; could affect the ability to reach and maintain a safe shut-
down condition or those required to meet regulatory
requirements.

2.3 Historical Records Area

The Historical Records Area, shown in Figure C-1, is centered at the
computer operators cons 61e. At this console an operator will be able

! to obtain a hard copy of CRT displays, computer calculations, test
results, etc.

i

|

|
!

%

)
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3.0 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Unit Control Console

The Unit Control Console (UCC) will be a free standing sit-stand
consol6 as defined by IEEE-27. Figure C-2 shows the general size and
shape of the console.

The UCC will be provided with front and rear removable panels for
access to internally mounted equipment and cable terminations
Equipment will be mounted within the pane' with a view tcsards
maximum accessibility for testing and maintenance.

The console design will provide for the entry of cables througi:
bottom access holes centered below vertical wire-ways housing
terminal blocks and connectors. Five sets of vertical wire-ways will
be consistent with the requirements of IEEE-384 for cable spread
rooms.

Horizontal raceways will be provided for supporting cable alor;g the
length of the console. Five raceways will be provided, one for each
set of vertical wire-ways. Cable access from the wire-ways to the
raceways will be provided only between those of the same division.
The spacing of the raceways will be consistent with the requirement
of IEEE-384 for panel internals.

Cable runs from the raceways to the panel mounted equipment will be
by the most direct route consistent wi th the following division
separation requirements.

1. From the raceways to a distance of one foot from the panel
surface, cables of different divisions will be maintained at

least six inches apart.

O
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2. Within one foot of the panel surface the division separation may
be reduced to one and one-half inch when, due to equipment
proximity, six inches cannot be maintained.

The reduced separation requirement at the panel surface is provided
'to allow for cases when, due to operational considerations, it is

desirable to mount equipment belonging to different divisions at
adjacent locations. The justification for the one and one-half inch

separation will be provided through analysis and testing. The analy-
sis will show that no single credible event, with the exception of an
internally generated fire, could prevent the proper functioning of a
1E system. The testing will demonstrate that, with the low energy
circuits used in the panel, an internally generated fire that could
affect redundant divisions, is incredible.

3.2 Back Fanels:

The back panels will be free-standing duplex benchboards as defined

p by IEEE-27. The panels will be provided with rear access doors and
removable front panels.

Provisions for cable entry and routing are similar to those described
in section 3.1.

3.3 Instrument Modules:

The majority of the discrete display and control functions required
on the panels will be accomplished using a modular system of instru-
mentation. The modules are all of the same height and their widths
are multipics of a fixed modular dimension. The basic modules in-
clude: an indicator module; and auto / manual module; a pushbutton
module; and a recorder module.

A typical indication module, shown in Figure C-5, has two vertical
displays. Each of the displays will provide one percent reading

q accuracy and will be scaled in engineering units.
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The auto / manual module, shown in Figure C-6, contains four

backlighted pushbuttons and an edgewise indication. The auto / manual

module together with an indicator module will be used to perform
auto-manual control functions. In this application, one of the

displays will be used for the measured variable and the other for the
set point.

The pushbutton control module, shown in Figure C-7, is the primary
binary control and indicating means. The module can contain up to
six backlighted pushbutton operators and each button can be split to
display two messages.

A recorder module will be used whenever a hard copy record of a
process variable is required and the plant computer cannot be used to
provide it. The recorder module will be four module widths wide and
will be available in 1, 2 or 3 pen configurations.

All of the modules will be removable from the front of the panel and
further, can be removed with the circuit active without affecting the
state of the controlled component or parameter.

O
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TABLE C-5

TYPICAL HUMAN ENGINEERING DEFICIENCIES;

Reading Indicstions

Recommended viewing distance exceeded

Meter design causes glare and improper viewing angle

Control design obscures position settingi

Reaching Controls

F;nctional reacn exceeded

Working posture leads to accidental activation

| Activating Controls

Incons(stent direction of movement relationships between
coritrol and associated display

1

Violation of operator expectation of direction of movement of
control

/O Nomenclature that violates operator expectation
D;

Use of same nomenclature for different functions

Different nomenclature used for functionally identical controls
:

Interpreting Coding
4

Use of the same color for more than one function

Color - function associations that violate operator expectation

Functionally identical controls color-coded differently

Inconsistent use of illumination coding

Interpreting Alanns

No differentiation of the severity of alarms
:

Nuisance alarms ,

i
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TABLE C-5 (CONT'D)

locating Components

No delineation between major control systems

Side by side location of functionally unrelated controls that
are identical in appearance

Incompatible arrangements of associated displays and controls

Illogical arrangement of related controls

Inconsistent location of the same type of control

Performing Sequential or Simultaneous Operations

Spatial separation of controls that must be used together

|

1

1

0
,

!

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(iv)

Subject: Safety Parameter Display

To satisfy the following requirements , the application shall provide '

sufficient infonnation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide a plant safety parameter display console that will display t-
operators a minimum set of parameters defining the safety status of the
plant, capable of displaying a full range of important plant parameters and
data trends on demand, and is capable of indicating when process limits are
being approached or exceeded. (I.D.2)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

The FNP will be equipped with a safety parameter display system (SPDS).

The system will have the capability of continuously displaying data of the
safety status of the plant and of displaying the full range of important
plant parameters and data trends on demand. The system will also indicate
when plant parameters are approaching or exceeding process limits.

v

The SPDS will be designed to the following criteria:

1. Input parameters will be selected and the parameter data processed in
such a w.iy as to yield concise, reliable indication of the status of

the following safety functions : core cooling, reactor coolant sub-

cooling, reactivity control, control of primary coolant inventory,
coolant temperature and pressure control, and containment of radio-
activity.

|

2. The display (output) format will be designed in accordance with human
engineering principles so as to provide visability and ease of infor-
mation interpretation.

3. Diversity, redundancy, ano error-checking will be utilized to assure
reliable safety status indication.

O
O
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4. Display devices will be prominantly located on the Safety Center and
output information will also be available for display on a CRT in the
Unit Control Console. (See Figures C-1, C-2 and C-3 for the basic

Control Room and panel arrangements). Provisions fer duplicate infor-
mation display in the Emergency Operations Facility (Plant Owners
Scope) and the Technical Support Center will N provided.

5. The design provisions for safety-related display instrumentation

described in section 7.5 of the PDR will be utilized so as to comple-

ment the SPDS.

6. The design of the SPDS will be in conformance with the guidance of

ilVREG-0696, February 1981.

!

l
;
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(v)

Q Subject: Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide for automatic indication of the bypassed and operable status of
safety systems. (I.D.3)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Since as early as 1974, Offshore Power Systems has been committed to total

confonnance with Regulatory Guide 1.47 (Plant Design Report Section 7.1.7).
The design includes automatic indication of the bypassed and operable
status of safety systems. To the extent practical, inputs to the Safety
System Status Monitoring system will be direct measurements of the desired

variables. The Floating Nuclear Plant presently includes significant
provisions for status monitoring; these are outlined in the following

i paragraphs.

Assurance of proper operation and/or positioning of safety-related equip-
ment (including equipment in engineered safety features supporting systems)
during all operating activities is provided by:

Main Control Board (MCB) Display Features: including position /statut
indicating lights, position / status disagreement indication, availability
indication, and system level bypass indication. These features which meet
or exceed Regulatory Guide 1.47, are as follows:

Position / Status Indicating Lights (Back. lit Pushbutton) (PIL)
Backlit rea (open) and green (closed) pushbuttons indicate actual valve
position from limit switches on the valve. The pushbutton is part of the
MCB module for that valve.

J
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Backlit red (on) and green (off) pushbuttons indicate breaker or contactor
status from appropriate auxiliary contacts. The pushbutton is part of the
MCB module for that component (pump, fan, etc.)

These position / status signals are also inputs (through isolation devices)
to the Plant Computer Systems.

Valve Position Indicating Lights (Lights Only) (PIL*)
This valve position signal is also an input to the Plant Computer Systems.

Position / Status Disagreement Light / Alarm (Backlit Pushbutton) (DDL)

A backlit alarm indication / acknowledgement pushbutton (normally extinguish-
ed) flashes in conjunction with an audible alarm if the equipment fails to

dChieve the last position or state commanded. In addition, the commanded
position / status indicating light flashes. This backlit pushbutton is part
of the MCB module for that equipment.

Both of these flashing lights are acknowledged by this pushbutton, changing
the alarm indication pushbutton from flashing to steady, and the comanded
PIL from flashing to extinguished. The steady alarm indication light is not
extinguished until the comanded and the actual equipment state are in
agreement.

Availability lif t/ Alarm (Same Backlit Pushbutton as PDL above) ( AVL )

If the equipment is removed from service (i.e., if motive power is un-

available or locked out) either deliberately or due to failure, the backlit
alann indication / acknowledgement pushbutton (the same device actuated by
the PDL) flashes in conjunction with an audible alarm.

For equipment removed from service, this alarm signal is also an input
(through an isclation device) to the Plant Computer Sys tem. The Plant
Computer System flashes a system level display (BYP) on the MCB indicating
that the appropriate system ESF train is bypassed.

* indicates " Lights Only", see Table C-3.
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System Level Bypass Indication (BYP)
\v An engraved backlit window, prominently displayed to the operator, is

provided for each division of each major Safety Subsystem (e.g., SIS, RHR).
This window flashes whenever any of the following conditions (within the
scope of the window) indicates a bypass of a protective action:

a) Motive power unavailable to an ESF actuation device (for example, an
M0V, power unavailable to the reversing contactor), due to deliberate
bypass or circuit fail ure. This condition is derived from " AVL"

signal . ( AVL /BYP )

b) Yalve positioned so as to create a bypass of a protective action. This
condition is derived from actual valve position. (PIL/BYP)

c) Window activated manually by operator from MCB, responding to informa-
tion received through administrative control. (ADM/BYP)

(O If two redundant divisions of any subsystem are concurrently placed in a
/

V bypass mode (due to any of the above inputs), the second division window
would flash and an audible alarm would occur. Acknowledgement of the first
division level bypass causes the first window to change from flashing to
steady, until the bypass is cleared. Acknowledgement of the second (con-
current) division level bypass silences the audible alann, but leaves the
second window flashing until one of the bypass conditions is cleared.

The plant computer systems perform the combination and sequence logic that
is required to control the system level bypass indication windows. The
position / status irputs to the computer that are derived from Class IE
control circuits are isolated in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.75.

The bypass indication system meets or exceeds the requirements of Regula-
tory Guide 1.47. Additional design criteria for the bypass indication
system are provided in Section 7.5.1 of the PDR.

O)\
V
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System Level Monitor Indication (MON)

An engraved, backlit window, prominently displayed to the operator, is

provided for each division of each major safety subsystem (e.g., SIS, CSS).
This window flashes, in conjunction with its corresponding PDL light (s), |
whenever any equipment (within the scope of the window) has failed to |

respond to an ESF signal .

Control Circuit Design Features: In addition to the display features

described above, circuit design features are provided to assure proper

alignment of equipment. These features incl ude assignment of control

priorities to ESF signals and selection of failure modes. These control

features are described below.

Control Priority Assignment (CP)
While the equipment is in service (i.e., while motive power is available to
it), its control priorities are assigned such that ESF signals will always
override non-ESF signals (with the exception of electrical and mechanical
ci rcuit protection features which must override ESF signals in order to
prevent component damage) .

Failure Mode of Actuation Device (FM)
Removal of an air operated or solenoid operated valve from service (i.e.,
removing motive power) will cause the valve to move to the safe position.

|
Administrative Control Input (Fanual) to Bypass Indication System ( ADM)

| The system level bypass indication (BYP) can be manually input by the

| operator through administrative control. Computer software supplements

( plant administrative controls by tracking these manual inputs (together
with non-manual inputs), determining the system level effects, and pro-
viding appropriate displays.

Table C-6 illustrates the specific application of these design features to
the generk types of FNP equipment that could be incorrectly operated. The

O
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table indicates which of the FNP control and display design features
provide direct defense against:

a) The effects of mispositioned circuit breakers or contactors

b) The effects of mispositioned valves, y

c) Undetected mispositioning of equipment for various conditions of plant
operation and for various types of equipment.

Considered in the table are:

a) The nature of the safety system bypass (deliberate vs. inadvertant)

b) The plant operating mode (periodic test, maintenance, etc.)

c) The engineered safety features systems mode (standby vs. active)'

d) The type of safety equipment (circuit breaker, motor operated valve,
hand operated valve, etc.)

Table C-6 applies only to FNP components which are important to safety. The
table does not include other types of design features (e.g., process

alarms) tnat in some cases would further enhance safety.

Additional Control Room design infonnation is contained in the response to
10CFR50.34(e)(2)(fii).

,
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\ TABLE C-6 P e EET 1

'

DESIGN FEATURES THAT VERIFY CORRECT PERFORMANCE OF OPERATING ACTIVITIES

TYPE OF SAFETY- CKT 9RKRS. OR V AI.V ES OPFHARI.E FROM MCM HAND OPERATED VALVES (N(7TE 3)
RELATED EQUllHEffT COPffACIORS AclHATED BY ESF NtrT ACTUAltD BY ESF

OPERABLI: FROM SIGNAL: N(YT S IGNAL: ALIGNED IN OPERATED PERIODI- OPERATED IN- OPERATED AT OPERATED
NATURE OF MCB ALIGNED IN "S AFE" " SAFE" POSITION CALLY AT POWER FREQUEtfTLY STARTUP/ AT
BYP4SS AND POSITION AT POWFR AT POWER (> ONCE/YR) AT PtNER SHITTDOWN REFUELI!C
EP/ STATUS Pt tV ' s ADV's HOV's AOV[e (4 1/YR) ONLY ONLY

PI L/ bY P PI L/ BY P (Note 1) ADM/BYP
DELIBERATE BYPASS: ESF IN STANDRY Cl' CP CP PIL PIL PI L*/ BY P
+0n-Line Periodic Test of ESF AIN/BYP ADH/BYP PIL*

ADH/BYP
FH PIIJBYP FM

On-Line Non-Routine Maintenance AVL / BYP AVL /BYP AVL / BYP AV L/ BYP PIL/BYP N/A ADH/BYP
(ESF Equipment Temporarily Re* ADH/BYP ADH/BYP ADM/BYP PIL AVL / BYP
moved From Service For Repair) ADM/BYP PIL

ADM/BYP
INADVERTEtrT BYPASS: ESF IN STANDRY, (Note I) (Note !) ,#ote 1)

PLANT AT PO 3W PIL/ BYP PIL/BYP PIL*/BYF (Note 1) PIL*/BYP pit %'BYP
. Plant Onarat.or Error (Note 2) CP CP CP _tI L PIL PIL* PIL* PIL*
* Field Operator Error: Hand Repool- PDL PDL (Note 1) (Note 1) (Note 1)

tioning N/A CP CP PIL/ BYP PIL/BYP PIL*/BYP (Note 1) PIL*/BYP PIL*/BYP
PIL PIL PIL* PIL* PIL*

' Field Operator Error: r moval f rom FN PIL/BYP IH
ui Service AVL / BYP AVL /BYP AVI/BYP AVL / BYP PIL/ BYP N/A N/A N/A N/AM

ADM/BYP PDL PIL AVL / BYP
PIL

'Iose of Act. Equip. Motive Power UNDER- AVL / BYP FN AVL / BYP FN

VOLTACE AVL /BYP PIL/BYP AVL / BYP N/A N/A N/A N/A
ALARN PDL PIL PIL/BYP
AV L/ RYP Pil.

ADM/BYP
= Loss of Act. Device Control Power AV L/ RYP Avl /BYP EH AVL / BY P IH N/A N/A N/A N/A

ADM/BYP AVt/BYP PIL/ BYP AV!/BYP
PDL PIL PIL/ BYP

N/A CP CP PDL
'JILVelve "Drif te" Frcum Position * PDL (Note 1) (Note 1) (Note 1) (Note 1)

PIL/ BYP PIL/BYP PIL*/ BY P PIL*/BYP PIL*/BYP
PIL PIL PIL* PIL* PIL*

B_YP AS S : ESF ACTIVE PDL/ MON PDL/ MON PDL/ MON PI L/ BYP PI L/ HYP (Note 1) (Note 1) (Note 1) (Note 1)
PIL PIL PIL PIL PIL PIL*/BYP PIL*/BYP PIL*/BYP,

PII* PIL* PIL*

LE END: CP COffrROL PRIORITY
cn FM FAILURE MODE
C B PIL POSITION INDICATION I.!ClfT (BACKLIT PUSHRUTT(W)($ ADM/RYP ADMINISTRAT IVEl.Y Cot (Trol. LED LIGitT

Q- AV t/ BY P AVAILAntLITY LIGHT
$k PDI'3YP POSITION DISAGREEMFNT l ICitT , INPUTS TO SYSTIN LFVEL BYPASS (BYP) INDICATION

]*g PII./ RY P POSITION INDICAllON LICH1
w PDL/ MON POSIT ION DIS ACHI EMEfff INPtfT TO SYSTEM
y 1.FVEL MON [ TON (MON) INDICATION

* LIGITS UNI.Yw

See S*eet 2 for Notes



,

TABLE C-6, Sheet 2

. (Al

NOTE 1. Valves are locked in safe position, and are under adminis-
trative control.

NOTE 2. " Operator error" includes failure to recognize a valve that
is left improperly positioned (for power operation)
following startup.

NOTE 3. Safety-related hand operated process valves that have the
capability of significantly degrading a protective action
ti left mispositioned are subject to the following cri-
teria:

a) If nonnally operated more frequently than once per
year with the plant at power, shall be locked in the
safe position under administrative control. In addi-
tion, remote position indication shall be provided.

b) If normally operated at startup, shutdown and/or
refueling, shall have the provisions of paragraph a).

c) If only operated for non-routine maintenance or repair
(e.g., tc isolate a pump or heat exchanger for repair)
with the plant at power, shall be locked in the safe
position under administrative control.

NOTE 4. This table :ncludes only those control and display features
that provide direct defense again'st these conditions,
recognizing that others of these features might be provided
for a particular component, but would be less relevant.

NOTE 5. Where more than one design feature provides defense, the
most prominent one is listed first.

)%J
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(vi)
A<

Q Subject: RCS Vents

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Prtvide the capability of high point venting of non-condensible gases from
the reactor coolant system and other systems that may be required to
maintain adequate core cooling. Systems to achieve this capability shall be
capable of being operated from the control room and their operation shall e
not lead to an unacceptable increase in the probability of loss-of-coolant
accident or an unacceptable challenge to containment integrity. (II.B.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

The FNP will incitde reactor vessel head and pressurizer vent systems which
are designed to remove gases from the reactor coolant system via remote
manual operatier.:; from the control room. The reactor vessel head and

pressurizer vent systems are completely independent systems which provide
the capability of venting separately the reactor vessel head and the

k '' pressurizer. The reactor vessel head and pressurizer vent systems will

discharge into a well ventilated area of the containment in order to ensure *

adequate dilution of combustible gases.

The reactor vessel head vent system flow diagram is shown in Figure C-8.
The system arrangement provides for venting the reactor vessel head by
using only safety grade equipment. The system mainly consists of 1-inch
vent piping with four Safety Class 2 " fail closed" isolation valves. To
eliminate potential downtime due to isolation valve seat leakage, the
system utilizes all nonnally closed valves. The isolation valves are

powered from redundant Class 1-E buses. The system is designed such that
any single active failure will not prevent vessel gas venting nor preve,nt
venting isolation. The system is capable of being dismantled with relative
ease for refueling, and provides the necessary manual venting functions

during vessel filling operations. All pipirig and equipment between the
orifice and the discharge point is Safety Class 2.

(m)
%/'
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The pressurizer vent system flow d'agram is shown in Figure C-9. The system

arrangement provides for venting the pressurizer by using only safety grade
equipment. The system consists of 1-inch vent piping with four Safety Class
2 " failed closed" isolation valves. To eliminate potential downtime due to
isolation valve seat leakage, the system utilizes normally closed valves.
The isolation valves are powered from redundant Class 1-E buses. The system
is designed such that any single active failure will not prevent pressuri-
zer venting nor prevent venting isolation.

The system connnects to the Nuclear Safety Class 2 pressurizer vapor sample
line, which is normally filled with steam. The pressurizer venting system
is of Nuclear Safety Class 2 up to the discharge point to the containment.

The contribution of these vent systems to the probability and consequences
of smail-break LOCA will be evaluated during the probabilistic ri sk

assessment discussed in the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(i).

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(vii)

Subject: Radiation Design Review

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information

,

is of the type custemarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to |

address unresolved generic safety issues.

Perform radiation and shielding design reviews of spaces around systems
that may, as a resul t of an accident, contain TID 14844 source term
radioactive materials, and design as necessary to permit adequate access to
important areas and to protect safety equipment from the radiation environ-
ment (II.B.2)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Post-accident release of radioactivity, as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.4,
has been used to derive source tenns for the existing design of the FNP
shielding around equipment in systems that may contain highly radioactive
fluids or gases as a result of accidents. The existing design includes
pinvision for access to emergency coolant recirculation equipment for

( maintenance following a loss of coolant accident, since long term post-(]/ accident operation of this equipment must be assured. Following is a more
detailed summary discussion of the current FNP post-accident design basis
and design features. As part of the detailed final design of the FNP, a
comprehensive design review will be conducted in accordance with NUREG-0737

to insure that shielding for systems which may contain highly radioactive
fluids or gases following an accident is adequate to meet dose rate
criteria for vital areas, or potentially vital areas, on the plant. Should
the additional review so indicate, design modifications will be implemented
to pennit adequate post accident access or to protect safety equipment from
the radiation environniant.

Preliminary review of the vital areas on the plant indicates compliance
with NUREG-0737. These vital areas are: the Control Room, the Technical
Support Center, ERA (OSC) and the Post-Accident Sampling Station and
Radiochemical / Chemical Analysis Station.

/
b
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The FNP control room has been designed to meet General Design Criterion 19,

assuming continuous occupancy over 30 days following a Design Basis
accident. The average whole body gamma dose rate in the control room is <5

! mrem /hr., which is less than that required by item 3a of NUREG-0737. The
detailed dose analysis for the FNP control room is given in Section 6.5 of
the Plant Design Report. The FNP onsite Technical Support Center (See the
response to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxv) which will be located adjacent to the
Control Room, is provided with the same degree of radiological protection
as the control room. The post-accident sampling area (see the response to
10CFR50.34(e)(2)(viii)), which will be located between the control room and
the shield building, will also be provided with radiological protection

such that GDC 19 criteria will be met.

On the FNP, control s for actuation of the post-LOCA hydrogen control

systam, containment isolation reset controls, manual ECCS alignment, motor
center control s, vital instrument panels and emergency power supply

actuation are all located inside of the Control Building.

Most of the systems which normally interface with the Reactor Cool ant
System (either directly or indirectly) are isolated from the Reactor

Coolant System following an accident in which significant quantities of

radioactivity are released. (Release of radioactivity is considered

potentially significant if concentrations in the reactor cool ant are

greater than those associated with 1% failed fuel under nonnal operating
conditions.) Those systems which are isolated from the reactor coolant

system are the following:

1. Gaseous Waste Treatment System (WTG)

2. Sampling System (SSR)

3. Chemical and Volume Control System (CVC)

4. Baron Recycle System (BRS), and
Liquid Waste Treatment System (WTL)III5.

(1) In the existing FNP design, the Safeguards Area sumps are drained to
the Liquid Waste Treatment System. The design will be changed such
that, following an accident, liquids collected in these sumps will be
pumped back to the containment sump. (See the response to 10CFR50.34
(e)(2)(xxvi).

1
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The only systems interfacing with reactor coolant which are not isolated
are:

v
1. Safety Injection System (SIS) (for initial coolant inj ection) , in-

cluding upper head injection,

2. Residual Heat Removal Sytela (RHR) (for coolant recirculation), and

3. Containment Spray Systen (CSS) (for spray injection and recirculation)

4. Post-Accident Sampling System (PASS)

Systems potentially containing post-accident gaseous sources, which are not
isol ated, are the Ai.nulus Fil tration System (AFS) and tha Containment
Atmosphere Sampling System.

These three systems (piping and components) are located within four,
separate, shielded safeguards compartments in the FNP.

Shielding thicknesses for spaces in which these systems are located were
calculated employing a source derived in accordance with Regulatory Guide

O) 1.4. The source term includes 50% of the core equilibrium halogen inventory(v
and 1% of all other fission products uniformly mixed in the containment

sump water inventory. Table C-7 lists the core fission product inventory
for predominant isotopes. Noble gases are not included in the fluid sources
used for design of shielding for these spaces, an assumption which is

justified for recirculated depressurized cooling water. The sources

employed are documented in Table 12.1.4 of the PDR. Radr.ition sources for
post-accident sampling system piping include 100% of the noble gases, 50%
of the halogens and 1% of all others.

The criterion for shielding of the systems in the safeguards compartments
is that the dose in potentially occupied areas outside the shield walls

shall not exceed 3 Rem for an 8 hour exposure beginning at 24 hours after
an accident. This dose criterion (<3 Rem for an 8 hour exposure one day
after the accident) is the post-accident shield design criterion for all

post-accident work locations on the plant except for the vital areas
previously discussed. In addition, the FNP is designed with an Emergencynv
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TA8LE C-7

O -

U
CORE FISSION PRODUCT INVENTORY FOR

PREDOMINANT IS0 TOPES (CURIES)
(BASED ON 3565 MWT)

Isotope Core Inventory Isotope Core Inventory
(Curies) (Curies)

Sr-89 9.2(7) CS-134 2.l(7)Sr-90 6.l(6) Te-135 1.7(8)
Y-90 6.4(6) I-135 1.6(8)
Y-91 1.2(8) 1-136 7.0(7)Zr-95 1.7(8) CS-136 5.8(6)
Nb-95 1.7(8) CS-137 8.6(6)
M0-99 1.8(8) Ba-140 1.8(8)
Ru-103 1.4(8) La-140 1.8(8)
Rh-103M 1.4(8) Ce-141 1.7(8)
Rh-105 6.7(7) Ce-143 1.5(8)
Ru-106 5.l(7) Ce-144 1.1(8)
Rh-106 7.6(7) Pr-143 1.4(8)
Ag-110M 3.5(5) Pr-144 1.l(8)
Ag-lll 4.3(6) Pm-147 9.0(6)

O Cd-ll3M 1.0(3) Kr-83M 7.7(6)V)( Cd-ll5M 6.2(4) Kr-85M 2.4(7)Cd-ll5 8.8(5) Kr-85 9.0(5)
Sn-123 9.4(5) Kr-87 4.6(7)
Sn-125 1.5(6) Kr-88 6.7(7)
Sb-125 7.4(5) Kr-89 8.3(7)
Te-125M 2.5(5) Xe-131M 8.0(5)
Sb-127 8.3(6) Xe-133M 4.6(6)
Te-127t1 1.6(6) Xe-133 1.9(8)
Te-127 8.l(6) Xe-135M 5.2(7)
Te-129M 6.6(6) Xe-135 3.5(7)
Te-129 3.9(7) Xe-137 1. 9(F,
1-129 2.9(0) Xe-138 1.8(8)I-131 1.0(8)
Te-132 1.4(8)
I-132 1.4(8)
I- 133 1.9(8);

I-13a 2.2(8)
Br-83 7.8(6)i

Br-84 1.8(7)
Br-85 2.2(7)

NOTE; Numbers In Parentheses Refer To Powers of 10.O%J
i
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Relocation Area (as part of the Control Building) which is loceted at the
100' elevation. The Emergency Relocation area is provided with the same

\j degree of radiological protection as the Control Room and is designed to
accomodate personnel safely throughout the course of an accident. The

Onsite Operational Support Center is located in the Emergency Relocation
Area (see the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxv).

|

The RHR, SIS and CSS system components within each safegLards compartment
are located in a subcompartment which is isolated from the rest of the

safeguards compartment during normal operation. These systems are the only
ones which are likely to contain post-accident radioactivity. Ventilation

is provided by a sealed system such that neither supply nor exhaust air
lines comunicate the subcompartment to the surrounding space. In the

event of an accident resul ting in containment isolation, subcompartment
exhaust is lined up to the Annulus Filtration System (AFS). The AFS

maintains the subcompartment at a negative pressure, thus assuring that any
ancorne radioactivity released within the subcompartment is exhausted to
the annul us, where it passes through charcoal and HEPA fil ters before
release to the environment. Because of this unique design, liquid leaks

N ) from the SIS, RHR or CSS systems will not result in release of airborne

radioactivity within the surrounding spaces. This configuration is shown
pictorially in the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxvi).

Special consideration will be given during final design to post-accident

handling of fluids which may leak from pumps in the RHR-SIS-CSS subcom-
partments. In the event of a large leak, recirculation flow from the

containment sump to the affected subcompartment can be terminated by
closing the appropriate sump isolation valve. These are motor operated
valves with the motor outside the shield wall. Manual valve wheels are also
provided at the motor so that the valve may be closed even in the event of
motor operator failure.

The FNP has been designed so that post-accident maintenance may be per-
fonned on either of the two RHR pumps by draining and flushing the RHR
equipment. Drain and fl ush operations can be performed via reach rod

operated valves located outside the shield walls of the RHR pump rooms.
\y
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Airborne activity released to the RHR subcompartment would be removed by
the annulus ventilation system which maintains a negative pressure in the
subcompartment. Additionally, the design basis for equipment important to
safety includes a requirement for satisf actory operation following post-

accident radiation exposure.

Source terms based on Regulatory Guide 1.4 for release to the containment
are given in Section 12.1 of the PDR. Doses and dose rates outside the
shield building as a function of time after the accident (based on those
source terms) are given in Section 15.4 of the Plant Design Report.

Environmental qualification conditions for FNP equipment are given in Table
3.11-1 of the Plant Design Report. The radiation doses listed are based on
source terms developed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.4. During the
detai?ed design of the plant, a more detailed listing will be prepared.

To summarize, the existing design philosophy for controlling radioactive

water and airborne activity followice an accident involv'ng core damage is
to isolate non-essential systems which could transport post-accident

radioactivity outside containment. Systems outside the containment ehich

are needed following an accident for core cooling or containment atmosphere
cooling are located within shielded subcompartments, which are part of each
separate safeguards compartment. These subcompartments are maintained at a

negative pressure and are connected to the annulus following an accident.
Source terms specified in Regulatory Guide 1.4 were used for design of

shielding for post-accident work locations near systems which could

potentially contain highly radioactive water. Vital areas on the FNP will
meet the requirements of NUREG-0737 and GDC-19, Dose Design Basis.

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(viii)

( Subject: Post-Accident Sampling
\

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infonnation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide a capability to promptly obtain and analyze samples from che
reactor ccolant system and containmer,t that may contain TID 14844 source
term radioactive materials without radiation exposures to any individual
exceeding 5 rem to the whole-body or ?5 rem to the extremities. Materials
to be analyzed and quantified include certain radionuclides that are
indicators of the degree of core damage (e.g., ncble gases, fodines and
cesiums, and non-volatile isotopes), hydrogen in the containment atmo-
sphere, dissolved gases, chloride, and boron concentrations. (II.B.3)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Offshore Power Systems will include in the Floating Nuclear Plant a
Post-Accident Sampling System (PASS) which meets the requirements of
NUREG-0737. The PASS will provide the capability for both on-line analyses

V and the collection of grab samples for analysis at a location (s) remote
from the sample collection point. On-line analytical equipment is included
in the scope of the PASS. Equipment used to analyze grab samples and the
procedures for grab sample analysis will be provided by the plant owner and
described in the owner's application. The PASS proposed by Offshore Power
Systems is described below.

The modified PASS will pennit obtaining liquid and gas samples within 1
hour of an accident condition which releases an assumed TID 14844 source

enn radioactive materials without radiation exposures to any individual
exceeding 5 rem to the whole body or 75 rem to the extremities. It will

provide for remote manual collection and processing of liquid and gas
samples with maximum practical use of online instrumental methods of

analysis. Provisions are also included for remote dilution of liquid and
gas samples and for degassing of liquid samples. Additional shielding will
be added as necessary to satisfy the dose limitation. Reactor coolant and
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containment samples can be obtained with the PASS during post-accident
conditions independent of auxiliary systems which may be isolated.

The following in-containment sample points are included:

o Sample points on two reactor coolant hot legs
o Pressurizer liquid sample
o Pressurizer vapor space sample

o Reactor vessel vent sample

o Containment sump sample

o Upper reactor compartment at outlet of two air recirculation fans
o Lower reactor compartment at three ice condenser door locations

The in-containment sampling portion will be designed to minimize the amount
of sample collection and analysis equipment located inside the containment
and thus maximize accessibility to the components. Motive force for the

reactor coolent samples will be supplied by either system pressure (if
available) or by redundant positive displacement pumps in-containment. The
containment sump sample will be pumped by means of the same positive
displacement pumps. A single bellows pump will supply the driving force for
the ce:.tainment atmosphere samples and will be located outside containment.
Sample lines will be designed to provide representative samples and to
minimize the possibility of sample line blockage.

Isolation valves in the system will be remote-manual, solenoi ' operated
with electrical power being supplied from redundcnt Class 1-E buses. The
liquid and gas sample lines may be flushed with demineralized water and dry
nitrogen respectively from outside containment. The flush liquids as well
as excess sample flows are returned to either the ;ontainment sump or the
pressurizer relief tank (for liquids) or to the containment atmosphere (for
gas). Wher. the system is ceing used under normal plant operating condi-
tions, the excess liquid samples and flush solution may be routed to the
waste holdup tanks of WTL.

The samples described above are piped to a special sample analysis station
' where samples are processed both by remote manual and online techniques.
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The sample analysis station will consist of a concrete cubicle locatM

CD 'r'mo''te, on-line analysis of some parameters. All
' '"' ' "'''"''"' " " ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' " " ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' '

e of the sample handling
equipment and analytical monitors for remote analysis will be located
inside the cubicle with controls and readouts located on a remote panel. A
glove box within the cubicle provides the capability to obtain grab samples'

for analysis. Shielding will be provided sufficient for short-term access
to the cubicle for sample removal. Air exhausted from the cubicle will be
passed through the charcoal adsorbers and HEPA filters.

The following types of grab samples will be obtainable from the glove box.

o Undiluted pressurized liquid sample
o Undiluted containment atmosphere sample
o Diluted liquid sample
o Diiuted containment atmosphere sample
o Degassed undiluted liquid sample

p Grab samples can be obtained at remote locations with sufficiently low
levels of backgrour.d radiation to reduce analysis errors to be maximum
factor of approximately 2. Among the analyses of grab samples whi::h can be
perfomed are (1) the detection of radionuclides which are indicative of
the degree of core damage and (2) the identification and quantification of
the radionuclide categories identified in Regulatory Guides 1.4 and 1.7.
The pressurized reactor coolant grab sample can be analyzed for total gas
and for gaseous constituents. Grab samples provide complete backup for the
on-line analyses aescribed below.

The following chemical analyses will be performed on-line by flow-through
instrumentation remotely controlled and monitored.

o Containment atmosphere hydrogen concentration

o Liquid soluble boron concentration
o Liquid pH
o Liquid soluble chloride concentration
o Liquid and gas gross activity

,

|
'

|
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MODES OF OPERATION

The liquid and gas samplir; systems are independent. Each is designed so
that a sample of liquid or gas can be remotely processed and analyzed in
one of several different ways. Prior to analyzing a liquid or a gas

sample, its gross radioactivity level can be checked by circulating the
sample through a radiation monitoring station, the excess sample being
returned to the containment. The method; by which samples are obtained and
analyzed are outlined below.

Undiluted Samples (Liquid or Gas)

To obtain an undiluted liquid or gas sample, the sample point is selected
by appropriate valve lineup, a sample pump is started and the sample stream
is circulated out of containment, through a shielded sample vial, and back
to the containment. The sample vial is then isolated remotely and the

entire piping system external to the sample vial is purged with flush water
or dry nitrogen as appropriate. The sample vial is then manually removed
from the system, put into a shielded transport cask inside the shielded
glove box, and removed for off-site analysis. This sample may be analyzed
for certain radionuclides which are indicators of the degree of core damage
(e.g., noble gases, iodines, cesiums and non-volatile isotopes).

Diluted Samples (Liquid or Gas)
A diluted sample of liquid or gas is obtained in much the same way as for
the undiluted sample except an additional dilution operation is perfonned.
Once the undiluted sample has been drawn into a calibrated sample vial,
i sol a ted, and the system flushed, the sample vial is lined up to a re-

circulating loop containing a known volume of pure dil uent (water or
nitrogen) and the sample is mixed with the diluent by a circulating pump.
The ratio of initial sample volume to dilution system volume is predeter-
mined by calibration (typically 1:100). The required order of dilution is
obtained remotely by successively isolating the sample vial, purging and
reffiling the dilution loop and remixing by circulation. A radiation

monitor is used to verify the number of dilution cycles re A d. The

sample vial is finally isolated and removed as for the undilutec - 7.
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Depressurized/Deghssed Liquid Samples

A liquid sample is dogassed by collecting it in a small stripping column,

which is part of a recirculating loop containing a shielded sample vial and
a pump. The liquid is recirculated while nitrogen is bubbled through the
stripping col umn. This system operates at atmospheric pressure. The

depressurized, degassed sample is then either collected as before in the
sample vial and removed for analysis, or the liquid sample is circulated to
one of the remotely-operated flow-through analyzers included in the
sampling station.

Remote Soluble Boron Analysis

The degassed and depressurized liquid sample is circulated through a
flow-through analyzer which measures the boron concentration by a neutron
attenuation technique. Readout is on the remote Sample System Control
Panel .

Remote Soluble Chloride Analysis

The degassed and depressurized liquid sample is circulated through a cell
N containing a specific-ion electrode system for chloride. Readout is on the

b remote Sample System Control Panel.

Remote Solution pH Analysis

The degassed and depressurized liquid sample is circulated through a cell
containing a hydrogen-ion electrode system. Readout is on the remote
Sample System Control Pr.nel.

Remote Gross Radiation L_cyel

The gross radiation leve'. . af either liquid or gas samples is determined by
a wide range radiation monitoring station on the respective sample inlet
lines. These monitoring stations will be located outside containment, and
the readout is on the remote Sample System Control Panel.

,

t' ,g
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Remote Atmospheric Hydrogen Concentration

The concentration of hydrogen in the containment atmosphere is determined
'by passing the atmospileric sample stream through a thermal conductivity

hydrogen monitor located outside containment. The gas stream then returns
to the containment. Readout is on the remote Sample System Control Panel.-

Handling cf Excess '_f quid Samples and Flush Samples

The excess liquid sample and Rush volumes could be routed either to the
pressurizer relief tank or sump inside containment or to the plant waste

holdup tank in the auxiliary building. Tha latter would be used only when
radiation levels were low as during normal plant operations. The excess

gas and nitrogen purge would be discharged into the containment atmosphere.

O

|

I
1

|
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(ix)

Subject: Hydrogen Control System

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide a system for hydrogen control that can safely acconinodate hydrogen
enerated by the equivalent of a 100% fuel-clad metal water reaction.
II.B.8)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESFONSE

1

Offshore Power Systems will install a Hydrogen Ignition System (HIS) in the
containment of the Floating Nuclear Plant capable of handling hydrogen
generated by the equivalent of a 100% fuel-clad metal water reaction. The
HIS employs distributed hydrooen ignition sources located throughout the
containment building. The ignition sources are of the thermal element (or
r, low plug) type. Shortly after activation these glow plugs reach tempera-
tures which are adequate to reitably ignite combustible hydrogen / steam / air
mixtures.

OPS will incorporate the results of industry and NRC research programs,
such as AIF-IDCOR, EPRI, Sandia, Livennore, Fenwall, etc., which will
demonstrate the ignition characteristics of these glow plug igniters.
Within two years after receipt of the manuf v turing license, design

de'. ails, describing the Hydrogen Ignition System, will be provided to the
NRC for review; these design details, including test data and analyses,
will illustrate that the hydrogen control systems will perform in the

manner required by the NRC position. The analyses will define the
environmental conditions inside containment that would result fro.n hydrogen
burning.

The HIS consists of approximately 62 glow plug igniter assemblies located
in 31 distinct locations in the containment building. Each igniter assembly
consists of a glow plug and a control power transfonner similar to those

O
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used for Sequoyah and McGuire Nuclear Stations. The glow plug and trans-
fomer are mounted in a sealed metal box housing which employs heat shields
to limit the temperatura rise inside the box and a drip shield to reduce
direct moisture impingement on the themal element. The igniter boxes are
seismically mounted to prevent damage to Category 1 equipment.

Each designated containment location has two igniter assemblies powered
from separate emergency power trains. The igniters are powered from 120
VAC buses. In the event of loss of offsite power the igniter assemblies i

will be supplied power from the emergency diesel generators. Cables of the
two divisions are physically and electrically separated.

Glow pl ug igniters ae located throughout the containment to promote
hydrogen burning in all areas prior to reaching hydroegn concentrations
sufficient to threaten containment integrity. The glow plugs within each

compartment or subcompartment are located near the ceiling since, if there
is any non-uniform distribution of hydrogen, the higher concentrations

would be expected to exist there. Mounting the assemblies near the ceiling
also minimizes interference with the operation of equipment and provides
some degree of physical protection for the protruding glow pl ug. The

igniters are located in the incore instrument tubing chase, pipe chases,
steam generator enclosures, pressurizer enclosure, instrument room, below
the operating floor, in the ice condenser upper plenum below the top deck
doors, and in the containment dome.

The Hydrogen Ignition System will be automatically actuated in accident
situations which have the potential for the generation of excessive

quantities of hydrogen. To effectively perform their intended function the
HIS igniters must be energized and at operating temperature before sig-
nificant amounts of hydrogen are released to the containment atmosphere.
Therefore, actuation of the HIS will occur once the potential for excessive
hydrogen generation is established and will not be dependent upon a mea-
surement of the hydrogen concentration inside containment. Signals for
automatic initiation of the HIS and the setpoints will be selected during
the development of system design details. Each division of the HIS can also
be manually actuated from the control rocr.
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(x)
,m
( Subject: SY and RV Qualification

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the uperating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

>

Provide a test program and associated model development and conduct tests
to qualify reactor coolant system relief and safety valves and, for PWR's,
PORY block valves, for all fluid conditions expected undcr operating
conditions, transients and accidents. Consideration of anticipated trans-
ients without scram (ATWS) conditions shall be incl uded in the test
program. Actual testing under ATWS conditions need not be carried out until
subsequent phases of the test program are developed and not before issuance
of an ATWS rule. (II.D.1'

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RE3PONSE

Offshore Power Systems will implement the results of the industry testing
necessary to qualify the reactor coolant system relief, safety valves, and
block valves inJer expected operating conditions for design basis trans-g

( ients, and accidents. The effect of as-built relief and safety valve

discharge piping on valve operability will be accounted for, and the

discharge piping and supports will be designed for all loads resulting from
expected operating conditions for design basis transients and accidents.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed a generic
program to verify the operational characteristics of PWR safety and relief
valves and to provide assurance that these systems can perform ass required
to prevent overpressurization of the primary coolant boundary. The program
plan for the "Perfomance Testing of PWR Safety and Relief Valves", Rev. 9,

'

July 1980 has been submitted to the NRC Staff. The experimental data

together with foreign relief valve test results will be used to validate a
computational methodology for assessing the hydraulic / structural perform-
ance of PWR safety / relief valve systems on a plant unique basis.

,

/O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xt_)

Subject: SY and RV Position Indication

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide direct indication of relief and safety valve position (open or
closed) in the control room. (II.D.3)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTESM RESPONSE

Positive indication of pressurizer relief valve position is :urrently

provided in the FNP design. Such indication is accomplished in the

following manner:

1. Each PORY has indication lights on the control board which are

activated by stem-actuated limit switches powered from vital instrument
buses. In addition, a position disagreement light / alarm prominently
displays a failure of the PORY to achieve the last position commanded.
The equipment for the position indication and alarm will be designed in'

accordance with the requirements of NUREG-0737.

2. The temperature downstream of the PORVs and safety valves is displayed
on the control board and high temperature alams are provided.

3. The pressurizer relief tank has temperature, pressure and fluid level
indication and alarms on the main control board.

4. High pressurizer pressure alarms in the Control Room.

;

Offshore Power Systems is presently evaluating alternate methods to provide
safety valve position indication. One such system has been developed and is
described below.

Westinghouse has developed an acoustic leak monitoring system that will
I provide flow indication downstream of the safety valves and thus satisfy

v
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the NRC requirements for leakage detection. The system operates on the
principle that turbulent, high pressure flow through an orifice generates
an acoustic signal which is transmitted throughout the reactor coolant
system. The monitoring system vill detect acoustic signals and thus
determine valve position. The FNP will incorporate either the Westinghouse
acoustic leak monitor or stem mounted limit switches meeting the require-
ments of NUREG-0737 af ter acceptance by the NRC. An alarm in the control
room will be provided in conjunction with valve position indication.

O V
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xii)

O Subject: Auxiliary Feedwater Automatic Initiation / Flow Indication
b

To sat.isfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This infomation
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide automatic and manual auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system initiation,
and provide auxiliary feedwater system flow indication in the control room.
(Applicable to PWR's only) (II.E.1.2)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTESMS RESPONSE

Auxiliary Feedwater System auto-start provisions arr. detailed in the

response to 10CFR50.34(e)(1)(ii). The automatic and manual initiation
signals and circuits for the auxiliary feedwater system will be in accord-

ance with safety grade requirements and the criteria in NUREG-0737. In
addition:

1. The components and circuits for the control of auxiliary feedwater

during the post accident sequence, after automatic system initiationy

!
has been reset, willl meet the criteria applicable to safety systems.

!

2. The design will be such that no single failure (considering both valve
closure and pump tripping) will prevent isolation of auxiliary feed-
water flow to a steam generator affected by a feed or steam line break.
Analyses to demonstrate that auxiliary feedwater flow to a faul ted

,

steam generator is either precluded or terminated prior to exceeding
acceptable limits of either containtrent pressure or reactor power in

i the event of a steam line break will be submitted for staff review and

| approvai within two years after issuance of the construction permit.

| The analyses shall comply with the requirements of Section 15.1.5 of
the Standard Review Plan.

|

3. The auxiliary feedwater system controls and indication used for

shutdown from outside the control room will meet the criterion appli-

p cable to safety systems.

b
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i

Auxiliary feedwater flow channels, with an accuracy of better than the
required +10%, will be displayed on the main control board. Each channel of
flow instrumentation is powered from its respective associated Class 1E
instrument power suppij and will be safety-grade. There will, however, be
only one channel of indication for each steam generator.

O
f

,
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xiii)

Subject: Pressurizer Power Supplies

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This infomation
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide pressurizer heater power supply and associated motive and control
power interfaces sufficient to establish and maintain natural circulation
in hot standby conditions with only onsite power available. ( Applicable to
PWR's only) (II.E.3.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

The FNP design provides the following features which assure a continued
supply of power for the following plant components essential to natural
circulation flow.

1. Pressurizer heaters

(3
h The total pressurizer heater capacity for the FNP is 1800 KW. Four

separate backup heater groups (346 KW each) are supplied directly from
4 independent and redundant safety class 480V switchgear buses. Each

bus is supplied from its respective standby diesel generator following
a loss of offsite power. The control group (416 KW) is supplied from a

! non-safety class 480V bus which could be supplied from a diesel-

gemator bus within several minutes following a loss of offsite power,
in the unlikely event that this should become necessary.

Each independent backup group is large enough to maintain natural
circulation in the hot standby condition.

The Class IE circuit breakers supplying each of the backup groups are
tripped ope'n on either a safety injection (SI) or P;ss of offsite power
actuation signal.

A
|
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The heaters can be manually loaded onto the bus from the main control
board after SI is reset and loads required in the initial st:ges of the
incident are no longer required. Sufficient diesel generator capacity
is provided to supply the minimum required number of heaters in the
time required (1 hour). Diesel generator instrumentation is provided in
the control room to prevent overloading a diesel generator with these
heater loads.

OP5 will provide the owner with the .ucessary procedures for energizing
the pressurizer heaters, including procedures that mignt be required
for load shedding.

2. Power Operated Relief Valves (PORV's)

Each PORV is supplied with operating air from a sepirate Safety Class-3
air system which is available following a loss of offsite power. Each

PORV pilot solenoid is supplied from independent and redundant 125V DC
sources, which are also available following a loss of offsite power.

The PORV's are controlled from the main control board. Both PORV's

fail closed on loss of motive or control power.

3. PORV B1ock Valves

The PORV block valves are supplied from motor control caters which are
readily energized from a corresponding standby diesel generator

following a loss of offsite power. The PORY block valves are controlled
from the main control board. Thus the PORY block valves can also be
operated following a loss of offsite power.

4. Pressurizer Level Indication Channels

All of the pressurizer level indication channels are derived (and iso-
lated) from their respective protection channels. The instrument loop
power supplies for those protection channels (including the isolated
outputs) are supplied from their respective Class 1E Instrument buses.
Thus level indication is available following a loss of offsite power.
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xiv)

Subject: Containment Isolation Systems

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infonnation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide containment isolation systems that: (II.E.4.2)

(A) Ensure all non-essential systems are isolated automatically by the
containment isolation system,

(B) for each non-essential penetration (expect instrument linee, have two
isolation barriers in series,

(C) do not result in reopening of the containment isolation valves on
resetting of the isolation signal,

(D) utilize a containment set point pressure for initiating containment
isolation as low as is compatible with normal operation,

(E) include automatic closing on a high radiation signal for all systems
that provide a path to the environs.

OFFSHORE POWER SYSTEf4S RESPONSE

|

The FNP containment isolation system, described in Section 6.2 of the Plant
! Design Report satisfies the acceptance criteria of S'.andard Review Plan

6.2.4. Containment isolation system features specifically required by this
rule are addressed below:

A. Phase A isolation (T signal) results in the isolation of all non-

essential systems penetrating the containment with the exception of
component cooling water lir.es to the reactor coolant pumps and the
lower compartment fan coolers (which are part of the same line pene-
trating containment as shown in Figure 9.2-1 of the Plant Design

Report) and which are closed by Phase B isolation (P signal).

Phase A isolation providos for diversity in parameters sensed as well
as being automatically actuated any t'me a safety injection signal (S

v
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signal) is initated. Phase A isolation is initiated from the following
process variables:

(1) High steam flow coincident with low steam line pressure or 10-10
T

avg *
(2) High steam line differential pressure
(1) Low pressurizer pressure
(4) High containment pressure
(5) Manual initiation

Phase B isolation is initieted from hi-hi containment pressure or

manually. Although it is not automatically generated by diverse means,
the P signal can only be generated after the T signal, which is

diverse, has been initiated. In addition to initiating Phase B

isoi ttion, the P signal also is used to initiate centainment spray.

Offshore Power Systems has given careful conslu' ration to the systems
penetrating the containment which are required to mitigate the conse-
quences of a loss of coolant accident, or any accident calling for

containment isol ation. The systems which are requ.i red to operate
following the accidents are as follows:

- Safety Injection System ;

Residual Heat Removal System (supply lines to cold legs)-

- Containment Spray System (including recirculation sump lines)
- Upper Head Injection System
- Auxiliary Feedwater System

The above systems are required to supply cooling and/or make up fluid
to the Reactor Coolant Sy stem, the containment, and the Main Steam
System. These systems, or parts of these systems required for post-

accident cooling, do not receive any containment isolation signal.

The following systems are not essential to mitigate the consequences of
a design basis loss of coolant accident but are considered desirable in
assisting in plant recovery from accidents of lower magnitude than a
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design basis accident. They are not part of Phase A isolation, but

(] instead are isoleted t'y the P signal (Phase B isolation).
V

Component Cooliag Water System (supply and return lines to RCP-

thennal barrier cooling)
Component Cooling Water System (cooling water flow to the lower-

compartment fan coolers)

The following systems have been determined to be non-essential and are
isolated by the T signal (Phase A):

Chemical and Volume Control System-

Post-Accident Sampling System-

Radiation Monitoring System (containment air sample lines)-

Nuclear Sampling System-

Containment Ventilation System-

Post-Accident Containment Ventilation System-

Liquid Waste Treatment System-

(~} - Service Air Systen - Instrument Air System

Gl Emergency Air System-

- Ice Condenser Refrigeration System
- Non-Essential Service Water System

Reboiler Condensate Return System-

- Reboiler Steam Distribution System

Fire Protection Water Spray System-

- Safety Injection System (test lines)
Upper Head Injection System (test lines)-

- Containment Purge Supply and Exhaust System
,

B. All non-essential lines are preperly isolated with two barriers in
series following the initiation of a containment isolation signal. In

addition to the systems which are listed as being subject to Phase A
isolation, other non-essential systems or lines which penetrate

containment have nonnally closed manual isolation valves suitable for

.

administrative control in accordance with SRP 6.2.4, Item II.3.F.
Administrative controls will be developed and implemented by the owner.

%J
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C. Containment isolation reset is ,1c requires deliberate and specific
operator action before an isolated line can be reopened. The following
control features are provided for containment isolation valves:

(1) The containment isclation signals override all other automatic
control signals.

(2) The valves will remain in the closed position if the initiating
signal is reset.

(3) Each valve can be opened or closed manually after the appropriate
containment isolation signals are reset.

(4) Any valves that are normally v,, crated in an automatic mode (for
non-safety functions) are also automatically transferred to manual
mode by the isolation signal. This precludes automatic opening of
containment isolation valves subsequent to reset of the initiating
isolation signal.

D. During Floating Nuclear Plant final design, the containment high pret-
sure trip point will be reviewed in accordance with NUREG-0737 and
adjusted downward (if necessary) to the minimum compatible with
conditions not requiring automatic containment isolation.

E. Systems that provide an open path from the containment to the environs
are the containment purge supply and vent sys tems. In the present
design, isolation valves in these systems are automatically closed on

! high radiation. This design will be upgraded to provide closure on a
( safety grade high radiation signal. The safety grade radiation monitors

will be located in relation to the in-service purge system containment
isolation valves such that the fraction of containment atmosphere that
is discharged through these isolation valves, before these valves have
been isolated by the high radiation signai, will not result in doses
that exceed offsite dose requirements.

O
|
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xv)

bg Subject: Containment Purge / Vent Systems

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide a capability for containment purging / venting designed to minimize
the purging time consistent with ALARA principles for occupational expo-
sure. Provide and demonstrate high assurance that the purge system will
reliably isolate under accident conditions. (II.E.4.4)

FFSHORE POWER SYSTESMS RESPONSE

Containment purging is performed by either of two systems (1) Containment
Pre-access Filtration and Purge System or (2) Post Accident Containment
Venting (Purge) System. These systems, which are described in Section 6.2

and 9.4 of the Plant Design Report, are designed in compliance with
Standard Review Plan 6.2.4 and Branch Technical Position 6-4.

The Containment Pre-access Filtration and Purge Systen provides a continu-
ous purge function at a restricted flow during normal plant operation via
an 8 inch diameter supply and 8 inch diameter exhaust penetration. The

system is capable of purging via a 42 inch diameter penetration; however,

the plant owner will be required to restrict such operatio,n to refueling
operations or when the plant is in cold shutdown. Procedures will require
that the 42 inch diamater purge valves remain closed during normal power
operation. Each of the two purge lines will be provided with separate

containment penetrations, each isolated by two valves in seriesIII.

(1) At present one of the 8 inch purge lines penetrates containment via one
of the 42 inch lines (see the Plant Design Report, Chapter 9, Figure
9.4.-6, Sheet 4). An additional 8 inch penetration and isolation valve
will be provided with a containment isolation valve inside and outside
the containment shell . This design change provides separation of thej

two purge functions and maximizes the reliability of the containment
isolation function.

kJ1
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The Post Accident Containment Venting System provides for hydrogen purge.
The system provides a controlled and filtered containment purge capability
by releasing air to the annulus at a ruimum rate of 50 SCFM.

Isolation valves are designed to operate against accident pressures and to
maintain bubble air-tight closures while performing their intended func-
tion. The isolation valves have a 2 to 5 second closure time. The contain-
ment pre-access filtration and purge system containment isolation valves
are described in Section 6.2.3.3 of the PDR. The 8 inch isolation valves
will be included in the operability assurance plan described in Section
3.9.2.4 of the Plant Design Report; operability and performance of these I

valves will be consistent with the requirements contained in the NRC letter
of Septemb2r 27,1979 (Guidelines for Demonstration of Operability of Purge
and Vent Valves).

O

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xvii)

|-

Subject: Containment Instrumentation

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide instrumentation to measure, record and readout in the control room:
(a) containment pressure, (b) containment water level, (c) containment
hydrogen concentration, (d) containment radiation intensity (high level),
and (e) noble gas effluents at all potential, accident release points.
Provide for continuous sampling of radioactive iodines and particulates in
gaseous effluents from all potential accident release points, and for
onsite capability to analyze and measure these samples. (II.F.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

A. Containment Pressure:

To comply with the requirement for containment pressure monitoring, two

g- additional wide range containment pressure channels will be incorporat-

Q ed 'nto the FNP. These additional channels will range from minus 5 psig
to i0 psig (4 times design pressure). The channels will meet the design
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 (Dec.1980) and NUREG-
0737. The present instrument range is 0-18 psig.

B. Containment Water Level:

As described in Section 6.2.2.7 of the PDR, the Floating Nuclear Plant
design does not incorporate a conventional containment sump as such.
Instead, the containment lower ccapartment will collect a sufficient
volume of water following the injection phase of safety injection to
allow recirculation. Redundant safety grade containment water level

,

(wide range) measurement is currently provided and displayed in the
Control Room. The range of these level channels will be increased to

,

cover an elevation equivalent to an 800,000 gallon accumulation, a
I quantity which includes ice melt and UHI accumulator injection.
|

(O)|

%)
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In addition, Class 1E (narrow range) level channels will be provided
for the local liquid waste treatment system sump at the 103 foot

elevation in accordance with this requirement. These channels will also
be used as part of the Reactor Coolant System Leak Detection System.
These channels will meet the design requirements of Regulatory Guide
1.89, NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Revision 2).

C. Containment Hydrogen Concentration:

A continuous indication of hydrogen concentration in the containment
atmosphere will be provided in tne Control Room. Measurement capability
will be provided over the range 0% to 30% hydrogen concentration under
both positive and negative ambient pressure. Hydrogen monitors which
can perform this function are presently available but have not yet been
qualified to IEEE-323 and IEEE-344. Hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
will be designed in accordance with N'JREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide
1.97 (Rev. 2) and will be qualified to the requirements of NUREG-0588.
If during final design, instruments qualified to NUREG-0588 w at

available, applicable qualification requirements will be worked out
with NRC.

D. Containment Radiation Intensity (High Range)

The current FNP design for the redundant containment area monitors

specifies a range of 10-1 to 10 Rad /Hr of gamma radiation. These7

monitors will meet the requirements of both NUREC 0737 and Regulatory
Guide 1.97, Rev. 2. It should be noted that these detectors for the FNP

design are mounted on the outer surface of the steel containment but
may be considered as "In-containment" relative to compliance with this
requirement. The attenuation by the steel shell will be factored into
the calibration of the monitors. Interference from non-containment
sources will be eliminated by proper shielding of the detectors. The

monitors will be located such that they are widely separated, view a
large fraction of the upper compartment and have an unobstructed view
down to the operating deck. Although the detectors will be mounted high
on the contairment dome, they can be readily accessed for maint.2 nance
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using platfonns and ladders already included in the FNP design for
inservice inspection of the containment shell. Mounting the detectors'

outside the steel containment serves two safety related ourn%es: 1)

the need for containment cable penetrations is eliminated, and, 2) the
monitors will experience less severe postulated accident environ-

mentional conditions, (i.e., temperature, humidity, and pressure).

E. Airborne Radiological Effluent Monitors

(Refer also to PDR Sections 11.4 and 12.2):

The current FNP design includes monitors tn detect airborne effluent
from three potential release points: the plant vent, the condenser air
e,jectors, and the Annulus Ventilation System AFS) exhaust vent. Al so
included is a passive plant vent charcoal cartridge for iodine

detection.

Two pairs of radiogas and particulate monitors are used to monitor the
plant vent and the AFS vent. Each particulate monitor consists of a

| [] high-range and low-range channel. Each of these monitor pairs can be
V selected to the following three sample locations

|

| 1) Plant vent
i

2) AFS vent
3) Containment utmosphere

Following an accident ("S" signal) one pair of monitors is assigned
automatically to continuously monitor the plant vent and the other is
assigned to continuously monitor the AFS vent. These monitors satisfy
the requirements of NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2.

4
A radicgas monitor will have an upper detection limit of 10 pCi/cc of
Xe-133. The lower end of the range, will be sensitive to a concentra-
tion as low as 10-7 Ci/cc, in order to monitor normal plant releases.
The 12 decades of response will be obtained with a multi range (3'

levels) detector. The high range particulate monitor will be replaced

|

|
|
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by a passiw fil ter cartridge that can be removed for analysis. The low
range particulate monitor in the present design will be retained.

In order to allow safe collection and analysis of tne plant vent
charcoal and fil ter cartridges during and imediately following an
accident, provisions will be made in the plant design to do the
following (or the equivalent):

1) place the high range cartridges in the post accident sampling room
and route the sample lines from the plant vent to the post accident
sampling room, which is shielded and habitable immediately follow-
ing an accident, or

2) design and provide a system for safe remote collection of the
cartridges for analysis in the post-accident sampling room.

The more practical of these alternatives will be selected as the design
evolves. All ef fl uent monitoring channels will have assured power
supplies, independent of offsite power (i.e., Class 1E or Class 1E
Associated Power). The Owner will provide the procedures for collection
and analysis of cartridge and filter samples.

The current FNP design includes a noble gas monitor on the condenser
air ej ector discharge. The monitor will be upgraded to meet the
require:aents of NllREG 0737 and Reg. Guide 1.97, Rev. 2 including

-0increasing the range to 10 to 10 Ci/cc of Xe-133.

In order to meet the new requirement for monitoring releases from the
atmospheric steam dump valves or the main steam safety valves, four
monitors will be added to the plant, one for each main steam line.

These mor,itors will view the main steam line upstream of the main steam
stop valve and will have a range of 10-I to 10 Ci/cc of steam.3

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xviii)

Subject: Core Cooling Instrumentation

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completad by the operating license stage. This infomation
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide instruments that provide in the control room an unambiguous
indication of inadequate core cooling, such as primary coolant saturation
meters in PWR's, and a suitable combination of signals from indicators of
coolant level in the reactor vessel and incore thermocouples in PWR's and
BWR's. (II.F.2)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

OPS continues to evaluate options developed by the Westinghouse Owriers'
Group regarding instrumentation for detection of inadequate core cooling
and will install a subcooling meter and a reactor water level indicator. Of
the options presented in NUREG 0737, the one preferred will be selected
during final design. Procedures used by the operator to recognize in-

adequate core cooling will be developed based on the instrumentation
V provided in the final FL9 design.

Subcooling Meter

An approach being considered by OPS is to provide dedicated, redundant,
microprocessor-based subcooling meter channels with prominent displays on
both the Unit Control Console and the Safety Center Panel (Refer to the
attachment in the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(fif) for a description of
the FNP Control Board). Each of these meters would provide a continuous
indication of margin to saturated conditions. The operator could manually

! select a display of margin to saturation based on either the auctioneered
high incore themocouple or the auctioneered high loop T or Thot cold'
Auctioneered low reactor coolant system pressure is used for the Tsat
calculation by. the microprocessor. Inputs to this system would utilize
redundant safety grade hot 'j and cold leg temperatures and reactor
coolant system pressure channels. In addition, approximately 16 in-core

,

themocouple inputs (together with reference junction temperature inputs)

| f'T would be utilized as a be xup to the plant computer display system.
V'
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Two setpoints would be utilized to alarm 1) off-normal conditions and 2)
approach to loss of core cooling. Individual sensor cha inels will also be
accessible for display in the control room.

Table C-8 provides a sumary of tentative design infamation for the FNP
subcooling meter.

Additional Instrumentation
Offshore Power Systems is in the process of evaluating the various methods
of measuring reactor vessel level that have been investigated by the
Westinghouse Owners' Group. The current state of the art appears to favor
the use of differential pressure measurement as the best method of deter-
mining vessel level. This method would utilize sealed reference legs and
would range from the vessel top (using an existing penetration) to the
vessel bottom (using an incore instrumentation thimble). In addition, taps
on the middle of the hot leg pipes would be utilized for level measurement
with the Reactor Coolant Pump (s) tripped. All differential pressure

measurements would require temperature compensation. The entire level
measurement system would be redundant and Class 1E, and would be a dedi-
cated system independent of other control or instrumentation channels.

The usefulness of this type of system toward providing an unambiguous
indication of inadequate core cooling and an unambiguous indication for

vessel venting is being evaluated, with attention given to all possible

phenomena that could adversely affect the sy s tem. The resul ts of the

evaluation and oreliminary design information (as required by NUREG-0737)
will be submitted following completion of prototypical testing and prior to
procurement of the equipment. The objective of this submittal is to keep
the NRC infomed of the design testing and implementationprogress. Details
will be provided in the final design report.

O
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N TABLE C-8,

INFORMATION REQUIRED ON THE SUBC00 LING ETER

Display

Information Displayed Tsat-T, where 'T' is based on
(T-Tsat, Tsat, Press., etc.) either incore or RTD temperatures

(Note 1)

Display Type ( Analog, Digital, CRT) Analog (Note 1)

Continuous or on Demand Continuous and on demand

Single or Redundant Display Redundant

Location of Display Unit Control Console and
Safety Center

Alanns (include setpoints) (Note 2)

Overall uncertainty ( F) (Later)
0Range of Display 40 F Superheat to 200 F Subcooled

I,
'

%,/ Qualifications (seismic, IEEE-344, -323
environmental) Based on NUREG 0737

Calculator

Type (process computer, dedicated Dedicated Digital
digital or analog calc.)

If process computer is used specify Not Applicable
availability. (% of time)

Single or redundant calculators Redundant
|

| Selectior Logic (highest T., Auctioneered high incore temp.
; lowest press.) or Auctioneered high RCS temp.

vs: Auctioneered low RCS press.

Qualifications (seismic, IEEE-344, -323
environmental) Based on NUREG 0737

|

| Calculational Technique Stean: Tables
| (Steam Tables, Functional Fit, ranpes)

|O
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Input

Temperature (RTD's or T/C's) 8 incore T/C's (2 per quadrant)

2 Hot Leg RTD's (par loop))Temperature (number of sensors 2 Cold Leg RTD's (per loop
and locations T/C ref. junc. RTD's

URange of temperature sensors
Incore T/C's =0 150 -2300 F0RCS RTD's: 0 -700 F

Ugcertainty*oftemperaturesensors (Later)
( F at 1)

Pressure (specify instrument used) (Note 3)

Pressure (number of sensors and 2 (RCS Hot Legs)
locations)

Range of Pressure sensors 0-3000 psi

Uncertainty * of pressure (Later)
sensors (PSI at 1)

Qualifications (seismic, IEEE-344, -323
environmental) Based on NUREG 0737

Backup Capability

Availability of Temp & Press Yes (Note 1)

Availability of Steam Tables etc. Yes (By Owner

Training of Operators (By Owner)

Procedures (Later)

* Uncertainties must address conditions of forced flow and natural circulation

NOTES:

1. Individual sensor readouts will also be available, as well as other
derived readouts (e.g., temperatt..e differentials, P-Psat based on
highest temperature, etc.), utilizing different indicators.

2. Two setpoints will be chosen to indicate: a) off-nonnal conditions (50 F
nominal) and b) approach to loss of core cooling (later).

3. Qualified instrument will be specified later.

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xix)

Subject: Post-Accident Instrumentation

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily ccmpleted by the operating license stase. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide instrumentation adequate for monitorin
an accident tnat includes core damge. (II.F.3) g plant conditions following

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Offshore Power Systems has committed that the FNP design for Post-Accident

Monitoring will comply with Regulatcry Guide 1.97 Revision 1. The present
FNP design includes much of the instrumentation required to meet Revision
2. Those reconsnendations of Revision 2 not already in the current design
will be incorporated or a suitable alternate will be provided for those

item 3 that challenge the state-of-the-art. Design infomation for alternate
instrumentation and justification of its adequacy will be submitted for NRC
review prior to equipment procurement.

'd
|
|

!

l

|

|
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xx)

Subject: Power for PORV, Block Valves, Level Instrumentation

To satisfy tne following requirements, the application shall provide
su f ficie.it information to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactori.'y completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(e)(2) or to |

address unresolved generic safety issues. I

Provide power supplies for pressurizer relief valves, block valves, and
level indicators such that: (A) level indicators are powered from vital
buses; (B) motive and control power connections to the emergency power
sources are through devices qualified in accordance wi th requirements
applicable to systems important to safety and ( *. ) electric power is
provided from emergency po.Jer sources. ( Applicable to PWR's only). (II.G.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

| (A) Pressurizer Level Indication Channels

All of the pressurizer level indication channels are derived (and

isolated) from their respective protection channels. The instrument
loop power supplies for these protection channel s (including the
isolated outputs) are supplied from their respective Class 1E Instru-
ment buses. Thus level indication is available following a loss of
offsite power.

(B),(C) Motive and Control Power Sources and Connections

(1) Power Operated Relief Voives (PORV's)

Each PORV is supplied with operating air from a separate Safety
Class-3 Emergency Air System which is available following a loss
of offsite power. Each PORY pilot solenoid is Class 1E and is
supplied from independent and redundant Class 1E 125V DC sources,
i.e., Trains A & C which are also available following a loss of
offsite power. The PORV's are controlled from the main control

board. Both PORV's fail closed on loss of motive or control
power.

O
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(2) PORY Block Valves

The PORY block valves are supplied from qualified Class 1-E motor
control centers which are readily energized from a corresponding
standby diesel generator following a loss of offsite power. The
PORY block valves are controlled from the main control board.

'

i Thus the PORY block valves can also be operated following a loss
of offsite power. The motive and control power for the block

valves are supplied from Trains B and D.

;

)

!

,
..

|

:

|
|

1
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxv)

O Subject: Post-Accident Support Facilities
O

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This infomation
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide a Technical Support Center, an onsite Operational Support Center,
and an Emergency Operations Facility. (III.A.1.2)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Emergency Response Facilities will be designed in accordance with guidance

provided in NUREG-0696. The technical support center (TSC) is an onsite
facility located close to the control room that provides plant management
and technical support to the reactor operating personnel located in the
control room during emergency conditions. It has technical data displays
and plant records available to assist in the detailed analysis and

diagnosis of abnormal plant conditions and any siignificant release of
/O radioactivity to the environment. The TSC will be the primary comunica-
\') tions' center for the plant during an emergency. A senior official,

designated by the licensee, can use the resources of the TSC to assist the
control room operators by handling the administrative items, technical
evaluationss, and contact with offsite activities, relieving them of these
functions. The TSC facilities may also be used for performing normal

functions, such as shift technical supervisor and plant operations /

maintenance analysis functions, as well as for emergencies.

The Onsite Technical Support Center (TSC) fc- the FNP is located on the
mezzanine of the Emergency Relocation Area (ERA) as shown in Figures C-10

through C-12. This center is provided with the same degree of shielding,
environmental control, missile protection and security as the Control P30m.
This center uses a ventilation system equal to the Control Room system.
Necessary communication between the TSC and both the Control Room and
Onsite Operational Support Center will be provided. Offsite comunications

| will be provided by the owner. As outlined below, plant status can be

[ readily obtained in the TSC during nomal as well as emergency operation.
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Necessary "as-built" documentation will be filed in the TSC or elsewhere
within the shielded control building.

| |

Offshore Power Systems will provide CRT terminal s for the SPDS and to
access data from the plant computer system. The specific instrumentation
required in the TSC will be determined during final detailed design of the
FNP. The major portion of the Emergency Response data acquisition system
will be provided by the SPDS data system. This system will display the fuli
range of important parameters and data trends on demand and is more fully
described in response to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(iv). Other parameters needed to
complete the emergency response data will be provided by the plant computer
system. The data acquisition from the plant computer will be secured by
either hardware or software to prevent unauthorized access during nonnal
operation. The plant computer has dual CPUs and will meet the availability
requirements of NUREG-0696.

OPS believes that the FNP concept provides unique advantages regarding
as-built documentation, including the following:

a. greater level of detail on drawings (dimensioning, part numbers, etc.)
because of the manufacturing concept.

b. greater consistency and coordination among as-built documents, since
OPS is ultimately responsible for all as-built documentation for the

FNP.

c. FNP units and their documentation wou'd be virtually identical,

allowing use of other units for full-scale studies regarding recovery

operations.

The Emergency Relocation Area (at El ev . 100' in the control building)
beneath the Control Room will be the Onsite Operational Support Center. As
shov.n in Figures C-10, C-11 and C-13. This area is designed to the same
criteria for shielding, missile protection and environmental controls as

the Centrol Room. Emergency storage facilities and communications equipment

for onsite operational support are providad. The Emergency Relocation Area
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|

| is safely accessible from the Control Room via a stairway which is enclosed
within the shielded control building.

The Near-Site Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) will be provided by the
..

.

plant owner. Provisions will be made for the transfer of infonnation from<

the TSC to the Owner's communications system interfacing with the EOF. |
;
#

4

1
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxvi)

Subject: Leakage Reduction Outside Containment

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infonnation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This infonnation
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Frovide for leakage control and detection in the design of systems outside
cantainment that contain (or might contain) TID 14844 source term radio-
active materials following an accident. Applicants shall submit a leakage
control program, including an initial test program, a schedule for re-
testing these systems, and the actions to be taken for minisnizing leakage
from such systems. The goal is to minimize potential expo:;ures to workers
and public, and to provide reasonable assurance that excessive leakage will
not prevent the use of systems needed in an emergency. (III.D.1.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

All reactor plant systems which could contain TID 14844 source term
i radioactive materials following an accident are isolated from the Reactor

Coolant System except for the following:

A 1. Residual Heat Removal System (RHR)

2. Safety Injection System (SIS) inclading Upper Head Injection
3. Containment Spray System (CSS)

|
Other systems covered by NUREG-0737 are isolated as noted in the response

I to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(vii).

1
A major design feature has been incorporated into the Floating Nuclear
Plant which significantly reduces the potential for exposure to workers and
to the public following a design basis accident. The feature involves
incorporation of the above safety systems within separate safeguard
compartments which are shielded, which have 3 hour fire walls and 3 of
which are watertight. The safeguards compartments are provided with a
controlled atmosphere which is connected to with the containment annulus
during accident conditions to prevent the spread of radioactivity to other

|
parts of the plant and reduce release to the environment. This feature is
further discussed in Section 11.6 of the Plant Design Report.

\J
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These three safety systems will also incorporate various leak testing, leak
reduction and/or collection features, including:

1. Welded / seamless piping system;

2. Pumps with mechanical seals;
3. Low point drains from the piping system and drains from equipment

such as pumps, leakoff from valves, etc. with double isolation

valves, are routed to sumps;
4. High point vents with a single isolation valve and pipe caps or

double isolation valves;
5. Pressure test connections for temporary (or local) instrumentation

with a single isolation valve and pipe caps or double isolation
valves;

6. Leak offs from lantern rings piped to the sump for valves 4 inches
and larger.

7. Packless metal diaphragm valves utilized for 2" and smaller
valves.

To detect leakage between systems, the following provisions are incor-
porated in the design:

1. Radiation monitors with alarm annunciation in the control room are
provided for the Essential Service Water system which removes heat
from the RHR, SIS and CSS, thereby enabling detection of radio-
active fluid on the non-radioactive fluid side due to heat

exchanger tube leaks;
2. Flushing connections provided for post-accident RHR system

maintenance have both an isolation valve and a blind flange to
pre" ant leakage. In addition, relief valves piped to the sump are
provided for protection against overpressurization. (See response
to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(vii) for description of post-accident RHR
maintenance.)

In addition to the features designed to prevent the leakage of radio-

activity, the potential for the release of radioactivity to the environment

is further reduced by the provision of secondary isolation and control
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within sealed safeguards compartments which contain the RHR, SIS, and CSS

p systems. The sealed compartments, depicted on Figure C-14, provide a

h secondary barrier which, together with the automatic activation of the

annulus air filtration system prevent the spread of airborne radioactivity
within the plant. Fil tered air discharged to the environment by the

annulus air filtration system is limited to that necessary to mair,tain a

negative pressure.

During nomal plant operation the safeguards compartments and containment
annulus spaces are maintained under a negative pressure with fil tered
exhaust systems. Exhaust is transferred to the annulus air fil tration

system on an "S" signal .

At present, the Safeguards Area sump pumps start on sump level signal
and discharge to the floor drain tank of the Liquid Waste Treatment (WTL)
Sy stem. The Safeguards Area sump flow path will be modified as shown
schematically on Figure C-14, to provide an alternate discharge line to the
containment sump. The signal for acuating the alternate discharge path will
be selected during final design. This new configuration will preventp

d uncontrolled discharge from the Safeguards Area to the Auxiliary Building
following an accident.

The coolant leakage control and detection program relative to the system's
potentially containing a TID 14844 source term following an accident are:

1. Design period. Incorporation of the design features discussed
herein will minimize potential leakage from the safety systems.

2. Initial test period. Hydrostatic and operational testing of the

safety systems will be perfomed prior to the accumulation of any
radioactive contamination. Safeguards area leak testing will be
perfomed during the initial test period.

3. Operational period. Periodic safeguards area leak testing will
assure integrity of the three s" stems. The utility owner / operator

| will be responsible for develoning a preventative maintenance

]-
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. . . . -

program will be utilized to reduce leakage from sources outside of
containment to as-low-as-practical. The preventative maintenance
program will be developed to determine leak rate at startup and at
regular intervals thereafter.

:

O

O
~
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxvii)

h Subject: Radiation Monitoring
'd

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. Tnis infomation
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Provide for monitorin1 of inplant radiation and airborne radioactivity as
appropriate for a broad range of routine and accident conditions.
(III.D.3.3)

.

OFFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Offshore Power Systems has designed a comprehensive Radiation Monitoring
System (RMS) for the Floating Nuclear Power Plant which provides adequate
monitoring for a broad range of plant conditions. Included as part of the
RMS are both area monitors and airborne monitors.

The area and airborne monitors assist in assuring that occupational

radiation exposures to operating personnnel are kept as low as reasonably

v' achievable. Area monitors detect the ambient gamma radiation exposure in
selected areas of the FNP. Airborne monitors supplement area monitors in
selected areas of the FNP by sampling the atmosphere to detect the concen-
tration of significant radionuclides in particulate and/or gaseous form. >

In addition to the above general functions, certain RMS channels provide
indication and/or control for specific functional purposes. These special
RMS functions include:

(1) Airborne monitoring of the containment atmosphere for in-containment
reactor coolant leakage detection.

(2) High level area monitoring of the containment to follow the radi-

ological course of a loss-of-coolant accident. (See also the response
to 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xvii).)

v
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(3) Monitoring of the control room and emergency relocation area to

provide automatic switchover of the ventilation systems for these
areas to their emergency mode of operation if a high radiation level
is detected. This is an engineered safety feature for the FNP

designed to insure habitability of these areas following postulated
accidents which could result in a significant release of radionuclides
to the plant environs.

(4) Monitoring of the normal and alternate outside air intake ducts of the
main control room ventilation system. These channels provide supple-
mentary inforniation to the primary wind direction instrumentation to
allow the operator to verify that the least contaminated intake is

utilized for ventilation following postulated accidents which could
resul t in a significant release of radienuclides to the plant

environs.

A total of twen ty-eight area monitors and six airborne monitors are

included in the RMS. These monitors are described in detail in the Plant
Design Report, Sections 12.1.4 and 12.2.4.

During the final design of the FNP, OPS will review all area and airborne
monitors to ensure the adequacy of the design, location and ranges,

including a detennination of which monitors must meet the requirtsnents of
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2.

With regard to improved in-plant iodine monitoring, Offshore Power Systems
will provide space on the FNP for counting roons and laboratories where
analyses of radiciodine concentration can be performed. The location of
these spaces and support systems design are cuch as to pennit personnel
occupancy for times required to perform necessary analysis following

accident conditions. Shielding will be provided to ensure a low background
in the counting room. Ventilation with clean air at a pressure higher than
surrounding spaces will be provided for the counting room to minimize

background airborne contamination in this region. Capability for purging of
entrapped noble gases from charcoal samples using either cleaa air or

O
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nitrogen will be provided in the laboratory area. Residual noble gases will
be routed to and vented from the plant stack.

Sampling methods, counting equipment and other laboratory analytical
equipment will be provided by the plant owner. The gama ray spectrometer
is a commercially available method for discriminating between residual
noble gases and radiciodine adsorbed on the charcoal filters in the

atmospheric sampling devices. OPS will -ecommend to the plant owner that
such equipment be procured for analysis of the charcoal filters used for
sampling of areas within the facility. Portable airborne icdine samplers
and sample analysis equipment, as required by NUREG-0737, item III.D.3.3
will be provided by the plant owner.

O

|

,

;

O
i
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(2)(xxviii)

Subject: Control Room Habitability

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the required actions will be
satisfactorily completed by the operating license stage. This information
is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10CFR50.35(a)(2) or to
address unresolved generic safety issues.

Evaluate potential pathways for radioactivity and radiation that may lead
to control room habitability problems under accident conditions resulting
in a TID 14844 source tem release, and make necessary design provisions to
preclude such problems. (III.D.3.4)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

The Floating Nuclear Plant design accommodates required operating personnel

in a safe state of occupancy for the duration of postulated accidents. This
is accomplished by providing areas within the plant which are protected
from external hazards including radiation and toxic gases. These areas, the
Control Room and the Emergency Relocation Area, are safeguarded by filtered
ventilation systems and by biological shiciding. The Emergency Relocation
Area (ERA) provides the facilities necessary to support the operating crew,

%J
e.g., food supplies and food preparation equipment, medical supplies,
sleeping accommodations, and communications equipment.

Biological shielding for the Control Room has been designed to comply with
General Design Criterion 19 (i.e., 5 rem gamma whole body dose, 30 rem
thyroid dose, and 30 rem beta skin dose) for the duration of an accident.
Postulated accidents analyzed include the loss-of-coolant accident, fuel
handling accident, main steam line rupture and gas decay tank rupture.
Detailed results of the habitability analyses, which are in compliance with
Standard Review Plan 6.4, are given |n Section 6.5 of the Plant Design
Report.

Control Room shielding, designed to attenuate the direct radiation from
fission products within the containment and those leaked from containment,
consists of a 2 foot thick concrete roof and concrete wall on the side
facing the containment building, and one foot thick walls on the sides not
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facing the containment. The back wall of the control room consists of a

1-1/8 inch thick steel plate missile shield. These walls extend from the

172' elevation down to the 100 foot elevation, which is the level of the
lower floor of the containment building. These walls thus encompass the
Control Room, the Process Rack Room, f he Cable pull area, and the ERA. The
four rooms are separated by a floor /cr' ling which is a 3-hour fire barrier.
Source terms fcr the radiation analysis are based on applicaole Regulatory
Guide assumptions. For the loss-of-coolant accident, Regulatory Guide 1.4
assumptions were used.

Protection from airborne radioactivity is provided by the control building
ventilation system operating in the post-accident mode. The post-accident
mode is initiated automatically by a high radiation alarm on any of four
monitors: 1) the air particulate and/or gas monitors in the plant vent
stack, and, 2) the area monitors in the Control Rcom and Emrgency Relo-
cation Area. Basically the post-accident operational mode consists of
closing all Control Room and ERA exhaust ports, providing controlled intake
to maintain a positive pressure, and recirculating the internal atmosphere.
This positive pressure prevents inleakage of potentially contaminated air
from surrounding spaces. Independent ventilation systems serve the ERA and
Control Room. Each system also continuously recirculates a considerable
quantity of air through the filters to remove any potential iodine activity
within the ERA and Control Room. A detailed description of the ventilation
system is given in Section 9.4.1 of the Plant Design Report.

The ventilation systems for the control room and ERA kave dual intakes

which are physically separated. Dual intakes allow outside air to be drawn
from a region where the concentration of radioactivity is relatively low
following an accident. The preferred air intake is automatically selected
in response to a wind direction controller to assure that the preferred
intake is on-line continuously. Radiation detectors will be used in the

ventilation air intakes as a precautionary measure to indicate any mea-
surable levels of activity and confirm the correctness of the chosen air

intake. The operator can override the automatic feature. Outside air is

brought in through charcoal fil ters at a maximum rate of 100 CFM as

necessary to maintein a positive pressure of 0.25" water pressure.
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IIIThe results of an extensive wind tunnel measurements program employing

V scale models of two Floating Nuclear Pcwer Plants located within a scale
model of a typical breakwater were used to determine locations for the

alternate control room ventilation intakes and to detennine the atmospheric
dispersion factors at the intakes used in accident analysis.

The pathways for internal contamination at the Control Room at TMI-2 were:
(a) lack of adequate control room access control, (b) access by contami-
nated personnel, (c) doors that were left open, and (d) the inability to
accurately monitor the control room atmosphere in the recirculation mode.

The FNP control room will not have the difficulties listed in (a), (b) and

(c), above, because as the plant will De provided with a dedicated Tech-
nical Support Center (TSC) and an onsite Operational Support Center to be
used as staging areas for emergency support personnel. Two radiation area
monitors are provided inside the control room to indicate possible control
room airborne contamination at all times. Portable iodine monitors also
will be avail ble to control room personnel.

O
The Floating Nuclear Plant has been reviewed against the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.78 and 1.95 end Standard Review Plans 2.2.1, 2.2.2,

2.2.3 and 6.4. As stated in the Safety Evaluation Report, the FNP design
meets the applicable requirements.

Section 9.3.7 of the Plant Design Report states that there are no toxic

gases stored on the FNP. The only hazardous chemicals used and stored on
board are sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid. Chlorine, normally used for
water treatment, is not a supply or storage item; sodium hypochlorite, used
as a biocide for the circulating water system, is generated on board as

described in Section 9.3.7 of the PDR.
|

|
,

| (1) " Wind Engineering Study of Atmospheric Disperison of Airborne Materials
! Released from a Floating Nuclear Power Plant", R. N. Meroney, et. al.,
p Colorado State University, August, 1974.

|

L/1
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Sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid are stored as liquid solutions in tanks
with separated retaining walls to contain the solutions in the unlikely
event of tank leakage or rupture. The tanks are located on the 100 ft.
level between bulkhead A & B and 5 & 6. This area is on the opposite side
of the plant and 54 fee; below the control room level. The vapor pressures
of the solutions are such that exposure of the liquid in the tanks to the
atmosphere does not present an airborne hazard. Leakage fr..n either a tank
or filling line will neither interfere with nortal operation of the plant
nor affect any safety related equipment.

Effects of offsit<. Storage of potentially toxic chemicals are site depen-
dent. Generic data have been calculated for use by the plant owner and are
presented in Section 6.5 of the POR.

O

|
|

|

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(3){i)

Subject: Experience Feedback
v

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the requirement has been met.
This infomation is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
50.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

Provide dministrative procedures for evaluating operating, design and
construction experience and for ensuring that applicable important industry
experiences will be provided in a timely manner to those designing and
constructing the plant. (I.C.5)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Offshore Power Systems policies and procedures establish a formal system
through which Nustry experience is continuously collected, screened and
distributed to those responsible for the various plant design and manu-

facturing functions. Significant experiences are evaluated to detemine if
changes are warranted to (1) the Floating Nuclear Plant design, (2) FNP
Manufacturing techniques and/or (3) Offshore Power Systems administrative

O)s procedures.
%./

The Nuclear Engineering Division has basic responsibility for administra-
tion of the experience feedback system. Specific tasks assigned to Nuclear
Engineering incl ude collection of experience data, initial screening,

distribution and record maintenance. Functional departments have responsi-
bility for detailed evaluation of significant industry experience items and
for effecting any required changes in plant design or manufacturing
techniques.

Offshore Power Systems has been collecting experience data in the form of
IAE Bulletins, Notices and Circulars since being placed on the Region II
distribution list (at our request) in 1978. In addition, operating experi-
ence data have been available from Westinghouse and in the fom of Licensee

Event Report Summaries. These sources will be expanded to include reports
issued by EPRI and INP0. Also available to Offshore Power Systems are the
infomation resources of the Westinghouse Owners' Group. Information will

)
%/
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also be available in the longer term from in-house preoperational testing
experience and from customers' in-service experience.

A formal Offshore Power Systems Engineering Procedure exists def'ning the
process by which (a) incoming infomation on industry experience is
screened, (b) information , determined in the screening process to be
potentially relevant to the FNP design and manufacturing processes, is
routed for evaluation by responsible design and/or manufacturing dis-
ciplines, and (c) a determination as to the need for action is made. The
procedure provides for init.'ating design and/or manufacturing change
documentation for those experience items for which a need for such change
is identified. The processes contained in the procedure are summarized
below as is the process by which a design change is made.

Initial screening of experience data are performed to reduce the volume of
material for which more detailed evaluation and disposition will be

required. The screening process will intercept edran:ous, insignificant or
duplicate experience reports, leaving only that infomation which has the
potential to cause design or procedural changes to be distributed for

action. In this way the experience feedback system is expected to have
minimum adverse impact on the balance of design and manufacturing
functions. The screening function will be performed by persons who are
qualified by experience and training to judge the potential significance to
plant design and construction activities.

| Experience data which are judged to be potentially significant will be
|
! distributed to the appropriate design and/or manufacturing organization for
I detailed evaluation and disposition. Since Offshore Power Systems engi-

neering is organized along functional lines (electrical, mechanical,

| structural, etc.) it will M a relatively simple task to establish the

appropriate distribution for design-related items. Experience reports
dealing primarily with plant construction will be distributed to a single
designated point within the Operations Department for further distribution
as appropriate. Quality Assurance will be included on the distribution for
all potentially significant experience reports. A lead manager (group) will
be assigned to each such experience report. This individual will be

|
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responsible for experience report eval uation. The lead manager is also
required to initiate any changes which the experience evaluation shows to

\ be warranted but, in any event, Nuclear Engineering is notified of the

deposition.

Changes resulting from the experience feedback system may affect documents
which come under the scope of the configuration control system. Configura-
tion control provides a fonnal device to manage changes to documents which
provide input to a more detailed level of design or which are released for
procurement or manufacture. Offshore Power Systems uses a formal configura-
tion control process to manage changes to documents which provide input to
a more detailed level of design or which are released for procurement or

manufacture. A required change, such as one resulting from feedback of
operating experience, must be processed through the configuration control
procedure which includes approval by nuclear engineering. Follow and
closecut of a change is completed by nuclear enginering following receipt
of notification from the responsible discipline identifying the code number
of the particular change. Nuclear engineering then completes the record by

p entering the appropriate infonnation on the list of feedback items.

(
At present, design activity on the FNP is in a holding status until suca
time as a customer is identified. Industry experience will be pursued

(during the holding period) to the point of entering each item in the
experience feedback process. Closecut of these items will be accomplished
once the FNP design process is re-activated.

The experience feedback system is structured in such a way as to be readily
auditable.
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(ii)

(]3\ Subject: Quality Assurance List

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infonnation to demonstrate that the requirement has been met.
This information is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
50.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

Ensure that the quality assurance (QA) list required by Criterion II, App.
B., 10 CFR Part 50 incledes all structures, systems, and components
important to safety. (I.F.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

Implementation of NRC requirements assure that QA measures are applied to a

comprehensive set of structures systems and components important to safety.
In addition to NRC requiements, Offshore Power Systems utilizes an internal
classification system which adds many structures, systems and components to
the Quality Assurance list which might not otherwise receivb more than
standard commercial Quality Assurance measures. The application of both NRC
and OPS Quality Assurance requirements to the FNP are outlined below.

The general design criteria for nuclear power plants are contained in 10
CFR 50, Appendix A. These criteria provide a broad definition of plant
structures, systems and components important to safety. The basic response
of Offshore Power Systems to each of the General Design Criteria is
contained in Section 3.1 of the Plant Design Report. NRC Quality Assurance
regulations are contained in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Through the mechanism
of regulatory guides the NRC has imposed Appendix B Quality Assurance
requirements to various structures, systems and components, based on the
characteristics of the particular structure, system or component concerned.
The QA program of OPS will apply to those structures, systems, and compo-
nents derived from the following documents:

o Appendix A of 10CFR50 - " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants." All structures, systems, and components important to safety
are those that provide reasonable assurance that the FNP can be
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

~)
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These structures, systems, and components can be derived from the
General Design Criteria.

o Regulatory Guide 1.26 identifies the nuclear plant fluid systems which
fall into quality classifications A, B, C and D. Offshore Power Systems
complies with this Regulatory Guice; however, im!ustry safety classi-
fications (1, 2, 3 and Non-Nuclear Safety or NHS) are used in place of
quality groups A, B, C and D. Offshore Power Systems procedures require
appropriate Appendix B Quality Assurance measures for all systems and
components classified as Safety Class 1, Safety Class 2, Safety Class 3
or NNS.

o Regulatory Guide 1.29 requires that the Quality Assurance Program of 10
CFR 50, Appendix B be applied to each of the structurcs, systems and
components listed in Regulatory Positions 1, 2 and 3. The Quality
Assurance measures invoked by Offshore Power Systems for Floating
Nuclear Plant structures, systems and components complies with Regula-
tory Guide 1.29.

o Regulatory Guide 1.120 establishes the QA requirements for the Fire
Protection Sy s tem. These requirements are unchanged from those of
Branch Technical Position APCSS 9.5-1 (Appendix A) which were committed

to in Offshore Power Systems Report RP06A30, " Floating Nuclear Plant
Fire Protection Eval uation", September,1977.

o Regulatory Guide 1.143 supplements Regulation Guides 1.26 and 1.29 for
Radwaste Systems. Regulatory Position 6 of this guide details an

acceptable Quality Assurance Program for Radwaste Systems. Offshore
Power Systems will meet or exceed the requirements of Position 6 in

i future design and manufacturing activities.

Offshore Power Systems engineering procedures require the responsible
engineers to classify each Floating Nuclear Plant structure and system
using a pre-defined set of classifications. This involves pcrforming an
engineering analysis evaluating the functional use of each item derived

from the above documents to determine it's importance to safety and the
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extent to which it falls under the control of the OPS QA program. This

activity is independently verified and the results documented for future

reference and audits. Offshore Power Systems Quality and Reliability

procedures estaD11sh three quality level s and provide the correlation
between the various engineering classifications and the three quality

levels. Quality Level 1 invokes appropriate portions of the full Quality

Assurance Program of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Quality Level 2 invokes (as a
minimum) requir sents for procurement document control, control of non-
conforming items and Quality Assurance records. Quality Level 3 recuires no
Quality Assurance measures beycr.d standard commercial practice. Both

engineering procedures and quality and reliability procedures receive

extensive management review during preparation and are approved for use at
a senior management level .

The combination of the classification assigned by the engineer responsible
for design and the correlation between engineering classification and

quality level provided in the Quality and Reliability Procedures assure
that appropriate quality requirements are invoked for structures, systems

O) and components as required by 10CFR50, Appendix A and Regulatory Guide
\v 1.29. The content of the relevant engineering and quality procedures are

discussed below.

Engineering procedures for classification of structures, systems and

components deal with fluid systems, electrical systems and structural
systems. The bases for fluid system classification are Regulatory Guides
1.26 and 1.29 and ANSI Standard N18.2. Systems are classified as Safety
Class 1, 2, 3 or NNS (corresponding to quality groups A, B, C and D defined
by NP.C). This classification is on a functional basis, and the safety class
definitions are provided in Section 3.2.2.1 of the Plant Design Repot t. All
Safety Class 1 and 2 fluid systeias and most Safety Class 3 systems are
classified Seismic Category 1 in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.29; all
systems and components classified Safety Class 1, 2 or 3 are assigned to
Quality Level 1. Systems and components classified NNS are assigned Quality

Level 3. This process is explained in further detail in Sction 3.2.1 of the
Plant Design Report. As noted earlier in this response, Offshore Power
Systems will modify the fluid system classificatica scheme as necessary to
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incorporate the requirements of Regulatory Guides 1.120 and 1.143 for the
fire protection systems and radwaste systems, respectively.

I I

in addition to the safety-related bases for clersi fying fl uid systems,
Offshore Power Systems also classifies systems on the basis of their
importance in reliable power production. Two plant " utility" classes (1 and
2) are defined, with Quality Level 1 and Quality Level 2 applied, respec-
tively. Because of these additional classifications (and associated quality
level requirements) many FNP systems and components have been included

within the Quality Program which otherwise would not be and which might
prove of benefit in accident prevention and/or mitigation.

The classification of electrical equipment is in 1ccordance with the
requirements of IEEE-279 (which is required by 10CFR50.55a) as described in

Section 3.2.2 of the Plant Design Report. Systems and components designated
Class IE in accordance with IEEE-279 are seismically designed. Quality
Level 1 is assigned to Class 1E systems and components. The scope of the
systems classified 1E and the seismic design requirements applied to these
systems satisfy 10CFR50, Appendix A and Regulatory Guide 1.29. Non-Class 1E '

'
I'electrical equipment that is important to safety and derived from Appendix

A of 10CFR50 is assigned quality assurance requirements consistent with
Quality l ~ 1 2 (as a minimum). Examples are the Floating Nuclear Plant
transfo- .1d switchgear which are part of the offsite power system
required uy 69C-17. The electrical classification system classifies both

I power systems and instrumentation-control systems.

|
The classification of structural systems complies with Regulatory Guide

| 1.29 and 10CFR50, Appendix A. Three structural classifications (ST-1, ST-2
and ST-3) are defined with ST-3 being applied to all structures not

classified either ST-1 or ST-2. ST-1 applies to structures which house,
support or protect safety class systems and components and whose failure
could lead to loss of the safety function. Quality Level 1 is assigned to

| structures classified ST-1. ST-2 applies to structures adjacent to
1
' structures classified ST-1, where collapse of the structure might lead to

I loss of function of safety systems housed, supported or protected by the
1

O
|
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' adjacent ST-1 structure. Quality Level 2 is assigned to structures classi-
fled ST-2. Structural classification is discussed in 0 :tir 0.2.2.3 of theO Plant Design Report.

.

The structural classification system applies not only to buidings but also
to component supports. Thus, within a bui', ding, piping, cable tray ed the
like are supported based, in part, on an analysis of the consequences of
their collapse. As noted earlier, some systems are Seismic Category I (and
therefore ST-1 and Quality Level 1) because of Regulatory Guide 1.29

functional requirements. Other systems whose function does not require
classification to ST-1 will be so classified, if their collapse would

impare the function of a structure, system or componert whose function does
require ST-1 classification. Assignment to ST-1 and ST-2 therefore results
from both functional and analytical bases, and appropriate analyses are
performed as required to support the selection of ST-2 instead of ST-1.

The following sumary (see next page) indicates the Quality Level assigned
to some Floating Nuclear Plant systems which are of particular interest in
light of the accident at Three Mile Island. As this sumary indicates, the'

Q application of quality assurance measures is very extensive in the Floating
Nuclear Plant.

.

Ov
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SYSTEM QUALITY LEVEL

All structures, systems and 1

components listed in Regulatory
Guides 1.26 and 1.29

Main Steam, including steam dump 1 (Note 1)

Main Condensers 2 - tubes
1 - shell

Circulating Water 2

Condensate Polishing 1 (Note 1)

Condensate - Feedwater 1 (Note 1)

Instrument Air 2

Emergency Instrument Air 1

Containment Post-Accident Sampling i

Nuclear Plant Sampling System 1

Steam Generator Blowdown 1 (Note 1)

O
(1) Quality level 1 applies to main components and flowpaths. Lesser levels

may be applied elsewhere in the system.

Offshore Power Systems engineering procedures provide for the identifica-
tion of structures, systems ar.d components (including related consumables)
to which are applied each of the three OPS quality levels. These struc-
turcs, systems and components (alcng with the assigned quali ty level)
appear in the Material Order List (MOL) which, when complete, will catalog
the totality of materials required to fabricate a Floating Nuclear Plant.
The Offshore Power Systems procedure which establishes the MOL identifies
the persons responsible for its preparation and distribution. Since the MOL
is computerized, it can be readily sorted by quality level (or other
characteristic) to provide a sumary of materials receiving each level of
quality assurance. In the system of design, procurement and manaufacture
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:

employed at Offshore Power Systems, the M0L is not the document which
controls the level of quality assurance applied to materials. Rather, theN

MOL functions as a master data sunnary.

The quality level required for various methods is defined initially in

engineering specifications and subsequently in purchase specifications.
These and related documents (such as flow diagrams, layout drawings, etc.)
come under the scope of the formal configuration control system. Briefly,!

the configuration control system requires a written request for a design
change including identification of all affected documents followed by
fonnal review, including Quality Assurance and Management.

When a document which establishes design information (for example, safety
class or quality level) is changed, appropriate revisions are made to the
MOL as a part of the change process. Thus, changes to the MOL are in-

; directly controlled through the configuration control system. More im-

portantly, those documents which directly affect quality are directly

controlled.
m

) Additional information is contained in the response to
10 CFR 50.34(e)(3)(iii).

1

i

i

,
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(fii)
n

Subject: Quality Assurance Program

To satisfy the follcwing requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the requirement has been met.
This information is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
50.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

Establish a quality assurance (QA) program based on consideration of: (A)
ensuring independence of the organization perfoming checking functions
from the organization responsible for performing the functions; (B)
perfoming quality assurance / quality control functions at construction
sites to the maximum feasible extent; (C) including QA personnel in the
documented review of and concurrence in quality related procedures asso-
ciated with design, construction and installation; (D) establishing
criteria for detemining OA programmatic requirements; (E) establishing
qualification requirements for QA and QC personnel; (F) sizing the QA staff
commensurate with its duties and responsibilities; (G) establishing
procedures for maintenance of "as-built" documentation; and (H) providing a
QA role in design and analysis activities. (I.F.2)

0FFSh0RE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

p Tiie eight criteria contained in the rule have been developed in consider-
( able detail in a staff position paper entitled, " Proposed Quality Assurance,

Guidance to Satisfy NUREG-0718 and Proposed Rule." Each of the requirements

of this position paper is addressed in the description of the Orfshore
Power Systems Quality Program in Chapter 17. Although the staff position
paper is addressed in its entirety in this response, it should be noted
that some of the requirements apply to 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(ii) and (vii).

p,

b
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(iv)

Subject: Dedicated Containment Penetrations1

To satisfy the following requiremerits, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the requirement has been met.
This information is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
S0.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

Provide one or more dedicated containment penetrations, equivalent in size
to a single 3-foot diameter opening, in order not to preclude future
instalation of systems to prevent containment failure, such as a filtered
vented containment system. (II.B.8)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

The FNP containment design will reserve space for four 18 inch diameter
penetrations in order not to preclude the installation of systems to

prevent containment f ailure. These penetrations will be located at
0approximately 230 foot elevation on the containment 180 azimuth and will

be capped and seal welded. These penetrations will meet all requirements
for spare penetrations. ,

O

.

(

|

|

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34I e)(3)(v)

(] Subject: Degraded Coie Matters

To satisfy the folf owing requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the requirement has been met.
This information is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
50.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

Provide preliminary design infomation at a level of detail consistent with
that normally required at the construction pennit stage of review suffi-
cient to demonstrate that: (II.B.8)

(A) Containment integrity will be maintained (i.e., for steel containments
by meeting the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section III, Division 1, Sub-subarticle NE-3220, Service Level C
Limits, except that evaluation of instability is not required,
considering pressure and dead load alone. For concrete containments
by meeting the requirements of the ASME Boiler Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III, Division 2 Subsubarticle CC-3720, Factored Load Category,
considering pressure and dead load alone) during an accident that
releases hydrogen generated from 100% fuel clad metal-water reaction
accompanied by either hydrogen burning or the added pressure from
post-accident inerting assuming carbon dioxide is the inerting agent,
depending upon which option is chosen for control of hydrogen. As a
minimum, the specific code requirements set forth above appropriate

/ for each type of containment will be met for a combination of dead
Q) load and an internal pressure of 45 psig. Modest deviations from

these criteria will be considered by the staff, if good cause is shown
by an applicant. Systems necessary to ensure containment integrity
shall also be demonstrated to perform their function under these
conditions.

(B) The containment and assaciated systems will provide reasonable'

assurance that uniformly - distributed hydrogen concentrations do not
exceed 10% during and fulowing an accident that releases an equiva-
lent amount of hydrogen as would be generated from a 100% fuci clad
metal-water reaction, or tnat the post-accident atmosphere will not
support hydrogen combustion.

(C) The facility design will provide reasonable assurance that, based on a
100% fuel clad metal-water reac tion, combustible concentrations of
hydrogen will not collect in areas where unintended combustion or
detonation could cause loss of containment integrity or loss of
appropriate mitigating features.

(D) If the option chosen for hydrogen control is post-accident inerting:
(1) Containment structure loadings produced by an incdvertent full
iiierting (assuming carbon dioxide), but not including seismic or
design basis accident loadings will rot produce stresses in steel
containments in excess of the limits set forth in the ASME Boiler and

a Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1, Sub-subarticle NE-3220,
l J Service Level A Limits, except that evaluation of instability is not
(
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required (for concrete containments the loadings specified above will
not produce strains in the containment liner in excess of the limits
set forth in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Division 2, Subsubarticle CC-3720, Service Load Category), (2) A
pressure test, which is required, of the containments, at 1.10 and
1.15 times (for steel and concrete containments, respectively) the
pressure calculated to result from carbon dioxide inerting can be
safely conducted, (?) Inadvertent full inerting of the containment can
be safely accommodated during plant operation.

(E) If the option chosen for hydrogen control is a distributed ignition
system, equipment necessary for achieving and maintaining safe
shutdown of the plant and maintaining containment integrity shall be
designed to perform its function during and after beig exposed to the
environmental conditions created by activation of the distributed
ignition system.

OFFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE

(A) The following subsections discuss the pressure response of containment
to an accident in which a large amount of hydrogen is produced and the
capability of containment to withstand internal pressure. As will be
seen, the calculated peak pressure is well within the minimum contain-
ment pressure capability required by the Commission. Equipment

survivability in the post-accident containment is also addressed.

Containment Rc ponse

To control hydrogen that could be released during a postulated

degraded core accident, Offshore Power Systems will incorporate a
distributed ignition sys tem into the FNP containment design. The

Hydrogen Ignition System is described in the response to 10CFR50.34
(e)(2)(fx) and is assumed to function in the analyses described below.

i

III1. Recent analyses perfonned for the Sequoyah ice condenser con-
tainment with the current version of the CLASIX computer program

i provide a realistic analysis of ice condenser containment response
to hydrogen combustion. The Sequoyah analyses use hydrogen produc-

tion rates representative of a small break accident scenario with

|
.

(1) Tennessee Valley Authority, " Resolution of Equipment Survivability
i Issues for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant", Section 2.1,, May 29,1981.
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a maximum rate of approximately one pound per second and an
average rata of approximately one-half pound per second. These3,

'

analyses abo consider ignition between 6 and 10 percent hydrogen
by volume as supported by recent Fenwal test data (2)(3) on glow
plug ignitor performance, have a two node representation of the
ice condenser, and include both convective and radiant heat

transfer to passive heat sinks. Peak calculated pressures in these
analyses are 12 to 13 psig. Because of the large similarities
betwan ice condenser containment designs, these resul ts are
representative of peak pressures expected to he calculated for the
FN? containment. These similarities are discussed in the following

'

paragraphs.

The FNP and the Sequoyah Nuclear Plantt have the characteristic
geu try and general design features associated with ice condenser
containment designs. In general, the heat removal capacity of the
FNP is greater than the heat removal capacity of the Sequoyah
plants. For heat removal in the ice condenser, the Sequ - plants

6have a minimum ice weight of 2.22 x 10 pounds while the FNP has a
[s\ 6minimum ice weight of 2.55 x 10 pounds. For heat removal by

sprays, both the FNP and the Sequoyah plants have sprays only in
the containment upper compartmant. The Sequoyah spray capacity is
9500 gpm. The FNP spray capacity is 12000 gpm. Passive heat sinks
have not been explicitly compared but are believed to be similar.
These are of secondary importance to hydrogen transient analyses.

|

1

(2) Tennessee Valley Authority, Sequoyar. Nutitar Plant, "Research Program
.

on Hydrogen Combustion and Control - Quarterly Progress Report #2", !

March 16,1981. .
'(3) Tennessee Valley Authority, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, " Report on the

Safety Evaluation of the Interim Distributed Igqition System",
Decemt,er 15, 1980.

O
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The FNP and the Sequoyah nuclear pl ants have air return and
hydrogen skimer systems of simiiar design and capacity. In both I |

pl ant designs, there are two air retdrn fans. Each fan takes

primary suction from the upper compartment and hydrogen skimer
suction from the dead ended regions. The fans discharge to the
lower compartment through the fan / accumulator rooms. In both plant
designs, each air return fan circulates 40,000 gpm of containment
atmosphere from the upper compartment to the lower compartment.

2. Analyses were performed for the FNP using a preliminary version of(

the CLASIX computer program. These analyses were perfonned to
evaluate the sensi tivity of containment response to hydrogen

release rate. The analyses assumed a) hydrogen is released to the
containment at a ccrstant rate between 0.5 and 5.0 pounds per
second, b) the total amount of hydrogen released to the contain-

i ment is equivalent to the amount af hydrogen generated by a 100
percent fuel clad metal-water reaction, c) containment safeguards
are fully operational, o} the flame speed is 6 f t/sec with no
mul ti pl e ignitions, and e) complete combustion occurs with

ignition at a hydrogen concentration of 10 percent by volume. The
version of CLASIX used in these analyses has a conservative single
node model of the ice condenser and includes convective but not
radiant heat transfer to passive heat sinks.

The hydrogen release rates used in the analyses are not represen-
tative of specific accident scenarios. Constant values of 0.5

lbm/sec and 1.0 lbm/sec were chosen because the." are, respective-
ly, the average and peak hydrogen release rates from MARCH results
for an S2D sequence prior to reactor vessel melt through. The S2D
sequince is a small break loss of coolant accident with failure of

safety injection. This transient is similar to the TMI accident

and has been used for analyses of ice condenser containment

response to hydrogen burns by the Tennessee Valley Authority, Duke
Power Company, and American Electric Power Service Corporation.
Additional cases were run using multiples of the peak S2D value to
avaluate the relative importance of the hydrogen release rate.
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The steam release rates were assumed to be constant during the |

period of hydrogen production. For the case in which the hydrogenv

release rate is the peak value from MARCH resul ts for an S20
sequence prior to reactor vessel melt through, the corresponding
steam mass and energy release rates are the MARCH predicted values
at the time of peak hydrogen release. Additional cases use

hydrogen release rates that are multiples of the peak S2D rate and
steam release rates that are corresponding multiples of the MARCH
predicted values at the time of peak hydrogen release.

The FNP containment lower compartment, ice condenser, upper
compartment, and dead ended regions were represented by four
elements. The upper compartment spray, the ice condenser lower and

intermediate deck doors, the air return fans, and the hydrogen
'

skimer system were included in the model. Heat transfer to the

ice and to various structures within the containment was al so
included in the analyses. Containment safeguards were assumed to

(3 be fully operational. Specific input parameters used in the,

\ analyses are a combination of generic ice condenser containmenti

parameters such as ice condenser door parameters, typical ice
condenser containment parameters such as compartment volumes, flow

path parameters, and passive heat sink parameters, and FNP
specific parameters such as spray and air return fan flow rates.

A summary of the results of those analyses is given in Table C-9.
For the cases considered, the peak calculated containment pressure
during a hydrogen burn was 34 psig which is well below the minimum
required containment " Service Level C" pressure capability of 45
psig. These analyses are considered conservative because they
include 1) high hydrogen release rates, 2) a high hydrogen
ignition setpoint, 3) e single node representation of the ice
condenser, and 4) no radiant heat transfer.

i

3. One additional transient was analyzed to determine the sensitivity

Q of the pressure response to a single failure. The failure assumed
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was that of one of the four diesel generators during a loss of
offsite power. This could result in one of the fan: and one of the

{ }
spray trains not functioning, with a net reduction of 50% in the

air return capacity and 25% in the spray flow rate. This sensitiv-
ity analysis was performed using the 5 pound per second hydrogen
release rate discussed in the imediately preceeding paragraphs.
The r.et effect was to increase the peak containment pressure from
30.3 psig to 37.6 psig. Even with this additional conservatism,
the maximum pressure is well below the required containment
pressure capability.

4. Continuous burning in the ice condenser has been previously
considered. The consequences of continuous burning in the ice
condenser could be the volatization of some of the foam insulation
of the ice condenser. The effects of this type of transient were
evaluated for the McGuire Nuclear StationN. It was concluded that
the volatization and burning of the gas resul ting from this

transient would have an insignificant effect on containment

pressure.

Although the configuration of the ice condenser insulation system
in the FNP is identical to that of McGuire, there may be some

differences in the foam itsel f. If these differences are sub-

stantial, an analysis will be performed to assure that the

consequences of foam volatization are insignificant.

E "In the Matter of Duke Power Company, Supplemental Initial Oecision",
ASLB, Socket Nos. 50-369-01, and 50-370-02, dated May 26, 1981, pp.
27-29.

O
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Containment Functional Capability
(.,
(

The Floating Nuclear Plant steel containment vessel consists of the
' containment shell and the containment base plate as described in the

Plant Design Report (PDR) Sections 3.8.2.6 & 3.8.2.8, respectively.
The current design of the containment vessel is based on the unifonn
internal design pressure of 15 psig given in PDR Section 6.2.1.2 and
the non-uniform transient pressures given in PDR Chapter 15. Analyses
of the containment functional capability have been performed for the
current containment design. The results are sumarized in Figure C-15.
In the analyses, the following calculation methods and design param-
eters were considered:

1. Shell capability was determined as the pressure producing gross
yield behavior. Yield was based on Von Mises criterion.

2. Actual yield stress used in the calculation was assumed to be

equal to 120% of the specified minimum yield stress.

3. A hand calculation was performed on the shell with smeared out

hoop stiffeners. This approach was verified by finite element

elasto-plastic analyses of panels with discrete longitudinal and
hoop stiffeners. The latter analyses were derived from work done
by OPS for the Sequoyah and McGuireM ice condenser containment.

,

4. Platfonn capability was calculated using plastic analysis methods.

5. Evaluation of the shell/ platform interface was based on the area
of the platform structure backing up the conta'nment shell as

shown in Figures C-16 and C-17, and Table C-10.

6. Buckling analyses of the tortspherical dome of the containment
shell and the spherical cap of the equipment access hatch were

based on realistic buckling criteria.

f' - "An Analysis of Hydrogen Control Measures at McGuire Nuclear Station,"
' Volume 2, Section 4.2.5, Duke Power Company, November 17, 1980.
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Modifications to the containment were investigated and the results
indicated that the containment functional capability can be increased
from 55 psig to a pressure of 80 psig within the existing design

concept and without excessive impact on the plant design (see Table
C-11.

The containment vessel will be upgraded to meet the requirements of
the ASME Code Service Level C Limits, excluding evaluation of in-

s tabi l i ty , considering pressure and dead load alone, during an

accident that releases hydrogen generated from 100T, fuel clad metal-
water reaction accompanied by hydrogen burning. Results to date
indicated that the hydrogen burning pressure load is considerably less
than 45 psig. Therefore, a minimum internal pressure of 45 psig is
specified for the above design consideration.

,

Internal Containment Structures
Based on our review of analyses performed on ice condenser contain-
ments, it is our judgment that differential pressures across internal
structures during hydrogen burning will not challenge the integrity of
those structures. We therefore concl ude that there is reasonable
assurance that containment internal structures can withstand the
effects of hydrogen burning. Analysis will be perfomed to define the
environmental conditions inside containment within two eyars af ter

issuance of the Floating Nuclear P11nt Manufacturing License. These

|
analyses will be utilized to confirm that the containment internal

l structures accomcdate hydrogen burning.
|

|

| Equipment Survivability
1
' The systems necessary to maintain containment integri ty will be

designed to perform their function under the conditions calculated to
occur during the operation of the distributed ignition system. The

| identification, location, evaluation, and protection (if necessary) of
| equipment associated with such systems will be established during the

FNP final design.

| O
i
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(B) Based on the analyses discussed in the response to ( A) and the results
/''N of tests on glow plug ignitor perfonnance, it is concluded that with

the use of a distributed hydrogen ignition system there is reasonable
assurance that uniformly distributed hydrogen concentrations can be
controlled to 10 percent or less following an accident that releases
hydrogen generated from 100 percent fuel clad metal-water reaction.

(C) The ice condenser containment incorporates many features and processes
that enhance nearly complete mixing of the containment atmosphere and
prevent hydrogen pocketing. These include the air return fans, the
hydrogen skimer system, the upper compartment spray system, natural
circulation, and diffusion. The air return fans circulate air from the

upper compartment, through the fan / accumulator rooms, and into the
main area of the lower compartment where convection currents mix it
with the lower compartment atmosphere. The flow then proceeds through
the ice condenser back into the upper compartment. Mixing is promoted
both by induced turbulence within each compartment and by flow between
compartments. With a recirculation flow of 80,000 cubic feet per min-

'] ute, the equivalent of the entire containment atmosphere is circulated
(V once every 15 minutes.

The hydrogen skimmer system takes suction from the top of the upper
compartment (at the containment dome) and from dud-ended regions in
the lower compar tment as described in Section 6.4.1 of the Plant

Design Report. This flow is added to the main recirculation flow and
discharged into the fan / accumulator rooms in the lower compartment.
The low desig , flow rate of the skimer system acts to isolate the

dead-ended regions from the bulk of the lower compartment (where
hydrogen would be released), thereby preventing significant inflow and
subsequent buildup of hydrogen in these regions.

The spray system causes strong turbulence and mixing in the upper

compartment due largely to momentum transfer between the spray

droplets and the air. Shear forces between the sprayed region and the
relatively small unsprayed region promote mixing in the latter areas.

O
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Existing features and processes of the ice condenser containment
promote mixing and prevent pocketing. With these features and

judicious location of ignitors, there is reasonable assurance that

combustible concentrations of hydrogen will not collect in areas where
unintended combustion or detonation could cause loss of containment
integrity or loss of appropriate mitigating features.

(D) Post accident inerting is not proposed for the FNP; therefore this
item is not applicable.

(E) The equipment necessary to maintain containmen+ integrity and the
equipment considered necessary for achieving and maintaining a safe
shutdown will be designed and qualified to perform its function under
the conditions calculated to occur during the operation of the

distributed ignition system. The identification, location, eval u-

ation, and protaction (if necessary) of such equipment will be

established during FNP final design.

O

O
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i

TABLE C-9,

CLASIX Analysis of Variable H Release Rate
2

Hydrogen Release Rate 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 4

(1bm/sec),

i

Number of burrs LC 11 5 6 4 3 2
IC 5 0 3 1 2 0

i UC 0 2 1 2 2 3
DE O 0 0 0 0 0

Total H Burned (lbm) 1424 1570 1486 1668 1822 18992

Peak Containment 11.8 25.3 24.3 24.7 33.8 30.3
Pressure (psig)

Peak Temperature (F) LC 1296 1120 1030 885 938 923
IC 950 1145 1136 1747 ----

UC 278 276 276 307 287--

DE -- -- -- -- -- --

O Average Magnitude LC 105 125 130 145 150 155
of Burns (1bm) IC 50 -- 70 75 75 --

450 500 500 450+ 500UC --

+ Concurrent LC, IC, UC burn in this case is nard to define.
|

One other UC burn consumers 450 lbm. i

i .

.1

Note: These analyses are considered conservative because they include
1) high hydrogen production rates, 2) a high hydrogen ignition i

setpoint, 3) a single node representation of the ice condenser,
and 4) no radiant heat transfer.

:
.I

i

O
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TABLE C-10
)

PRESSURE CAPABILITY OF CONTAINMENT SHELL-PLATF0hM JUNCTION

f'

' SUPPORT SUPPORT AREA BETWEEN S'JPPORT LOCATIONS
LOCATION- FROM DWGS. EQUIV. SHELL EQUIV. PRESSURE2(IN ) THICKNESS (IN) TO PRODUCE YIELD

TN THE SHFT1. (PST)

A 256
.79 99.44

B 126
.49 61.86

C 215

Cl * 207 1.09 137.09

C2 * 207 1.09 137.09

D 215
.49 61.86

E 126
.79 99.44,

i F 256
.58 72.85

G 276
.39 87.39'

H 126

Os
.50 63.24

222i

.76 95.90
J 218

.76 95.90
K 222

.50 63.24
L 126

.69 87.39
M 276

.58 72.85
A -

A thru F 1608 .71 89.49

G thru M 1466 .65 81.58

* C1 and C2 are intervals on the containment shell circumference between support
locations C and D as shown in Figure C-12.
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1

TABLE C-11

O
CONTAINENT MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR 80 PSIG CAPABILITY

t

1. INCREASE THICKNESS OF SHELL (ELEVATION 199'4" TO 224'0") FROM 5/8" TO 1".
'

2. INCREASE THICKNESS OF SHELL (ELEVATION 162'2" TO 199'4") FROM 7/8" TO 1".

3. INCREASE CAPABILITY OF EQL'IPMENT HATCH COVER BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

A) INCREASE THICKNESS FROM 1-3/8" TO 1-3/4".

B) ADD STIFFENERS TO PREVENT BUCKLING.

C) REVERSE ORIENTATION S0 THAT PRESSURE ON COVER IS INTERNAL PRESSURE.

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(vi)

Subject: External Hydrogen Recombiners

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient infomation to demonstrate that the requirement has been met. I

inis infomation is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
50.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

For plant designs with external hydrogen recombiners, provide redundant
dedicated containment preparations so that, assuming a single failure, the
recombiner systems can be connected to the containment atmosphere.
(II.E.4.1)

| OfSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE
!

!

This requirement does nat apply to the Floating Nuclear Plant because the
hydrogen recombiners are located inside containment.

.)

!

!

I

't

'l

O
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REGULATION 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(vii)
p Subject: Management of Design and Construction Activities

To satisfy the following requirements, the application shall provide
sufficient information to demonstrate that the requirement has been met.
This information is of the type customarily required to satisfy 10 CFR
50.34(a)(1) or to address the applicant's technical qualifications and
management structure and competence.

Provide a description of the management plan for design and construction
activities, to include: (A) the organizational and unagement structure
singularly responsible for direction of design and construction of the
proposed plant; (B) technical resources directed by the applicant; (C)
details of the interaction of design and construction within the appli-
cant's organization and the manner by which the applicant will ensure close
integraticn of the architect engineer and the nuclear steam supply vendor;
(D) proposed procedures for handling the transition to operation; (E) the
degree of top level management oversight and technical control to be
exercised by the applicant during design and construction, including the
reparation and implementation of procedures necessary to guide the effort.
II.J.3.1)

0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS RESPONSE
4

Offshore Power Systems was formed in 1972 for the sole pur;;ose of de-
U signing, manufacturing and marketing Floating Nuclear Plants. For this

; eason many of the concerns which underlie these requirements are in-
her6ntly satisfied by the way in which Offshore Power Systems operates. The
following paragraphs respond to the five specific requirements set forth in
the rule. Additional infonnation relitive to Quality Assurance is contained
in the response to 10CFR50.34(e)(3)(iii).

A. The organization and management structure singularly responsible for
design and manufacture of the FNP is described in Chapter 13 (Section
13.1).

B. Offshore Power Systems' present technical resources as well as pro-
jected level s of staffing during final design and manufacture are

presented in Chapter 13 (Section 13.1).

In early 1979, faced with cancellation of existing contracts for four

(N plants. Offshore Power Systems was forced to reduce manpower level and
Q
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to suspend near-term plans to progress into the final plant design and
manufacturing phases. As of January 1979 the preliminsry design of the
FNP had been substantially completed to the extent required by 10CFR50,
Appendix M to support the initial issuance of the manufacturing

,

license. Since the 1979 force reduction Off shore Power Systems has

perfomed only these minimal engineering tasks required for NRC to
complete review of the manufacturing license application (1)(2) . Thus,
the present design of the FNP was developcd by the organization which
was in existence prior to 1979. This organization which, wi th some
variations existed during the preliminary design pnase, is shown in
Figure C-18 (reprinted from Amendment 24). ne organizational fun.:tions
applicable to the preliminary design phase are the same as those

discussed in the present Chapter 13 (Section 13.1). The present
division of responsibilities between the Power Systems Technology and
the Marine Design functions did not exist during preliminary design, as

,

these functions were perfomed by the single Engineering Department.
The Offshore Power Systems technical resources during preliminary
design (prior to the 1979 force reduction) is reasonably charactorized
by the data in Table C-12. Prior to 1979 the Vice President, Engi-
neering was Mr. A.R. Collier, who is now the President of Offshore

Power Systems. The Director, Product Assurunce was transferred to
another Westinghouse division foilowing the 1979 force reduction. For
completeness his resume is presented in Table C-13.

C. The interaction of Offshore Power .jstems engineering functions is

depicted in basic form in Figure C-19 and described below.

(1) The exception is the design effort to incorporate a refractory ladle in
the reactor cavity.

(2) The intent was ccm 4nicated to NRC in Of fshore Power Systems' letter
FNP-PAL-022 (P.B. Haga to R.L. Baer) dated May 11, 1979.

O
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During the conceptual design stage, Engineering produces data (such as
' basic system descriptions) which begin to translate the plant speci-

fication into hardware. Based on this early information, Operationsx

begins the manufacturing planning cycle through development of the
Level I Manufacturing Assembly Plan (MAP). The Level I (1AP is a logic
network which links approximately 50 major activities in the manufac-
ture of an FNP. These activities are divided among the major areas of
the plant, e.g., platfonn, containment, turbine building, etc. Thc
Level I MAP provides Engineering with the initial definition of the
sequence in which plant design infonnation must be produced in order to
support the manufactuuring schedul e. In addition, the procurement
schedule for long lead time items is based on the Level ! MAP.

The next phase in manufacturing planning takes place in parallel with
the prody-tion of plant definition drawings by Engineering. These
drawings, examples of which are fluid systems flow diagrams, define the
performance and basic configuration of the plant including regulatory
requirements. This phase in manufacturing planning results in produc-

/7 tion of the Level II MAP. Iike the Level I MAP, the Level II MAP is a
logic network which defines the interdependencies of approximately
2000-3000 manufacturing, assembly and testing activities required for
one FNP. During development of the Level II PAP the plant is divided
spatially into planning areas which are used to organize future
engineering effort in accordance with the sequence of plant assembly
being planned by Operations. Planning area boundaries are established
in an interactive manner by Engineering and Operations. The Level II
PAP provides a breakdown of the work required within each planning
area. Task duration times are then estimated, resulting in the produc-
tion of material and drawing due dates.

As the plant design progresses to greater levels of detail, Engineering
prepares layout drawings, composites and models. Composites and models
display the arrangement of all systems and structures within a space
and are used primarily to avoid interferences but also for detailed

manufacturing sequence planning and producability analysis by Opera-

O} tions. These engineering outputs are used by Operations to develop the
t

V
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Level III MAP which, unlike MAP-I and MAP-II is not a logic network.
The Level !!! MAP translates each of the activities defined in the
Level II MAP into work activities from which specific requirements for'

manufacturing drawings are defined. Thrcughout this phase Operations
! and Engineering personnel work together to assure that the organization

of manufacturing drawings reflect the way in which the plant will be
manufactured.

The final level of detailed design results in production of mawfac-
turing drawings. The Offshore Power Systems procedure for signoff of
manufacturing drawings requires approval by Operations. As manufac-
turhg drawings are released by Engineering, Operations develops
process sheets which define the various manufacturing, assembly and/or
installation steps required to implement each manufacturing drawing.
Process sheets are the principal means of interpreting and communicat-
ing the work, regulatory requirements and other infomation depicted on
manufacturing drawings and referenced documents. Process sheets are,
there fore, cor. trolled documents and are cross-referenced to other

documents which, if revised, might require revision of related process
sheets.

The method by which Offshore Power Systems and Westhghouse assure
proper integration of the Nuclear Steam Supply System is as follows.

Functions are established within both Westinghouse and Offshore Power
Systems to assure an orderly flow of infomation between the two
organizations. Within Offshore Power Systems, the responsibility for
coordination of NSSS matters rests with the Chief Engineer, Mechanical
Engineering who has appointed an NSSS Coordinator. It is through the
NSSS Coordinator and the Westinghouse Project Manager that infomation
is exchanged as required to assure proper integration of the NSSS
within the FNP.

Westinghouse supplies a Plant Information Package which provides
interfacing information of the following general nature: system design
criteria, analysis criteria, equipment speci fications; assembly,
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installation and operating guidelines and information on radiological

O and water chemistry control. In addition the Plant Information Package
specifies functional requirements for balance-of-plant systems and
specifies the general requirements for Westinghouse review of OPS
design documents related to the NSSS.

In addition to engineering coordination, Offshore Power Systems quality
assurance acts in concert with the Westinghouse organization to assure
that Westinghouse suppliers perform to the applicable specifications.
Offshore Power Systems also conducts audits of the Westinghouse QA
Program as it relates to NSSSs for the Floating Nuclear Plants.

D. Plant operation is the responsibility of the owner and the transition
to operation will be addressed in the owner's construction permit and
operating license applications. There are, however, numerous ways in
which Offshore Power Systems will be prepared to assist the owner's
transition to plant operation. Offshore Power Systems will offer to
the owner the following opportunities for plant familiarization and
training:

1. Customer review of plant specifications and other design documents

2. Customer hands-on participation in plant pre-operational testing
activities

3. Customer participation in QA activities related to plant manufacture
4. Participation in preparation of the plant data package including

test results and their evaluation, QA records and as-built documen-
tation

5. Classroom training by OPS persorinel covering Floating Nuclear Plant
Structures and Systems. General training in nuclear technology and
in specific NSSS design topics is offered by Westinghouse, and is
not duplicated by Offshore Power .,ystems.

Af ter the first FNP becomes operational, subsequent purchasing util-
ities will have the unique opportunity to obtain field familiarization
in a plant virtually identical to their own. Although OPS cannot r,ake
comitments for its customers, it is likely that a limited number of
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personnel from a prospective FNP owner would be welcome to observe and

assist in the operation of another Floating Nuclear Plant.

E. Total responsibility for design and construction of the Floating

Nuclear Plant rests with the President of Offshore Power Systems.

Specific functions are delegated as described in Chapter 13 (Section
13.1.). Oversignt and technical control is exercised at these levels of
manageme7t.

O
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TABLE C-12
SUMMARY OF 0FFSH0RE POWER SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL RESOURCES DURING THE
FLOATING NUCLEAR PLANT PRELIMINARY DESIGN PHASE (1)(2)

O
/

D

8 &@
N

N0. BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 5 '' 28 40 |

N0. MASTERS DEGREES 30 4 3

NO. DOCTORATE DEGREES 4 0 0

'
%

TOTAL MAN-YEARS DEGREED EXPERIENCE 1295 502 1129

N0. NON-DEGRTED TECH'.ICAL PERSONNEL 150(3) _ _

r TOTAL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 236 32 43

!
j NOTES

(1) CORRESPONDS TO ORGANIZATION CHART GIVEN IN FIGURE C-14.
(2) DATA FOR DEGREED PERSONNEL EXTRACTED FROM AMENDMENTS 16 AND 24.,

| (3) APPROXIMATE PEAK NUMBER OF PERSONNEL WORKING IN DESIGN AND
| DRAFTING POSITIONS.

.
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TABLE C-13

w/ SUMMARY OF EXPERIENCE

DIRECTOR, PRODUCT ASSURANCEs

Education

B.S. Metallurgical Engineering, University of Illirois

Summary Experience

1975-1979 Director, Product Assruance
0FFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS

Responsible for the administration of the quality
assurance program for the design and construction of
Floating Nuclear Plants.

1972-1975 Consul tant
FRAMATOME

Provided expertise in the areas of Quality Assurance and
manufacturing of nuclear power generating stations.

(Oj 1 % 8-1972 Manager, Quality Assurance
~# WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

- ELECTRO MECHANICAL DIVISION

Responsible for the division Quality Assurance program.

1966-1968 Project Manager - KAPL Cores
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
- ATOMIC FUELS DIVISION (AFD)

Responsibilities included supervision of core analyses'
for naval reactors and Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory.

1950-1966 Section Manager - Schenectedy Naval Reactor Office
: WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION - AFD

,

Responsibilities involved manufacturing engineering
administration. This included various positions in
engineering and management in the fabrication, oper-
ations, and administrative areas.

Professional Affiliations
,

American Society of Metals
American Nuclear Societyn

(V);

!
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